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ABSTRACT 

Little has been written about Tchaikovsky's Third 

Symphony, and it is rarely performed. 

Many of the compositional techniques used in this 

symphony were also used in Tchaikovsky's later symphonies; 

in some regards, however, the Third Symphony is atypical 

(if not unique) in relation to his other symphonies: It 

contains five movements, its tonic key is major, and it is 

not programmatic. 

This thesis presents a comprehensive analysis of the 

symphony as it unfolds, and this is illustrated with 

musical examples and analytical figures. An analysis 

chart of each movement (detailing form and key) is given. 

Each movement is summarized in terms of sonorities, 

tonalities, and methods of modulation, thereby providing 

some insights into the consistency/variety of Tchaikov

sky's compositional language in this symphony. 

It is hoped that this analysis will help to generate 

interest in this important Tchaikovsky symphony that has, 

to date, attracted little attention. 

x 



INTRODUCTION 

Peter Ilich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893) is best known 

for his overtures, ballets, and last three symphonies. 

His First Piano Concerto and Violin Concerto have also 

enjoyed prominence in the concert repertoire. Many of his 

melodies are well known throughout the world, and many of 

his melodies are imbued with a Russian folksong nature, 

whether derived or not. Tchaikovsky is also known, to a 

lesser extent, as an opera composer. 

Regarding his fourth, fifth, and sixth symphonies 

(as well as the Manfred Symphony), much has been written, 

and these works are performed with relative frequency. 

His first three symphonies are lesser-known--Symphony No. 

1 in G Minor ("Winter Dreams", Opus 13, third version com

pleted in 1874), Symphony No. 2 in C Minor ("Little Rus

sian", Opus 17, second version completed in 1880), and 

Symphony No. 3 in D Major (the "Polish", Opus 29, composed 

in 1875). 

1 
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Purpose of the Study 

This thesis will 1) focus on stylistic and struc

tural elements of Tchaikovsky's Third Symphony, and 2) 

using this information, come to some meaningful conclu

sions as to the quality and importance of this symphony. 

Need for the Study 

In relation to Tchaikovsky's other symphonies, the 

Third Symphony is atypical, if not unique: It is the only 

one of the six that is in a major key; it is written in 

five movements (each of the others contains the more 

typical arrangement of four); and despite its nickname 

(the "Polish"), it does not possess any clear programmatic 

intentions—one author has gone so far as to describe it 

as a neo-classical work."'" 

In consideration of these unique characteristics, 

it is perhaps unusual that no one has yet undertaken a 

comprehensive analytic study of this work. Despite the 

relative obscurity of the piece (in terms of both per

formance history and scholarly analysis), there is a 

definite need for a complete study of this important 

Tchaikovsky symphony. This paper seeks to help to ful

fill that need. 

"'"David Brown, The New Grove Russian Masters I (W.W. 
Norton and Company, New York, 1986), p. 171. 
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History/Criticism of the Symphony 

Symphony No. 3 in D Major, Opus 29, was composed 

from June 17--August 13, 1875. It was first performed 

in Moscow on November 19, 18 75, and was published in 

1877 .2 

In a recent publication, David Brown comments, 

"Despite the charm of the middle three movements, the 

3 Third Symphony is the dullest of the series." 

The work was criticized in Tchaikovsky's time by 

Cui: "The first three movements are the best; the only 

charm of the fourth being its sonority, for the musical 

contents are poor. The fifth movement ... is the 

weakest. On the whole the symphony shows talent, but 

4 we have a right to expect more from Tchaikovsky." 

In a letter to his benefactress, N.F. von Meek, 

Tchaikovsky gives the following account (in 1878): "Hans 

Richter, the Bayreuth conductor . . . wished this season 

to do my third symphony; but after one rehearsal the di

rectors of the Philharmonic pronounced the work 'too 

2 Brown, p. 234. 

3 
Brown, p. 175. 

4 Modeste Tchaikovsky, The Life and Letters of Peter 
Ilich Tchaikovsky (John Lane Company, New York, 1906), 
p. 179. 
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5 Russian', and it was unanimously rejected." 

This last criticism raises an interesting confusion 

about the symphony: It is nicknamed the "Polish" because 

of the subtitle of the fifth movement, "tempo di Polacca." 

The second movement, "Alia tedesca" ("in the German 

style"), suggests a quite different connotation, while 

Tchaikovsky's own account indicates that the work was 

regarded as being decidedly too Russian! 

Laroche sidestepped these nationalistic definitions 

and commented upon the music itself: "The importance 

and power of the music, the beauty and variety of the 

form, the nobility of style, originality and rare per

fection of technique, all contribute to make this sym

phony one of the most remarkable musical works produced 

during the last ten years. 

As to the lack of a program regarding Opus 29, it is 

important to remember that Tchaikovsky himself did not 

attach one to the work. There are no letters or diary 

entries that indicate the meaning of the piece--unlike 1) 

the Fourth Symphony, which has particularly specific 

connotations designated by the composer, and 2) the Sixth 

Symphony, whose subtitle is programmatic. 

5 
Tchaikovsky, pp. 289-290. 

^Tchaikovsky, p. 179 . 
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However, this writer offers the following observa

tion: Within Tchaikovsky's music, in the deepest of 

musical gloom, there is sometimes a faint glimmer of hope 

hovering nearby; conversely, in the most joyous rhythmic 

exclamations, there is often a tinge of melancholy. These 

subtleties are present in the Third Symphony much as they 

are in his other works. 

Is this not the essence of the human experience, and 

therefore of the ultimate program? 

Method of Analysis 

Each chapter (one for each movement of the symphony) 

contains the following elements, in order: 1) A brief 

overview of the movement; 2) a detailed analysis chart 

showing form and key, as well as providing some informa

tion on pedal points, harmonizations, texture, and thema

tic relationships; 3) a discussion of the movement as it 

unfolds, supplemented with musical and analytical examples 

and addressing a variety of musical parameters--tonality 

relationships/durations, themes, motivic use, climactic 

points, harmonizations, modulations, pedal points, phras

ing, cadence, texture, repetition, sequence, and recur

rence; special attention is given to a) stylistically ex

pected events, and b) unique events that reflect a partic

ular poignancy or effectiveness; and 4) a summary made up 
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of a) a conclusion that brings together the most salient 

aspects of the movement, and b) tables that summarize 

Tchaikovsky's use of tonalities, sonorities, and modula

tions. 

Following these five chapters is a chapter that sum

marizes the preceding analyses and comes to some conclu

sions regarding the quality of this symphony. 

Definitions 

Abbreviations or special terms will be clarified as 

needed as the text proceeds. 

The following notation system will be used for aug

mented sixth chords: 

Figure 0.1--Augmented sixth chords 

key spelling sonority function root 

C:/c: ab-c-eb-f# AbMm7 Gg.. f# 

C:/c: ab-c-f# AbMm7 It0 f# 

C:/c: ab-c-d-f# D Fr0 Fr0 d 

The G0 in root position (with "F#" in the bass, in 

the above example) will be referred to as a German seventh 

chord (abbreviated as "G7"). Similarly, a Fr0 in root 

position will be abbreviated as "Fr7". 

Modulation types are given (with abbreviations in 

parentheses) in Figure 0.2 on page seven. 



Figure 0.2--Modulation types 

Diatonic pivot chord (DPC)--a diatonic chord 
in the old key becomes a diatonic chord in 
the new key, often just before the new dominant 
or its embellishment. 

Chromatic pivot chord (CPC)--a chord in the 
old key becomes a chord in the new key, and 
is chromatic in one or both keys. 

Pivot note (no abbreviation)--one note, usually 
a chord tone, from the old key holds over by 
itself, and then becomes a member of a chord 
in the new key. 

Third relation ( ' 3 1 )--a major triad or 
Mm7 sonority in the old key moves by root move
ment of a third to a major triad or Mm7 sonority 
in the new key; no pivot chord need be involved. 

Enharmonic Mm7 (Enh. Mm7)--a G0 in the old key 
becomes a V7 in the new key, or vice versa; this 
method is used to modulate to a key which is a 
half step higher or lower than the old key. 

Enharmonic diminished seventh (Enh. o7)-- a 
diminished seventh chord in the old key functions 
with a different root in the new key. 

Diminished seventh becomes Mm7 (o7--Mm7)--in the 
old key, one note of a diminished seventh chord 
is lowered a half step to becomes a Mm7 in the new 
key (or vice versa: Mm7--o7); this is a variant 
of the Enh. o7 modulation. 

Deceptive cadence (DEC)--at a deceptive cadence 
on the submediant, the submediant of the old key 
becomes the tonic of the new key. 

Linear motion (no abbreviation)--none of the 
above. 



CHAPTER ONE 

FIRST MOVEMENT 

Overview 

The first movement is cast in sonata form, be

ginning with a long introduction in the tonic minor 

which is marked, "Tempo di marcia funebre." Following 

this is an exposition in D major that begins with a con

trastingly bright, triadic march theme. This gives way 

to a second theme in the relative minor (b minor), and 

ends with a closing theme in the dominant key of A major 

this closing theme rounds off the exposition with its 

march-like rhythms and tutti texture. 

The development section is divided according to 

thematic use, and is notable for its sequencing of 

quite lengthy passages (as much as fifteen bars at a 

time). Also featured are some strikingly dissonant 

interval patterns. 

The recapitulation brings back material from the 

exposition in the original order. Themes are brought 

back in keys that are a perfect fifth lower than those 

in the exposition (except for the first theme, of course 

which recurs in the tonic). The first theme area is 

8 



shortened, and the second theme is expanded (in its second 

part) in terms of length and tonality. 

The coda is substantial in length and derives its 

energy not from previous themes, but from its own repe

titions, fast harmonic rhythm, tutti scoring, and third-

related chords. 

In Figure 1.1 on pages 11-lla, an analysis chart of 

the first movement is given. Large formal divisions are 

underlined and abbreviated, while subdivisions of these 

are labelled with lower-case letters, Arabic numerals, or 

abbreviations. 

Additional information is given (when deemed neces

sary) immediately below these labels, in regard to tex

ture, harmonization, cadence, pedal point (expressed func

tionally as I or V), repetition, sequence, orchestration, 

phrasing, and other selected factors. 

Below that, major tonalities are expressed with 

upper-case letters followed by a colon (for example, D:), 

while minor tonalities are expressed with lower-case let

ters followed by a colon. 

Bar numbers are given for the beginning and end of 

each section, as well as for tonalities. Bar numbers are 

not given for the first tonality of each section, as these 

would always correspond to the first bar number of the 

section. For sections or keys that do not begin or end 
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with a full measure, subscripts are attached to the bar 

numbers to indicate the specific count. 

The analysis charts in this thesis are not intended 

to be comprehensive analyses of the music. Rather, they 

are meant to provide a point of reference from which or

ganized discussions may proceed. 

The following abbreviations will be used: 

Figure 1.2--Chart abbreviations 

abbreviation term 

diff 

I AC 

plag 

> 

seq 

ext 

PAC 

DEC 

acc 

CT 

DEV 

ST 

PP 

ped 

arp 

frag 

FT 

retrans 

trans 

parallel period 

pedal point 

arpeggiation 

thematic fragment 

transition 

retransition 

first theme 

second theme 

closing theme 

development/developmental 

sequence/sequential 

extension 

accompaniment 

different 

deceptive cadence 

perfect authentic cadence 

imperfect authentic cadence 

plagal 

structurally important keys 
(due to location, duration, or 
relationship to the tonic key) 



Figure 1.1--FIRST MOVEMENT--sonata form 

11 

INTRO 1-79 FT 80-142 

1. 1-33 2. 34-56 3. 57-79 trans. a. 80-952 b. 953-1143 

V ped. a. 34-47 b. 48-56 a. 57-71 b. 72-79 tutti non-tutti 

>d: V ped. no ped. V ped. V, V7 march 
seq. arp. seq. no ped. >D: f#: 98^ 

>d: >d:/D: >D: A: 943 b:1°54 
>d: 

ST 143-197 CT 198-207 DEV 208-307 

1 tutti trans. 208-214, 
a. 143-150- a . 150.-161 b. 162-173 trans. 174-197 1 

3 4 4 >A-
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The Introduction 

If the first theme is buoyant and joyful when it ar

rives in bar 80, it is due in large part to the great un

easiness that Tchaikovsky has created with his introduc

tion (see Figure 1.3 on pages 13-14). In the first two 

bars the listener is provided with several of the charac

teristics that go into producing this "uneasy" effect, 

some of which continue to be used throughout the intro

duction: 1) A solitary dominant pedal in the cellos and 

basses; 2) the initial melodic interval of a diminished 

fourth in the first violins; 3) the initial non-tonic, 

dissonant sonorities (in bar 1) of AMmm-ml3/9/7 (the dash 

indicates the absence of the eleventh) and AMmm9/7; 4) 

the lack of a root position tonic chord on the downbeat 

of a measure; 5) soft dynamics, along with non-tutti 

scoring; 6) extensive use of rests, which creates a wa

vering, non-constant texture; and 7) a dark timbre 

created by using the stringed instruments in their low 

registers. 

Before the resolution of these opening phrases (which 

is in bar 8, on an imperfect authentic cadence), a group 

of dissonant sonorities leads even further from the notion 

of a positive beginning. These occur in bars 5-6, and are 

shown in Figure 1.4 on page 15. 
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Figure 1.3--continued 
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Figure 1.4--Dissonant sonorities 
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In the above example (and in later examples), the 

following notations will be used: 

1) Bar numbers are underlined. 

2) Harmonic rhythm is indicated. 

3) Descriptive notation is used to identify sonori
ties and their inversions. 

4) The prevailing tonality is indicated to the left 
of the chord function analysis. 

5) Roman numeral analysis is provided. Upper-case 
letters indicate major or augmented chords, and 
lower-case letters are used for minor or dimin
ished chords. 

As expected, the composer balances this musical 

tension, and he does so with an expected trademark—repe

tition. Perhaps it is unexpected, though, to see to what 

extent repetition is used in these first eight bars: 

1) Bars 2 and 4 are identical, 2) bars 1 and 3 have simi

lar outlines, and 3) bars 7 and 8 are similar. 



The element that ties together this uncertainty/ 

repetition duality is the dominant pedal point, another 

repetition that occurs nine times in eight bars (to the 

extent that it may be best thought of as a continuous 

pedal), and which is always on beat one or beat three. 

Again, though, this repetition is balanced by another 

contrasting factor, rhythm: A variety of note values is 

used in the upper voices, ranging from half notes to 

sixteenths. 

Once this opening phrase has been established, it 

is repeated three times, but with the following differ

ences : 

Figure 1.5--Differences in repetitions of bars 1-8 

1. bars 1-8 theme/pedal in strings only 

2. bars 9-16 theme in horns, new triplet 
accompaniment in strings, 
chordal accompaniment added 
in clarinet/oboe 

3. bars 17-24 theme in winds, added pedal 
in horns, eighth note scale 
accompaniment in strings 

4. bars 25-32 fragmented theme in horns, 
chromatic scale accompaniment 
in strings 

Certainly it would be impractical to continue this 

sort of detailed discussion throughout the rest of the 

movement; but it is worth taking note of these features 
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at the outset, as the rest of Tchaikovsky's introduction 

(as well as music beyond that) is generated from them, as 

will be shown. Judging from these opening measures, the 

effectiveness or success of the composer's repetition 

technique depends upon a continual balance with factors 

that present contrast or variety. 

The stabilizing rhythmic factor throughout the intro

duction is the dotted eighth/sixteenth/quarter note fig

ure. This, by itself, unifies the introduction with the 

first theme, which also relies upon the same rhythmic fig

ure. However, there are other factors that point to the 

first theme as being an outgrowth of the introduction. 

First, in bar 4 8 a new melodic figure is introduced, 

one that closely resembles the first bar of the first 

theme. See Figure 1.6 below. 

Figure 1.6--A melodic figure related to the FT 
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From a compositional standpoint, one could easily see 

this as an intermediary step: Step one is the dotted 

eighth/sixteenth rhythm (more or less) in bar 2 of the 

introduction; step two is the melodic definition of this 

rhythm in bar 48; step three is the first two bars of the 

first theme (bars 80-81), using the melodic shape of 

"step two" in the first bar, and then using the rhythmic 

motive in the second bar of the theme: 

Figure 1.7--FT melody, bars 80-81 

-14^— 
j-̂ = 

0 r2-] 
f— f—? 

J —4 f 

___ 
f c* 

Another factor that propels the introduction toward 

the first theme is tonality. This notion is supported by 

the following details: 

1) Essentially, the first theme is preceded by 79 

bars of dominant pedal point. The pedal is broken up 

rhythmically: First it occurs as sporadic quarter notes; 

then it becomes a regular pulsation from bars 33-47; from 

bars 50-56 the pedal is absent, but it is implied with 

dominant harmony arpeggiations; bars 57-71 employ a con

tinuous pedal in the timpani (joined by the basses in bar 
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66); and then in bar 72 the pedal is absent again, but 

again it is implied by the continuing arpeggiations. 

2) There is no tonic major triad until the downbeat 

of the first theme in bar 80. The first thirty-three bars 

are solidly in the key of d minor; after that, there are 

some transitory modulations beginning in bar 34, and it is 

here where one feels that Tchaikpvsky begins his search 

for the "right" tonic chord. These need not be called 

true keys in themselves, because a) they are brief in 

length, and b) the dominant pedal continues to define the 

original tonality of d minor. It is important to mention 

that Tchaikovsky chooses to continue with minor modes in 

this section; some surprising statistics regarding the use 

of .minor keys (in his only symphony written in a major 

key) will be presented in the summary of this chapter. 

In bar 48 the dominant chord arrives, assuring the 

listener of the tonality (a necessary step because of the 

preceding transitory modulations); this chord is arpeg-

giated for nine bars, accompanied by melodic and harmonic 

embellishments. And then in bar 57 the imminent arrival 

of the first theme is signalled by two events: 1) Con

tinuous dominant pedal, finally, in the timpani and bass 

instruments, and 2) a new series of harmonic sequences 

used with the melody that was introduced in bar 48. 

Finally, in bar 72 (see Figure 1.8 on pages 21-22) a 
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quite typical (but effective) Tchaikovsky trademark is em

ployed: The tutti texture ceases abruptly on the down

beat; and in this instance, eight bars of unison, non-

7 tuttn. arpeggiations follow. 

These aspects alone would be enough to make the in

troduction effective — a variety of musical events growing 

"organically" toward the first theme--but Tchaikovsky 

takes the process one step further. In bars 

(again, see Figure 1.8 on pages 21-22), all of the melodic 

arpeggiations begin on either count two or count four. 

Over the duration of these eight bars the sense of meter 

is lost entirely; and until one has become familiar with 

this section, it is very difficult to predict (without 

looking at the score) exactly where the downbeat of the 

first theme is going to be. And again, going back to the 

notion of organic growth--each new musical event springing 

forth from an earlier event--one need look no further than 

the first bar of the movement (Figure 1.3, page 13) to 

find a melody that is phrased away from the bar line. 

More common is Tchaikovsky's use of unison scales 
in this type of transitional passage; a most famous ex
ample is in the recapitulation of his Sixth Symphony, third 
movement, in a transition (bars 221-228) leading to the 
return of the second theme. 
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Figure 1.8--Transitional unison lines, obscured bar line 
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Figure 1.8--continued 
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Exposition 

Given the premise that the first theme is a compo

sitional result of the introduction, what sort of theme 

might one expect? 

Reviewing the introduction, the principal charac

teristics are 1) substantial length, 2) continuous dom

inant pedal point, either actual or implied, 3) the uni

fying dotted eighth/sixteenth rhythm, 4) phrases begin

ning on upbeats or weak beats, and 5) some quite dissonant 

harmonies. 

In Figure 1.9 on page 24, Tchaikovsky's answer to the 
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above question is evident; and though his solution is an 

expected one in some ways, it is not without surprise as 

well. 

The overriding characteristic of the first theme is 

its aura of understatement, its utter simplicity. This 

effect is brought about through good craftsmanship in the 

following ways: 1) The melody is triadic, both linearly 

(the first four bars of melody outline a tonic triad) and 

vertically (all harmonies from bars 80-83 are triads--the 

first seventh chord occurs in bar 84^); 2) the texture is 

unvaryingly tutti; 3) tutti rests in bars 81^ and 85^ 

highlight the simplicity of texture and rhythm; 4) in bars 

80-83 there are nine root position triads (all other 

chords are first inversion triads); 5) second oboe, bas

soon, horn, viola, cello, and bass play only quarter notes 

for the first fifteen bars of the theme (bars 80-94); 

6) melodic lines are predominantly rising in nature; and 

7) diatonicism is stressed--no chromatic pitches occur un

til the tenth bar of the theme (bar 89). 

These aspects are quite distinct, and Tchaikovsky's 

intentional conservatism here is unmistakable. But there 

are some deeper subtleties worth observing: 

1) Bars 78-79 (the last two bars of the introduction) 

arpeggiate an AMm7 sonority (refer back to Figure 1.8 on 

page 22). The final seventh (in cello and bass) does not 



Figure 1.9--0peninq bars of the first theme 
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properly resolve until bar 81^. This lends some extra 

meaning to the use of the DM6 sonority at that point. 

2) The trumpets, trombones, tuba (all of which have 

yet to be heard in this symphony), and timpani are not 

brought in together until bar 127^; their absence in bar 

80 adds greatly to the subdued effect of the first theme. 

3} As stated earlier, the unifying rhythm of the in

troduction was the dotted eighth/sixteenth figure. As the 

first theme is a march-style tune, one might expect this 

rhythmic figure to continue prominently. Instead, this 

rhythm is used only cadentially, and the predominant 

rhythm is the simple, driving quarter note (this fact is 

evident in the bass line at the outset in bar 80, and be

comes yet more obvious a bit later in bars 115-122^, at 

which point a tutti quarter note rhythm prevails uninter

rupted for eight bars). 

At this point it will be helpful to refer to an 

analysis chart of the first theme area. See Figure 1.10 

on page 26. 

The "b" section of the first theme presents needed 

contrast to the straightforward aspect of the "a" section. 

First, there is a modulation to the major dominant (high

lighted by a half cadence in bar 95^  ̂ on a V9/7). Sec

ondly, non-tutti texture is used, combined with soft dy

namics. Most important, however, is the use of rhythm and 
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Figure 1.10--Analvsis chart of the FT area 

FT 80-142 

a. 80-952 b. 953~1143 retrans. 1144-126 a1. 127-138 

tutti non-tutti 1. 1144-122 2. 1224~126 tutti 
march 

•D: 
A: 94, b: 105' 

>A: tutti non-tutti >D: 
>D: f#: 98. 

-4 b: >D: 
4 G: 117 

e: 119 
D: 120. 

meter: The accompanimental parts in the clarinet and 

first violin emphasize counts one and three of the meter; 

the bass notes, on the other hand, emphasize count four. 

These points in themselves are not unusual; adding the 

horn melody to this, however, suspends the meter somewhat 

Figure l.ll--Metric suspension in FTb 

M.smr. (continued] 



Figure 1.ll--continued 
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The reason for the disorienting rhythmic effect is 

simple. Taken by itself, the horn melody naturally falls 

into 4/4 meter as follows: 

Figure 1.12--Natural metric placement of FTb melody 
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Moving the melody back one beat (to count four), as 

Tchaikovsky has done, creates a unique metric effect some

what related to the later use of hemiola. Perhaps the best 
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term to describe this effect would be "canonic meter"--two 

parts in the same meter, but consistently offset in time 

from one another. 

The retransition back to "FTa" is made distinctive by 

two events: 1) Unison tutti quarter note rhythm for eight 

bars (mentioned earlier), and then 2) a unison scale in 

bar 126--a similar technique was first seen in bars 72-79 

(using transitional unison arpeggiations, in Figure 1.8 on 

pages 22-23). See Figure 1.13 on page 29. 

Along with the quarter note rhythm, a strong unifying 

factor in this retransition is the series of descending 

half steps in the bass line. And then in bars 123-125, 

the first violins (followed by the upper woodwinds) are 

given melodically ascending half steps--one more sign of 

the derivative nature of Tchaikovsky's compositional tech

nique in this symphony. 

The principal melody of this retransition (in flutes 

and first violin, bars 115-122) is derived from the theme 

to which it is pointed (specifically, "FTa"). The brack

eted notes in Figure 1.13 are clearly based upon the sec

ond and third measures of the first theme: 

Figure 1.14--First theme melody, bars 81-82 



Figure 1.13--Retransition to FTa 
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Beginning in bar 1184, this melody is shortened to 

its first two notes, progressing through the intervals of 

a major sixth, a perfect fifth, and a diminished fifth. 

This Germanic-styled contraction of the phrase helps to 

drive the music forward to the theme, but yet another 

metric aspect emerges, adding confusion to this effect: 

Beginning in bar 118^, the phrases begin on counts two and 

four, much as they did in the original transition to the 

first theme. Adding this to the half step bass line move

ment, the sense of downbeat is gone, and the listener is 

again at a loss in knowing exactly when the first theme 

will recur. Subjectively, perhaps this creates an added 

satisfaction in hearing the simple rhythms of " FT a11 when 

it does return. 

Finally, the force that ties together this compact 

array of retransitional elements (occurring in the span of 

just twelve measures) is harmony. See Figure 1.15 below. 

Figure 1.15--Harmonic analysis of retrans. to FTa 

bar 115 116 (much like 115) 

J J J J J J J J 
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G: V^/IV 

(continued) 
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Figure 1.15--continued 
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First, the use of augmented sixth chords in helping 

to create a chromatic bass line is notable: Five of these 

resolve expectedly to tonic six-four chords; three do 

not. The German seventh chord in bar 116^ simply resolves 

as a secondary dominant in the new key (and to a substi

tute chord, at that). The German seventh chord in bar 

118^ moves by third relation to a German seventh chord in 

the new key, and this third relation is repeated in bar 

119. The German seventh chord in bar 120^ moves to a dia

tonic subdominant chord. These particular augmented sixth 

chords, then, are used for their sonority and chromatic 

voice leading, rather than for their traditional function. 

Bars 121-126 consist of a dominant complex (embel

lished by subdominant chords and borrowed chords) that is 

finally reduced to a unison scale passage in bar 126. In

terestingly, this harmonic structure is not aligned with 

the texture: It begins as a continued tutti texture, 

changing to non-tutti two bars later. 

. Again, the intensity and complexity of this brief re-

transition serve to make the simplicity of the following 

restated theme yet more effective. The return of "FTa" in 

bars 127-136 is a very literal repetition of its first oc

currence, except for louder dynamics and the important ad

dition of trumpet, trombone, tuba, and timpani. 

The transition to the second theme is economical in 
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terms of length (four bars), but the harmonic means used 

in getting to the new key are significant: 

Figure 1.16--Harmonic analysis, trans, to ST 

bar 137 138 139 
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The "C#" in bars 13 9 and 14 0 does serve as a brief 

pivot note, but the Mm7--o7 modulation is a better expla

nation, especially considering the lengthy emphasis given 

to the EbMm^ chord. This already smooth modulation is 

made yet smoother by the enharmonic function of the chord 

in bar 140. It is well worth noting that Tchaikovsky goes 

to such trouble to create an interesting modulation to the 

submediant key (which could have been achieved in a much 

more direct way), and the reasoning is quite apparent: 

The intensity of this modulation, its sense of focus, 

9 
The pitch "C#M (no chord); but it continues to be 

part of the EbMm5 chord in bars 139-14 0. 
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draws added attention to the entrance of the second theme. 

In examining the second theme, it is important to 

consider 1) elements that unify the theme within itself, 

and 2) elements that unify it with previously-heard music. 

The beginning melody of the second theme (in bars 

143-1462) is nothing more than a series of four descending 

notes repeated twice with varying rhythm and metric place

ment. However, the resulting intervals are an exact in

version of the first three intervals of "FTa": 

Figure 1.17--Comparison of FTa/STa intervals 

first theme second theme 
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This could very well be the reason that Tchaikovsky 

chose to repeat the first four pitches of the second 

theme--as an indication that they held a special musical 

meaning. 

Several other important characteristics of this theme 

can be seen in Figure 1.18 on pages 35-36. For example, 

the first phrase of the second theme begins with a 



Figure 1.18--Second theme, sections "a" and "a*" 
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Figure 1.18--continued 

STa1 
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dominant pedal point, and then the second phrase (bars 

146^-150^) uses a bass line not unlike that of the opening 

of the first theme--largely stepwise and diatonic. In bar 

151 the initial melody is repeated, but with differences: 

1) The melody is now in octaves with the upper voice an 

octave higher than the original statement; 2) chord tones 

are added in the horns, 3) tonic pedal point is used, and 

4) the melody is now in stretto, due to the added bassoon 

line. 

Two further features that lend some distinction to 

this theme are 1) the rhythmic ostinato in the violins 
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and violas, and 2) the "exotic" use of both "A" and "A#" 

in the melody (in bars 148 and 149). 

The first theme area was constructed within an "aba" 

framework; the second theme is an "aab" form. See Figure 

1.19 below: 

Figure 1.19--Analysis chart of the ST area 

ST 143-197 

a. 143-1503 

V ped. 
i-V 

> b: 

Like "STa", the melody of "STb" is based upon des

cending melodic patterns: 

Figure 1.20--Second theme, section "b" 

20 162 163 164 165 166 167 
_Flf«pr. 

a1. 1504-161 b. 162-173 trans. 174-197 

I ped. G0/viioi V ped. 
repeat, _ buildup 
then ext. 

>b: 
D: 155 
a: 160 

> a: 
>A: 
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Figure 1.20--continued 
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It may not be stretching the facts too far to notice 

that the first three melodic notes of bar 162 (Eb-D-C) 

come from the second, third, and fourth notes of "STa". 

More notable, however, is the underlying harmonic oscil

lation from bars 162-173, which is essentially this: 

Figure 1.2l--Harmonic oscillation in STb 

FMm7 g#o2 

a: G0 viioi 

The tonality is very ambiguous in this section, until 
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the resolution of the G0 to a if in bar 174. If one re

gards the g#oi sonority as a neighboring embellishment of 

the G0, then bars 162-173 could be regarded as twelve bars 

of a G0 sonority. This lends a transitional function to 

these bars either way, of course, giving even more impetus 

to the true transition in bars 174-197. 

In looking back to Figure 1.20 on pages 37-38, a 

striking form relationship emerges. The complete second 

theme area is in an "aab" form, and "STb" reflects this 

same formal organization on a much smaller scale: Bars 

166-169 are an exact repeat of bars 162-165, and then a 

"contrasting" section occurs in bars 170-173 (though in 

this case, it is only an extension of the previous melody 

in the same key). Whether Tchaikovsky did this deliber

ately or intuitively, it is significant to see the "whole" 

reflected in its smaller parts. This is very close to the 

Schenkerian notion of "middleground" relationships being 

carried into the "foreground", and surely it bears the 

mark of good craftsmanship as well. 

The transition to the closing theme begins with an 

ANlt sonority (which is the resolution of the lengthy G0 

chord that preceded it in "STb"). This lasts only for one 

half count, though, and all that remains is a pulsating 

dominant pedal point in the bassoons. Though this pedal 

point unifies the entire transition (which lasts for 
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twenty-four bars), there are three distinct events that 

occur. First, there is a brief tune that begins in bars 

176-177, which is then repeated three times: 

Figure 1.22--Repeated tune, transition to the CT 
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With each repetition, something is either added or 

changed—compare the first violin figures in bars 1774 

and 179^--and the changes become greater with each repe

tition. The melody in the first clarinet, however, re

mains unchanged, as does the falling fifth progression 

upon which it is based: 

Figure 1.23--Fallinq fifth progression, bars 176-177 

bar 176 177 

J J i J J J J 
F#Mn2 bmt EM AM! DM6 EM EMm7 

A: vi/ii iif V it IV6 V V7 

The next distinct event begins in bars 184-185, in 

which an ascending quartal countermelody occurs in cellos/ 

clarinets followed by violins/flutes: 

Figure 1.24--Countermelody in fourths 



This melodic line is repeated only once, lasting four 

bars in its entirety; and yet it undergoes an important 

change in the recapitulation, as will be shown. Here, 

though, it bears a strong relationship to the preceding 

phrases: The repeated falling fifth chord progression in 

bars 176-183 is restated melodically in these rising 

fourths. The relationship is unmistakable. 

Finally, an important rhythmic/melodic figure begins 

in bar 188, one upon which the closing theme is based: 

Figure 1.25--Melodic anticipation of the CT 

188 189 190 191 

.Cor.m.i 

Tiap. 

This anticipation of the closing theme is reminiscent 
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of an earlier event: Before the first theme occurred, a 

melodic figure was introduced that resembled "FTa"; here, 

a similar technique is used in anticipating the closing 

theme.'1'0 There is a great intensity of compositional 

technique here: While looking back to an earlier thematic 

technique, Tchaikovsky also looks ahead to the next theme, 

at the same time making the most of a quartal relation

ship that belongs only to the transition itself. This is, 

perhaps, an example of the strongest function that a tran

sition can have — looking back to past musical events, an

ticipating future ones, and at the same time maintaining 

independent musical interest. 

The closing theme (bars 198-207) is less melodic than 

rhythmic, but its true significance, if one looks ahead to 

the end of the movement, has to do with harmony. Bars 

198-201 consist of the following harmonic oscillation: 

Figure 1.26--Harmonic oscillation in the CT 

AM f #m 

A: I vi 

At the end of the movement, this diatonic submediant 

A better-known example of this "anticipation of 
theme" technique is in Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony, 
first movement, bars 23-26; in this instance, the clari
nets and bassoons play "Db-C" four times at the end of 
the introduction, alone; these pitches then become the 
first two notes of the first theme. 
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is replaced with a chromatic one (this point will be cov

ered in more detail later in this chapter). 

In addition to this harmonic oscillation, the closing 

theme is characterized by exclusively diatonic harmonies, 

unison sixteenth-note passages in the flutes and strings 

(based upon a "FTb" accompanimental figure), and use of 

the melodic figure that was anticipated in the previous 

transition. This section begins and ends with a perfect 

authentic cadence, and though it essentially ends in bar 

206, the tonic/submediant harmonic oscillation continues 

for two more bars--again, forecasting that this material 

will later prove to be significant. 

Development 

The development section (along with the retransition) 

utilizes the following tonalities, in order: 

Figure 1.27--Keys used in the DEV 

A: /a: a: gb: eb: 
Bb: d: eb: ab: 
D: g: ab: db:/c#: 
f#: C: a: b: (retrans 
g# : f: d: G: 
c#: bb: g = e: 
f#: eb: e: d: 
b: ab: a: D: 
g: db: bb: 

From this chart, the following points are evident: 
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1) A great variety of keys is used; 2) the minor mode pre

dominates most of the time; and 3) in many cases, each key 

is a perfect fifth lower than the one that precedes it. 

The development is constructed as a large binary 

form (refer to Figure 1.1 on pages 11-lla). Thematically, 

fragments of the first theme are present throughout nearly 

the entire section, and so this aspect must be regarded as 

the strongest unifying feature. 

The harmonic rhythm is generally quite fast, due 

largely to dense counterpoint. 

A variety of rhythmic values is employed, and the 

most significant feature in this regard is that the dotted 

eighth/sixteenth rhythm is notably scarce: It is used 

only in cadential or transitional situations. This is 

very much in line with the functional use of this rhythm 

in the exposition. 

Thematically, the first twenty-one bars of the devel

opment consist of a gradual movement away from the end of 

the exposition. The transition from 208-214^ uses the 

closing theme motive along with the I-vi harmonic oscil

lation. See Figure 1.28 on page 46. 
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Figure 1.28--Use of CT motive in the DEV 

212 211 . 209 208 21 

CI. 

Cor.l.n CT motive 

Viol.1 

I-vi-I -vi-I- vi-I-vi 

Following this is a modulation to the key of Bb major 

(by way of an enharmonic Mm7 chord), and the section that 

follows is now based upon lesser use of the closing theme 

figure, along with the introduction of a "FTa" fragment. 

This is sequenced in bars 2194~224 in the key of D major, 

which is the third consecutive major key used in the de

velopment . 

Finally, in bar 224 a modulation to the key of f# 

minor takes place, and so the major mode of the closing 

theme is no longer present. To this point, then, Tchai

kovsky has made the following series of moves away from 

the closing theme of the exposition: 1) "CT" motive, I-vi 

harmonic oscillation, major key (A:); 2) "CT" motive (less 



strong), "FTa" fragment, major key (Bb:); 3) sequence, in 

the key of D major; and 4) modulation to the key of f# 

minor. 

Tonally and thematically, this is a deliberate, step-

by-step progression that gradually releases the closing 

theme. A fifth step takes the music yet further: In bar 

225, thematic fragments of the first theme and second 

theme are used simultaneously, and the closing theme mo

tive is no longer present: Only the first two measures of 

both "FTa" and "STa" are used here. 

To this point, the thematic fragments have been fair

ly straightforward. Except for the fact that "FTa" is 

presented in a minor key beginning in bar 225 (necessary 

because of the predominance of the "STa" melody and accom

paniment), the thematic fragments are much as they were in 

the exposition, in terms of intervals. 

This changes in bar 229. At this point, a new frag

ment of "FTa" is introduced: 

Figure 1.29--First theme fragment, bars 81^-82^ 
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However, the interval of the perfect fifth, so clear

ly diatonic in the exposition, does not occur in this mel

ody in the development section. Instead, this interval is 

expanded to the size of a minor seventh--and this large 

melodic interval occurs repeatedly during a great deal of 

the development. This is a strong distinguishing feature 

because of lj its unusual size (in the context of a melo

dic interval), 2) its large number of repetitions, and 3) 

its consistently specific size of a minor seventh. 

Focusing on the excerpted string parts in this sec

tion (which is also scored in the woodwinds and brasses), 

the use of stretto is apparent. More important, however, 

is the resulting pattern of intervals between the cellos 

and violas, violas and second violins, and second and 

first violins: 

Figure 1.30--Interval pattern (6-6-6) 

229 230 231 232 

•fc-Kr 

233 234 235 

66 6 666 

K stretto 
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If one examines these measures in terms of vertical 

sonorities, the following picture emerges: 

Figure 1.31--Harmonic analysis, bars 229-235 

bar 229 230 231 

J- J J J J. J J J J J 
g#mf D#M6 e#o6 d#mI e#ol D#Mmi . e#0^ D#Mt$ e#ol D#Mm3 

g#: il V6 vio6 vl viol v2 vi$i vi viol v3 

232 233 

J J J J J J J 
e#0̂  b#o§ a#0̂  G#Mm3 a#0§ c#m C#M6 

g#: vi0§ viioi/ii 

c#: viiot vi v3 vi0§ i 16 

f#: V6 

234 235 

J J J J J J J J 
f #: d#o6 C#MI d#ol C#Mrr$ d#0^ C #Mnr$ d#ot C#Mrr$ 

vio6 vl viol vi vî i vt viol 

Harmonically, this passage contains many weak root 

movements (vi-V, principally), and the great number of 

diminished chords gives a dark impression here. But in 

light of the previously discussed interval patterns, per

haps the use of weak root movement and dissonant sonori

ties makes more musical sense: These vertical elements 

are the outcome of a single unifying linear pattern. 
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Later in the development section, Tchaikovsky uses 

this interval pattern technique again. Instead of merely 

repeating the idea, however, he adds a factor that results 

in yet more tension. See Figure 1.32 below, which con

sists, again, of the excerpted string parts: 

Figure 1.32--Interval patterns, bars 249-254 

252 253. 254 251 249 250 

[666, [66 6 

"666 

Two opposing 6-6-6 patterns can be found in bars 249, 

252, and 254: 1) An ascending pattern between the first 

and second violins, and 2) a descending pattern between 

the cellos and violas. The harmonic tension on this page 

is highlighted by the compressed eighth note rhythms, and 

the resulting verticalities can be seen in Figure 1.33 on 

page 51. 
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Figure 1.33--Harmonic analysis, bars 249-254 

bar 249 250 

J J J J J J J J 
exf>\ DMni eot DMmi e0§ bo3 ammi GMmi 

g: vi$i 

0
 

>
 vi vi0§ viiô /ii iJ 

C: viioi ViS vi 

251 252 

J J J J J J J J J 
CM dm6 CM! dot CMmi d<4 0 0) dot CMm3 

I ii6 it 
vt viot vi vî t viiot viot vS f: 

252 (cont.) 253 

J J J J J J J J J 
d aô  DbM bbm cm6 Bbl»lt o

 
o
 .«
r>
 

BbMml 

f: vi0§ viiot/VI VI 

bb: viioi III vi i ii6 it 

eb: vt viot vi 
254 

J—3 3 ] J J J 3 
c<jh. dot cot BbMmi c0§ go3 CbM EbMmi 

eb: vi <f>\ viiot viol vi vi0§ viioi/VI VI 

ab: viiô  III v3 

Again, these vertical sonorities are the result of 

linear patterns. In both examples (Figure 1.32 on page 

50 and Figure 1.30 on page 48), this writer has focused 

only upon the 6-6-6 patterns for the sake of notational 

clarity in the examples. However, it is important to note 
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that each 6-6-6 pattern is followed immediately by a 10-

10-10 pattern between the basses/cellos and the violins 

(against which the violas provide contrary motion). This 

fact reinforces, even further, the importance of looking 

at these musical events from a linear point of view. 

The second half of the binary form of this develop

ment section (beginning in bar 2552) focuses on the two 

"FTa" fragments already used, sometimes in combination 

with the ostinato accompaniment from "STa". It would be 

redundant to discuss each and every thematic use; suffice 

it to say that a variety of rhythmic combinations, stret-

to, and minor keys continue to predominate. Also, the 

longest sequence of the movement occurs in this section: 

Bars 2702~285^ are a sequence (up a half step) of bars 

2552-2701. 

It is very significant that both "FTb" and "STb" do 

not appear in the development section--only the "a" parts 

of these themes are used. But near the end of the devel

opment, beginning in bar 291^, a sixteenth note figure oc

curs which could be thought of as coming from "FTb"; see 

Figure 1.34 on page 53. This figure resembles the "FTb" 

accompaniment lines (refer back to Figure 1.11 on pages 

26-27). However, this figure is also used in the closing 

theme of the exposition (as a melody rather than as an ac

companiment). Considering that this figure recurs near 



Figure 1.34--CT melody in the DEV 
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the end of the development section, it is more sensible to 

think of it functionally as a use of closing theme melodic 

material (rather than as "FTb" accompaniment material--

this latter reference is far more obscure). Also, there 

is a certain symmetry involved: The development section 

begins and ends with closing theme material. 

Tchaikovsky uses a very economical means of arriving 

at the recapitulation--he simply reuses an earlier inter

nal retransition passage from the first theme area (FT= 

a b retrans. a). This provides a striking contrast to the 

tension of the development section, leaving no doubt that 

the first theme is returning. An interesting aspect of 

this retransition is that it does not contain an obvious 

dominant pedal point. This points to an important stylis

tic feature of this symphony: At times when one might ex

pect a dominant pedal, there is none; in the development 

section where one might expect obscure themes or accompan

iments to be used, only the obvious "FTa" and "STa" sec

tions are referred to. Simplicity, clarity, and economy 

are stressed. Quite often, the musical interest has to do 

not with what Tchaikovsky does, but rather with what he 

chooses to omit. It is this writer's opinion that Tchai

kovsky's understatement and reserve are used to good ef

fect throughout this development section, and there is 

logic here: In keeping the development focused on only a 
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few obvious thematic fragments, Tchaikovsky has integrated 

this section with the understated nature of the first 

theme. 

Recapitulation 

In examining the recapitulation, two principal ques

tions will be addressed: 1) "Which elements are the same 

as those in the exposition?", and 2) "Which are differ

ent?" 

In Figure 1.35 below, a form analysis of this section 

is given: 

Figure 1.35--RECAP analysis chart 

FT 308-341 ST 342-410 

a1. 308-3232 b. 323̂ 341 a. 342-349 a1. 350-357 

(=) 80-952 =953-1113' I ped. I ped. 
n. then trans. . orig. acc. ^ D » 6 • 

>A: >e: 
f#: 32 
b: 333 
f#: 3264 G: 354 

e: 340̂  

358-386 revised theme trans. 387-410 CT 411-420 

1. 358-377 2. 378-386 Vped., buildup =198-207 
=174-197 

> Eb: V7 >d: G0 '̂ . >D: 
>Cb: 364 V7 dlff" scoring 
>g: 369 G0-i4 >D: 14 
>e: 376 G0-i4 

In bar 308, Tchaikovsky begins with what appears to 



be "FTa"1"" (using full tutti scoring that includes trumpet, 

trombone, tuba, and timpani). The preceding retransition 

(which was first used in the exposition to lead to "FTa"'"") 

also supports the idea that this is not "FTa". However, 

this passage does lead to "FTb" in bar 323^, modulating to 

the key of A major, just as "FTa" did in the exposition. 

The clearest explanation of this passage, then, is to say 

that it uses the orchestration of "FTa"'"" combined with the 

tonal direction of "FTa". Though the distinction is 

slight, this ambiguity is effective in informing the lis

tener that the events of the recapitulation will not be 

just as they were in the exposition. 

In bars 323^-339^, "FTb" is an exact recurrence of 

its original statement in the exposition. Beginning in 

bar 3394 the music is different, serving as a transition 

to the second theme. The following modulation takes 

place: 

Figure 1.36--Transition to the ST 

bar 339 340 341 3421 

J 
/• 

J. J J 
BMnJ 

J I J J 
eml bm bm 

J 
BMnJ em6 em6 BMm7 em 

ivi i i 

vi v vi i6 i6 V7 i 

This transition to the second theme is yet shorter 
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than the original one (which was four bars in length), and 

is very diatonic as well (compare this with the original 

transition to the second theme in Figure 1.16 on page 33, 

which was highly chromatic). To this point, then, the 

transitions as well as the thematic areas have taken on 

new characteristics in the recapitulation. 

When the second theme returns, there is an element of 

overlapping: The transition to the second theme (bars 

339^-341) makes use of a sixteenth-note accompanimental 

figure from "FTb"; when the second theme begins in bar 

342, this figure continues for eight bars, temporarily re

placing the original second theme accompaniment: 

Figure 1.37—Overlapping of FTb acc. into ST 

337 338 339 
Pice. 

PI. 

trans. 

Cor.ni.IV 

viol. 

'Tb acc. 

(continued) 
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Figure 1.37--continued 

n- 34 0 341 342 

tf Obi 
f-fr-

Solo 

acc r 

With the return of the second theme, this accompani-

mental figure has taken on its third role in this sym

phony: First, it was a "FTb" accompaniment; later in the 

exposition, it became a closing theme melody; here, it is 

a new accompaniment for the beginning of the second theme. 

Perhaps it was expected to find that the first theme, 

somewhat lengthy and sectionalized in the exposition (and 

used extensively in the development section), was short

ened to a brief statement of its essential parts in the 

recapitulation ("FTa" was omitted). Equally expected, 

then, is the ensuing expansion of the second theme area in 

the recapitulation. 

From its beginning, the return of the second theme is 

an anomaly, as it is in the "wrong" key of e minor. This 
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in itself is not so unusual for a composition of the late 

nineteenth century; however, Tchaikovsky accentuates this 

tonality by beginning with "STa'1'", which uses tonic pedal 

point. The tonal logic of key, though, is clear: E minor 

is a perfect fifth lower than b minor, the second theme's 

key in the exposition; so the "dissonant" key of the expo

sition (the closely-related submediant key) is still re

solved, in a sense. However, since the second theme is 

not yet resolved to the tonic key of the movement, a nec

essary tonal expansion of this thematic area must take 

place. 

In bars 342-349, the return of the second theme's 

melody is presented by the oboe, which originally played 

the "STa" melody in the exposition. As mentioned above, 

though, tonic pedal point underlies this, and so the sec

tion really begins with "STa^"" ("STa" used dominant pedal 

point). This relates to the recap of the first theme, 

which used "FTa" harmonic direction combined with "FTa^"" 

orchestration. Again, the ambiguity is slight, but no

ticeable; perhaps it is made more noticeable by the new 

accompaniment, previously mentioned in Figure 1.37 (on 

page 58) . 

In bars 350-357, "STa^"" is repeated with the con

tinuing tonic pedal point. The theme is strengthened here 

by the return of the original accompaniment (strongly 
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rhythmic in character) in woodwinds. Here, too, literal 

restatement is avoided: Strings played this accompaniment 

in the exposition, as opposed to the use of woodwinds 

here; similarly, the strings now play the melodic parts, 

which originally occurred in the upper woodwinds: 

Figure 1.38--Reversed timbres of STa' 

1 STa 

mm UUP-<t 

FT JT-i -S3&-. 1. 1 

I TOIQ. I 

~p 

•u woodwind 

P~upr— ' 

S 

p 

^ ~ •• = 1 

P Ufr. 

In short, Tchaikovsky's orchestration here reverses 

the timbres used in the exposition (this can be seen in 

comparing the above example with Figure 1.18 on page 36). 

Perhaps this new scoring helps to prepare the listener for 

a variety of changes in the return of "STb", which begins 
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in bar 358. It is here where Tchaikovsky begins his ex

pansion of the second theme area. 

In the exposition, "STb" began with an underlying 

FMm7 sonority; its resolution to an AMI chord (in bar 174) 
defined the harmonic function of bars 162-173 as being a 

German sixth chord (see Figure 1.20 on page 38). 

In bar 358, (see Figure 1.39 below), it is evident 

that the return of "STb" possesses a new harmonic inter

pretation. The sonority is of the same type--here it is a 

BbMm7 chord, leading one to believe that the prevailing 

tonality is d minor ( which would be logical, as this is a 

perfect fifth lower than the corresponding tonality of A 

Figure 1.39--STb, bars 358-367 
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Figure 1. 39--continued 
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major in bar 162). However, function is determined by 

resolution, and in bar 364 the BbMm7 sonority moves to a 

third-related GbMmi chord. This defines the previous 

BbMm7 sonority as a V7 in Eb major, and the harmonic di

rection is entirely new: In the exposition the G0 chord 

served a pre-dominant function; here in the recap the 

function is strongly dominant, leading to a third-related 

key (Cb major) by way of third-relation modulation. 

In bar 369 Tchaikovsky returns to his original har

monic interpretation: An EbMm7 sonority (third-related 

to the previous GbMmi chord) resolves to a gmf sonority, 
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and so there is no doubt that in this sequence, the func

tion of G0 has been restored to the Mm7 chord in this new 

key of g minor. This notion is strengthened in bars 37 6-

377, in which a CMm7 chord resolves to an emf chord. The 

modulation here is notable: 

Figure 1.40--Modulation, bars 375-377 

bar 375 376 377 

The effect of this modulation is unique, because the 

pivot chord, an enharmonic Mm7 sonority, has a subdominant 

function in both keys (which is similar to the idea of an 

Enh.o7 modulation in which the pivot chord may have the 

same function in both keys). Tchaikovsky's use of this 

modulation type will be discussed further in the summary 

of this chapter. 

To this point in the recapitulation, Tchaikovsky has 

done little enough to resolve the second theme to the ton

ic key. This is remedied in bar 378 (see Figure 1.41 on 

page 64), at which point a BbMm7 sonority, nine bars in 

length, resolves to a DMI chord in bar 387. Dynamics 

("fff"), slow harmonic rhythm (BbMm7 for nine bars), tutti 

CMm7 CMm7 



Figure 1.41--STb, resolved to the tonic key 
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texture, and grandioso style all point to the important 

shift in bar 378 to the tonic key. 

In addition to the harmonic interest, the melody of 

"STb" has been changed--not beyond recognition, but to the 

extent that the altered theme complements the altered 

functions of the underlying Mm7 sonorities. This melodic 

change is maintained even when the G0 function is re

stored, so it is used consistently throughout the recap of 

"STb". A comparison of this revised tune with its origi

nal is given below: 

Figure 1,42--Comparison of original/revised STb melodies 

bars 162-163 

original 

(Hr 
' f frf r 

W 
FMm7 

a: G0 

g#o2 FMm7 

viioi G0 

bars 358-359 
revised 

<Y-4r 
r ^ 

0 d r-rrh 
7± f -f 

f f 

j 
BbMm7 BbMm7 

d: G0 G0 
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Here, then, is another striking example of Tchaikov

sky's avoidance of mere restatement. Again, there is log

ic here: The development section focused upon "FTa" and 

"STa", while in the recapitulation "STb" is highlighted 

through both harmonic and melodic alterations. 

The beginning of the transition in bar 387 employs a 

technique seen earlier in this symphony: The preceding 

tutti, at "fff" dynamics, disappears into a "p" dynamic 

marking, and for two bars only a dominant pedal continues. 

This transition is like the one that first occurred in 

bars 174-197, but it is now in the tonic key of D major. 

Again, the scoring is different, most noticeably in regard 

to the pedal point (in the exposition, the pedal consisted 

of eighth-note octaves repeating in the bassoon; here the 

pedal has a similar effect, but it is articulated differ

ently by giving eighth notes to the basses on the beat, 

while the cellos punctuate this an octave higher with syn

copated quarter notes). 

As in the exposition, this section contains a pattern 

of ascending fourths (and fifths, in the second bar of the 

pattern); see Figure 1.43 on page 67. In itself, the 

quartal effect, superimposed upon diatonic harmonies, is 

quite poignant, as it was in the exposition. Originally, 

however, these fourths and fifths were scored in cello/ 

clarinet and violin/flute. Here in the recap the entire 
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Figure 1.43--New orchestration of melodic fourths 

s s  
• 397 398 • 399 400 401 

Cor. 

repeat 
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pattern is played by the first violins, accompanied 

through the appropriate ranges by horn, first trombone, 

oboe, and flutes. This orchestration creates a very ethe

real, almost synthetic sound, giving the listener the im

pression that even this brief four-bar segment contains a 

tremendous structural importance: Events that presented a 

given impression in the exposition are no longer as they 

once were; they have taken on a new meaning, not just by 

the usual means of the intervening development section, 

but in their very natures themselves. 

This entire transition (bars 387-410) serves as a 

buildup to the closing theme in bar 411. The closing 

theme is scored much as it was in the exposition, begin

ning with a one-bar pattern that is repeated four times. 

Dynamics are at their highest level in the movement--

"fff". Harmonies are all diatonic from bars 411-414, con

sisting of a I-vi-I oscillation. Bars 419-420, which lead 

directly to the coda, consist of a more direct oscillation 

of I-vi; and, as one discovers near the end of the move

ment, this root progression turns out to be an important 

one. 

Coda 

The coda contains many expected, necessary elements: 

1) Substantial length (fifty-two bars) to assert itself as 



the conclusion of a fairly long movement; 2) an exclusive

ly tonic major tonality, particularly necessary after the 

great variety of keys presented, especially in the devel

opment section; 3) tutti texture; 4) fast rhythms; and 5) 

an emphasis upon tonic/subdominant harmonies. 

There is a "progression" of dynamics in the coda of 

f-ff-f-ff-fff. This is reflected in the orchestration--

all of the forte sections begin without brass instru

ments. This helps to create some variety in an otherwise 

constant tutti texture. 

More noticeable is the fact that the coda begins with 

the marking "piu mosso", having the effect of converting 

4/4 time into 2/2 time. Other than the tempo changes in 

the introduction that lead to the allegro of the exposi

tion, this is the only metric change in the movement. 

The coda is sectionalized, as seen in Figure 1.44 be

low: 

Figure 1.44--CODA analysis chart 

CODA 

1. 421-450 

14-bar repeat 
then ext. 

2. 451-460 

DEC on 
It0 

3. 461-472 

"shrill" 
bVI-I 

>D: >D: >D: 

Bars 435-448 are an exact repeat of bars 421-434 
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Given the faster tempo, this repetition seems well-placed. 

Also significant in these phrases is the use of unison 

quarter-note rhythm in bars 43l2~434 and 4452~451^. 

Bar 451 begins a new section of the coda, indicated 

by the deceptive cadence on an Italian sixth chord, a so

nority that lasts for four bars. This chord has the ef

fect of being a distinctive new sound, considering the 

lengthy emphasis given to the German sixth chords in both 

the exposition and recap of "STb". 

In Figure 1.45 on page 71, one sees that this Italian 

sixth chord settles into a non-tutti unison "Bb"--still 

resolving, however, to a tonic six-four sonority in bar 

4553 . 

Bars 455-460 consist of a two-bar pattern which is 

repeated. The function of these bars is to emphasize a 

third relation : 

Figure 1.46--Third relation in the coda 

bar 455 456 457 (a repeat of 455) 

so on 

3 1 

Bar 461, which begins the last section of the coda, 

sustains "fff" dynamics for the final twelve bars of the 



Figure 1.45--Resolution of It0 in the coda 

-f r ji r r r » r i '  r ms 

D: It0 -5. bVI-*lt vi 
1 3—1 



movement. Harmonically and melodically, however, Tchai

kovsky shows that he has one further idea to advance in 

this movement. See Figure 1.4 7 on page 73. 

First, bars 461-464 consist of an oscillation of 

bVI-I; finally, the diatonic submediant of the closing 

theme (which began in bar 198) is replaced with a chro

matic one. The relationship is unmistakable, though the 

order,of harmonies is different (the closing theme used 

I-vi; the coda uses bVI-I). Most important is the fact 

that Tchaikovsky "prepared" this use of the chromatic sub

mediant chord, and he did so in bar 455 by reducing an 

Italian sixth chord to the flat submediant pitch, "Bb". 

He further emphasized this pitch (and the third relation 

that followed it) by repeating a two-bar pattern in bars 

455-460 (refer back to Figure 1.46 on page 70). 

Equally important, in terms of propelling the coda to 

its conclusion, is the eighth note figure in woodwinds and 

strings (see Figure 1.47 on'page 73). First, the oscilla

tion of the pitches "Bb-A" relates closely (though at a 

different rate) to the harmonic oscillation beneath. Sec

ondly, a shrill effect is produced: In bar 461^ ^• the 

"Bb" is the chord tone; in bar 461^ 4, the "A" is the 

chord tone. This effect is heightened by the use of the 

high range in flutes and violin, as well as by the use of 

tremolo in the violins, violas, and cello. 



Figure 1.4 7--Chromatic submediant, "shrill" effect 
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Finally, it is important to notice the manner in 

which Tchaikovsky's choice of harmonies (specifically, 

those of bVI and I)takes the place of a perfect authentic 

cadence: The coda neither begins or ends with such a ca

dence, and perhaps this helps to lead the listener on to 

the second movement. 

SUMMARY 

By a variety of means (discussed comprehensively 

throughout this chapter), it is obvious that Tchaikovsky 

sought to unify the four principal thematic areas of this 

movement--the introduction, the first theme, the second 

theme, and the closing theme. A great deal of unity is^ 

achieved, and yet each theme area preserves its own in

dividuality: The introduction is full of uneasiness and 

expectancy? the first theme is joyous and simplistic; the 

second theme is lyrical and thoughtful, and yet it is 

punctuated by a contrasting rhythmic accompaniment; and 

the closing theme performs its duties in terms of center

ing upon the dominant tonality, leading to the develop

ment section--and the transition to this functional theme 

area contains not only a short repetitive theme of its 

own, but is characterized by interesting quartal lines as 

well. 

The development section, emphasizing restraint in 
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terms of thematic use, explores a variety of minor keys, 

and in this sense it refers back to the introduction of 

the movement. Literal repetition is used in moderation, 

while sequential repetition is used to its fullest poten

tial . 

The recapitulation offers a great deal of newness-

new orchestrations, new interpretations of previous har

monic ideas, a new melody for the second part of the sec

ond theme, and a new tempo for the coda. All of this 

variety is stabilized, though, by the restatement of ideas 

in their original order (except for the omission of "FTa" 

aiid "STa", whose absence is hardly disruptive to the 

form). 

At this point, it is important to summarize Tchaikov

sky's compositional language in terms of three parameters: 

1) Sonorities, 2) tonalities, and 3) modulations. This 

will be done in the tables and commentary that follow. 

Sonorities 

In Figure 1.48 on page 76, the duration of sonority 

types is tabulated, expressed as percentages of the total 

length of the movement. In places where no sonority was 

literally present, the implied sonority was used in the 

calculation of percentages. 
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Figure 1.48--Duration of sonority types 

sonority type duration 

M 33.8 

Mm7 24 .2 

m 24.1 

o7 5.6 

07 4.3 

mm7 2.5 

o 2.0 

Fr0 0.9 

Mmm9/7 0.7 

MmM9/7 0.7 

Mmm-ml3/9/7 0.4 

+m7 0.3 

+ 0.2 

+M7 0.2 

MM7 0.1 ' 

It is important to note that the most-used sonority 

types are the major triad, the dominant seventh chord, and 

the minor triad. It is a bit surprising, perhaps, to see 

to what extent the Mm7 chord is used. Also notable is the 

relative scarcity of the mm7 sonority. 

Condensing Figure 1.48, one can see that the triad 

predominates: 

Figure 1.49--Predominance of triads 

type duration (%) 

triads 60.1 

seventh chords 38.1 

extended chords 1.8 
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These tables are not intended to assign relative im

portance to the various sonority types--the placement of a 

MmM9/7 sonority at the beginning of "FTb", for example, is 

of far more significance than that sonority's statistical 

duration—but it will be of some interest to compare sta

tistics of one movement with those of another, which will 

be done in the concluding chapter of this thesis. 

Tchaikovsky's use of tonalities is shown in Figure 

1.50 below, and is expressed in terms of how each key re

lates to the tonic D major tonality of the movement.. Per

centages reflect the durations of these keys in terms of 

the length of the movement. 

Figure 1.50--Duration of tonalities 

tonality duration (%) 

Tonalities 

I 34 .5 

1 14.1 

VI 

V 11.7 

10.4 

v 

ii 

iii or biv 

6.7 

4.5 

4.5 

IV 

bv or #iv 

3.4 

IV 

bii 

3.3 

1.7 

1 . 1  (continued) 
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Figure 1.50--continued 

tonality 

blV 

vii or bi 

duration {%) 

1 . 1  

1 . 1  

0.9 

0 . 6  

0 . 2 

0 . 2  

bVI 

bvi 

bill 

bvii 

•The minimal usage of the major subdominant key is 

quite evident here, as well as the absence of any secon

dary tonality relationships (for example, V/vi). 

Considering that this is Tchaikovsky's only symphony 

in a major key, it is quite interesting to compare the use 

of major and minor keys: 

Figure 1.51--Use of major and minor keys 

mode duration (%) 

major 50.4 

minor 4 9.6 

It is very surprising to discover this extensive use 

of minor keys. Much of this factor, of course, is attrib

utable to the introduction and the development section, 

both of which dwelled on minor tonalities. 

In Figure 1.52 on page 79, a summary of the movement 
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is given in terms of the principal structural tonalities. 

The purpose here is to show the general tonal direction of 

the movement• 

Figure 1.52--Tonal summary 

INTRO d: D: 

FT D: a: b: D: b: 

ST b: a: A: 

CT A: 

DEV A: Bb: D: ab: a: b: d: 

FT D: A: 

ST e: Eb: Cb: g: e: d: D: 

CT D: 

CODA D: 

Modulations 

Tchaikovsky's use of modulation types (as defined on 

page seven) is shown in Figure 1.53 below. Usages are 

calculated in terms of the total number of modulations in 

the movement. 

Figure 1.53--Modulations 

modulation type % of use (of 52 modulations) 

DPC 57.7 

CPC 13.4 

3rd relation 13.4 

Enh. Mm7 9.7 

Enh. o7 3.9 

Mm7-o7 1.9 
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The large percentage of diatonic pivot chord modula

tions could be thought of as a balancing factor, especial

ly in regard to the great number of tonalities used in the 

movement. 

Of particular interest is Tchaikovsky's use of the 

enharmonic Mm7 modulation. Most often, he used this in 

the usual way (that is, to move to a key which is one half 

step distant). See Figure 1.54 below. 

Figure 1.54--Modulation by Enh. Mm7 (G0=V7)^ 

bar 213 2141 

J J J J 
FM am4 FMm2 BbM6 

a: VI if G7 

Bb: vi 16 

However, he also used this method in a different way, 

in which a IV7 functions enharmonically with a G0: 

Figure 1.55--Modulation by enh. Mm7 (IV7=G0) 

bar 118 119 

J J J J J J J J 
antnl EbMnn7 GM^ EbMml CMm7 EbMmi CMm7 emf 

G: iif G0 if G7 IV7 G7 IV7 
1 3 —ii_3 —II— 3 —i L 3 —i g 

e: G0 
•— 3 1 

^"^Much less common is "V7=G0", resulting in a modu
lation to a key that is one half step lower. 
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In this particular instance, the use of a series of 

third relations is effective in "preparing" the modula

tion. As was pointed out on page 63 in regard to another 

modulation of this type, the effect of this modulation is 

unique: The pivot chord has a subdominant function in 

both keys. The result is that the new key is a minor 

12 
third distant from the previous key. 

12 
Tchaikovsky continued to use this version of the 

enharmonic Mm7 modulation in his later symphonies (for 
example, Fourth Symphony, first movement, bars 279-280; 
Fifth Symphony, first movement, bars 56-57; and Sixth 
Symphonyc first movement, bars 260-261). 



chapter two 

second movement 

Overview 

The second movement is a scherzo in the key of Bb 

major (third-related to the tonic key of the first move

ment). The principal tonalities employed are Bb: (I), 

g: (vi), and Eb: (IV). The movement is characterized by 

triple meter (3/4 time), moderately fast tempo, and lyri

cal melodies. A great deal of repetition and literal re

statement is used. The subtitle, "Alia tedesca", indi

cates that the movement is composed in the manner of an 

13 
eighteenth century German dance in triple meter (such a 

the Allemande or Landler). The regularity of four-bar 

phrasing is a strong unifying feature of the movement, 

though this is contrasted by an extensive use of hemiola. 

See Figure 2.1 on pages 83-83a for an analysis chart 

of the second movement. 

13 
Willie Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, The Belk 

nap Press of Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass
achusetts, 1977, p. 834. 

82 
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Figure 2.1--SEC0ND MOVEMENT--scherzo 

A. 1-82 

intro 1-2 a. 3-38 b. 39-61 

>Bb: ii 1. 3-18 2 .  19-38 1. 39-46 2* 47-54 

pp 2x phrase 2x i-V 2 sim. ph. phrase 2x 

>Bb: then ext./trans. >£b; > g; 

g: 8 > g: g: 46 
Bb: 11 Eb: 37-
g: 17 Z 

B. TRIO 83-153 

a. 83-106 

1. 83-90 

PP 

> g: 

b. 107-136 

2. 91-106 

phrase 2x 
seq. 
trans. 

Ab: 
G:/g: 95 
A: 99 • 
Ab:/ab: 103 

'1 
107-115, 

107-127, 

a. 
X 

theme 2x 

> Bb: 

b. llS-^j^ 

triplets 
seq. 

>Bb: 
Ab: 118, 
Gb: 12if 
F: 123 
E: 124 
Eb: 125 

>D: 126 

2. 127-137, 

A. 154-233 

a. 154-189 

1. 154-169 

like 3-18 
pp 2x 

>Bbi 

g: 160 
Bb: 162 
g: 168 

2. 170-189 
=19-38 

> 9 -
Eb: 188. 

b. 190-212 

1. 190-197 
=39-46 

?»Eb: 
g: 197 

2.  198-205 
=47-54 

>g: 

3. 206-212 
=55-61 

>g: 
Bb: 208 





83 83a 

39-61 a- 62-82 

1. 39-46 2* 47-54 3. 55-61 pp 2x, 

2 sim. ph. phrase 2x retrans. 

>Eb: >9: >Bb- 57 >9^*68 
9: 46 Bb- 57 Bb: 70 

b. 115-^ 

triplets 
seq. 

>Bb: 
Ab: 118, 
Gb: 121, 
F: 123 
E: 124 
Eb: 125 

>D: 126 

2. 127-137 
1 

=107-115, 

>D: 

b. 135-^ 

triplets 
trans. 

> D: 
g: 1353 

a. 137-148 

pp with 
4-bar ext. 

>9*-

retrans. 149-153 

RT to the note 
"Eb"; triplets 

>g: 

CODA 234-289 

a. 213-233 1. 234-249 2. 250-289 

!. 198-205 206-212 ^2 ®2 from 39-54 from 3-5 
=47-54 =55-61 >Bb: I ped. I ped. 

a* 219 
>g: >9= Bb- >Bb: >Bb: 

9 Bb: 208 Bb" 221 





A. Scherzo 

The tonal colors used in the second movement are 

limited by the absence (for the entire movement) of trum

pet, trombone, tuba, and timpani. As will be shown in 

Chapters Three and Four, most of these instruments do not 

return until the fifth movement. 

In the first measure, Tchaikovsky makes immediate 

reference (at least in terms of compositional procedure) 

to the first bar of the first movement: Both movements 

begin with non-tonic chords. The second movement begins 

with a c minor triad (functioning as a ii chord), while 

the first movement began with a V13/9/7. Tchaikovsky con

tinues this procedure of non-tonic beginnings in the third 

and fourth movements, and he hints at it in the last move

ment (there, the opening tonic chord is very brief). 

In Figure 2.2 on page 85, one finds another distinc

tive trait, and it is one that is related to "FTb" of the 

first movement: In bar 3, the melody begins on count two 

and falls naturally into 4/4 meter. Meanwhile, the accom

paniment in strings is solidly in 3/4 time. Though not a 

hemiola in the most obvious, strictest sense of the term 

(which will be defined as a 3:2 relationship of note val

ues), this is a case of a metric hemiola (more pervasive 

and sustained than a "rhythmic" hemiola), in which a 4/4 

meter is, in effect, superimposed upon a 3/4 meter. Most 



Figure 2 . 2--Metr.ic hemiola 

to 

II 
Alia tedesca 

1 2  3 4  5  6 7 8  
Allegro moderato e sempliee 

Piccolo 

Solo 

2 FUull 

2 0boi 

Solo 

SCUrinetli In 

4/4 time 
m 

Corni in P 

plt„ 3/4 time 
Violini 

pi»x. 

Violini II 

piii. 

Viole 

Celii 

pta. 

Alfegro moderato e sempliee 

10 11 16 15 13 14 
ri.i 

CI.I 

Solo. 
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significant is the duration of this effect, which lasts 

from bars 3-18^ (and continues, less strongly, in the 

phrases that follow). 

The first two phrases of the movement constitute a 

parallel period, and a simple but effective harmonic form

ula is used: 

Figure 2.3--Parallel period, bars 3-10 

bar 3 4 1 §. 1 JL 

J- J J J. J J J. J J 
cm FMm7 BbM BbM gm BtM cm FMm7 BbM 

Bb: ii V7 I I vi I ii V7 I 

I J 
cadence 

9 10 

J J J J. 
"Bb" gm EbMm7 gm 

Bb: I vi 

g: i G0 i 

l 1 
cadence 

The strength of the repeated falling fifth progres

sion (ii-V7-I) is balanced by the cadences in bars 5-6 and 

9-10. The first cadence is more rhythmic than harmonic, 

and the second cadence, essentially plagal, is unusual in 

its use of the German sixth chord. These phrases are re

peated in bars 11-18 with slight changes in harmonization 
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that are due mainly to the addition of a countermelody in 

the bassoon. 

A closer examination of the cadences in Figure 2.3 

(on page 86) yields some important relationships: 1) The 

harmonic rhythm of the two cadences, as well as their met

ric placement, is different; the second cadence (i-G0-i, 

in g minor) is rhythmically stronger, as it resolves to 

the tonic chord on a downbeat; 2) the harmonic choices of 

the first cadence (I-vi-I, in Bb major) suggest an uncer

tainty of mode--the g minor triad is a substitute for the 

tonic; and 3) both cadences have bass lines that move in 

thirds (Bb-G-Bb, and G-Eb-G); this explains the use of a 

weak harmonic effect in the first cadence--the resulting 

bass line "prepares" the second cadence, which is the goal 

14 
of these opening phrases. 

In these opening phrases, then, Tchaikovsky presents 

the following elements: 1) A non-tonic beginning chord; 

15 
2) a hesitancy of tonality, wavering between the keys 

of Bb major and g minor; 3) a sustained metric displace

ment; 4) a pizzicato accompaniment that contrasts the 

14 
Later examples of the G0-i cadence can be found 

in Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony, first movement, in bars 
102-103, 222-223, and 235-236. 

15 
Tchaikovsky uses this same sort of tonality rela

tionship (on a larger scale) at the beginning of the sec
ond movement of his Fifth Symphony: The movement opens in 
b minor, but changes to D major in the sixth measure. 
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lyrical melody; and 5) direct melodic repetition, but with 

a varied accompaniment. 

The next subsection (bars 19-38) bears a resemblance 

to the preceding music, especially in terms of 1) the he-

miola-like metric effect (less strong now), 2) a contin

ued pizzicato accompaniment (varied, though, with the use 

of "arco" in the cellos in bars 23-26), and 3) direct re

petition of phrases. This section begins strongly in g 

minor, the key in which the previous section ended. 

In bars 23-27, the following harmonic progression oc

curs : 

Figure 2.4--Harmonic progression, bars 23-27 

bar 23 24 25 26 27 

d J J • J J J- J. 
gm6 gm AbM6 AM6 AM DM gm 

g: i6 i N6 V6/V V/V V i 
l 1 

pre-dominants 

The use of the secondary dominant in bar 25 results 

in a great deal of parallel voice leading between bar 24 

and bar 25 (shown in Figure 2.5 on page 89). The chord in 

bar 25 is functional in the sense that it is an embellish

ment of the dominant chord that follows it. However, it 

also has the brief effect of being non-functional, because 

of the parallel voice leading that interrupts the correct 
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Figure 2.5--Parallel voice leading 

^ 24 25 26 27 

151' ' ' ' ~ 

J'/ ——— 
j N_ h/"*" 

J'/ ——— 
j N_ h/"*" 

28 

parallel motion 

AbM6 AM6 AM 

resolution of the Neapolitan sixth chord (which should re

solve to the dominant, and does so in bar 26). 

The use of root position in bar 25^ 2 •*-s significant: 

The "A" in the bass creates a stronger movement (up a 

fourth) to "D" than would the preceding "C#". In effect, 

then, the "A" is used for its function from bars 252~26^, 

while the "C#" is used for the sake of parallel motion 

from bar 24 to bar 25^. 

Bars 31-38 serve as a transition to the "b" section 

that begins in bar 39. Most of this passage consists of 

an ascending sequence of parallel major triads, and this 

is obviously derived from the previous parallelism in bars 
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24-25. See Figure 2.6 below: 

Figure 2.6--Parallel major triads 

bar 31 32 33 34 35 36 

d J J- J J J- J J d-
gm6 gm AbM6 AM6 AM BbM6 BM6 BM CM6 

g: i6 i (N6) 

i 
non-functional 

37 38 39 

J J J J J J J-
DM6 BbM^ m BbM FHn7 BbMm7 EbM 

g: I 

Eb: vt V/V V V7/V V7 I 

I 3 1 

The first major triad of this series, an AbM chord in 

bar 32, is spelled as a Neapolitan sixth chord in g minor; 

however, it does not resolve, and so it is the first of a 

sequence of non-functional chords. The pattern is broken 

in bar 37 by the third relation, which effects a modula

tion to the key of Eb major. 

This parallelism results in a rising chromatic bass 

line spanning the interval of a fourth (C-F)--much like a 

Baroque sequence, perhaps, that moves from the dominant up 

to the tonic. . However, the tonal implications here are 

quite different: The first pitch in this series is the 

subdominant of the old key, while the last pitch is the 
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supertonic of the new key: 

Figure 2.7--Risinq chromatic bass line: 

bar 32 33 34 35 36 37 

'V. I J — J ' *y~ L~a- ; :,7-"1 p-= )\ ' < <  * - > > >  c* "T 
' * ^ 

g: subdominant Eb: super-
tonic 

Given the harmonic weakness of this bass line, it is 

significant that Tchaikovsky does not make immediate use 

of a strong cadence in the new key. Instead, he takes six 

counts to move gradually and smoothly into the tonic chord 

of the new key, gaining harmonic strength and clarity with 

each successive chord: 

Figure 2.8--Perfect authentic cadence, bars 372~39 

bar 37., ^ 38 39 

J J J J J J. 
BbM^ EM BbM FMm7 BbMm7 EbM 

Eb: vf V/V V V7/V V7 I 

The "b" section that begins in bar 39 has a descend

ing melodic line that contrasts the rising parallelism 
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that precedes it (and the "a" section that began in bar 3 

had a generally descending melodic line, as well). 

Section "b"*"" (bars 39-46) is in the key of Eb major. 

2 
Section "b " (bars 47-54) is in the key of g minor, a key 

that was emphasized in the "a" section--first it was used 

cadentially, and then it became the prevailing tonality in 

bars 19-37^. Looking at the entirety of the "A" section 

of this scherzo, there is a strong symmetry of tonality: 

Figure 2.9--Symmetry of tonality in A 

12 1 2-3 
section: a a b b a 

main key: Bb: g: Eb: g: Bb: 

In a sense, the key of g minor is the "central" key, 

because it is a third below Bb: and a third above Eb:. 

Also, in looking ahead to the trio, it is the principal 

key of this middle section, and so in a larger sense it is 

a "central" key, as well. Again, the emphasis placed upon 

a minor key here is significant in light of the fact that 

this is Tchaikovsky's only symphony in a major key. 

2 
Section "b ", in bars 47-54, consists of a four-bar 

phrase that is repeated. Underlying this is a harmonic 

progression that emphasizes the tonality of g minor. See 

Figure 2.10 on page 93 (the example begins in bar 46 to 

show the modulation from Eb: to g:). 
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Figure 2.10--Harmonic analysis, bars 46-54 

bar 46 47 48 49 50 51 525354 

J- J• J- J- J. J. J. J. J. 
EbM EbMm§ AM DMm§ gm EbMm§ AM DMm§ gm 

Eb: I 

g: VI V§/N N V§ i V§/N N V§ i 

bass line: G Ab F# G G Ab F# G 

This results in a bass line centered upon the tonic 

"G", with the notes "F#" and "Ab" functioning as neighbor

ing tones. 

A similar neighboring-tone figure occurs in the mel

ody in bars 48 and 50 (which is then repeated in bars 52 

and 54 ) : 

Figure 2.ll--Melodic neighboring-tone figure 

bar 4 7 48 

-t-h-

Sus 

b~r f"54 

49 
Sus 

50 

(n) 

s 
N 

N 

1 
]HlZZ 

X A % ^ 

W N' 

~~z?— 7̂-
x a 

~3F*~ 
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Essentially, this melodic pattern is a 4-3 suspen

sion, one that is embellished by a lower neighboring tone 

(the "B" in bar 48^. and the "A" in bar 50^). The embel

lishment, of course, is what draws the connection between 

the melody and the bass line: Each part has a principal 

note that is surrounded by an upper and a lower half step. 

The melodic event occurs twice, on different pitches, 

while the same type of event occurs once in the bass line. 

This passage is significant for two reasons: 1) It 

displays a unique linear relationship between the melody 

and the bass line, giving further evidence of the deriva

tive nature of Tchaikovsky's compositional technique; and 

2) it reminds one of a technique seen in the first move

ment—in Figure 1.47 on page 73, a harmonic oscillation is 

is reflected by a melodic oscillation that occurs above it 

at a different rate. 

This latter reason focuses upon an important point: 

The Third Symphony is neither programmatic or cyclical, 

and yet there is a unifying force that often relates one 

passage or theme to another, unifies linear melodic events 

with linear harmonic events, and even draws connections 

among the movements. Many more indications of this compo

sitional unity will be discussed as this thesis proceeds. 

The third part of section "b" (bars 55-61) is retran-

sitional, indicated by the modulation to the tonic key of 



Bb major. It uses a rising chromatic bass line created by 

the following harmonization: 

line 

60 

J. 
gmrn^ 

V§/ii 

B 

In bar 59, the bass note "c" (which is the seventh of 

the iiii chord) is notable: It can be thought of as ei

ther 1) an "overshooting" of the goal note, "B", or 2) as 

a neighboring tone to that same "B". This "c" is an im

portant note because 1) Tchaikovsky does not proceed di

rectly to his harmonic goal by way of the chromatic bass 

line; some variety is used, and 2) he makes a special 

point to create this variety — the mm7 chord (which is used 

for this effect) is a relatively scarce sonority in this 

symphony (this fact was shown in Figure 1.4 8 on page 76, 

and it will be shown in the summary of this chapter, as 

well) . 

The return of the "a" section, in its entirety, can 

be seen in Figure 2.13 on pages 96-97. Some important 

Figure 2.12--Rising chromatic bass 

bar 55 56 57 58 59 

J- J. I J. J. 
EbMm§ AbM FMm§ BbM dmmi 

g: V§/N N 

Eb: V§ I iiii 

bass 
line: G Ab A Bb c 



changes in this restatement are: 1) The melody is now in 

the bassoons and cellos (originally, it was in the flutes 

and clarinets); 2) the bass lirie is sustained, no longer 

pizzicato; 3) an accompanimental figure is added in the 

first violins, and this neighboring-tone figure is based 

upon the melodic figure first seen in bar 48 (refer back 

to Figure 2.11 on page 93); and 4) in bars 70-82, every 

instrument participates in the hemiola effect first seen 

at the beginning of the movement. This total suspension 

of meter serves as a final hurried recollection of the 

scherzo before moving on to the trio. 

Figure 2.13--The return of "a" 

6 2  63 64 65 66 67 68 69 

VIol.I 

pin. 

(continued) 



Figure 2.13--continued 
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B. Trio 

At first glance, the trio appears to present a great 

deal of contrast to the scherzo, by way of the immediate 

use of eighth-note triplets (not previously used) and 

eight bars of tonic pedal point. Upon closer examination, 

however, more similarities than differences emerge: 1) 

The tempo is the same (and this is marked in the score 

with the indication, "L'istesso tempo"); 2) the regularity 

of four-bar phrasing continues; 3) melodic phrases begin 

on beat two, as they did at the beginning of the movement; 

4) melodic lines continue to be predominantly descending 

in nature; 5) the tonality of g minor, used with emphasis 

in the "A" section, is the principal key; and 6) the trio 

is organized in an "aba" form, as was the "A" section; 

further, binary form continues to be used in the organi

zation of subsections. Still, contrast is achieved in a 

variety of ways, as will be shown. 

The first eight bars of the "A" section constitued a 

parallel period, ending with a i-G0-i cadence in the sub-

mediant key. The first eight bars of the trio constitute 

a parallel period as well, and also emphasize the con

cluding cadence, but in a different way. See Figure 2.14 

on page 99. 

In bar 86, the V§ sonority lasts for two counts and 

then resolves to the tonic chord on a strong beat, in bar 



Figure 2.14--Diminution of cadence 
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87^. The same cadence recurs in bar 90, but here the V§ 

sonority is shortened, and so the resolution to the tonic 

chord occurs on a weak beat, in bar 90^. This rhythmic 

diminution of the cadence is but one small example of the 

important role played by rhythm in this symphony. 

The "A" section of this movement made no extensive 

use of sequencing. The trio, however, uses a considerable 

amount; the first instance of this is in the second part 

of "a" (bars 91-106), in which bars 99-106 are a sequence 

(up a minor second) of bars 91-98. A significant event in 

this section is the brief use of parallel major triads in 

bars 98 and 106. These descending triads (in first inver

sion) are in contrast with the melodically ascending trip

let rhythms that occur throughout this section, and they 

are a brief reminder of the previous use (in the "A" sec

tion) of parallel major triads in first inversion. 

The "A" section centered upon the keys of Bb' major 

(I), g minor (vi), and Eb major (IV). As shown in Figure 

2.15 on page 101, the "B" section uses the principal keys 

of g minor, Bb major, and D major. Throughout the discus

sion of the trio, it will be helpful to regard these to

nalities as being centered upon g minor (thus g:=i, Bb:= 

III, and D:=V). 

See Figure 2.15 on the following page. 
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Figure 2.15--Analysis chart of the trio 

B. TRIO 83-153 

a. 83-106 b. 107-136 

1. 83-90 2. 91-106 1. 107-1271 

pp phrase 2x a. 107-115^ b. 115-127^ 

> g: theme 2x triplets 

BK?nS' > Bb: Seq* 
r./ . qk >Bb: G:/g: 95 
A; " £?* ff°3 

Ab:/ab: 103 F-123 2 

E: 124 
Eb: 125 

>D: 126 

a. 137-148 retrans. 149-153 

127-137^ pp with RT to the note 
m ioc i- nc 13-7 4-bar ext. "Eb"; triplets a. 127-135^ b. 135-137^ ^ 

=107-115^ triplets 
up a M3 trans. 

>D: >D: 
g: 1353 

>g- >g: 

It is important to note that, from bar 86 to bar 126, 

the tonalities modulate to keys that are either a whole 

step or a half step distant. There is a general ascent 

from the key of g minor to Bb major in bars 83-107, and 

then there is a descending series of keys (in bars 115-

126) that modulate from Bb major to D major. 

Between bars 83-126, there are six modulations to 

keys that are one half step distant. One might suspect 

that the enharmonic Mm7 modulation type would predominate, 
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since this is an economical means of moving to a key that 

is one half step distant (G0=V7 moves to a key that is one 

half step higher, and V7=G0 moves to a key that is one 

half step lower). However, Tchaikovsky uses this method 

only once in these bars: 

Figure 2.16--Half-step modulations, bars 83-126 

keys location of modulation modulation type 

from g: to Ab: bar 91^ Enh. Mm7 

from Gb: to F: bar 94^ DPC 

from F: to E: bar 124^ CPC 

from E: to Eb: bar 125^ CPC 

from Eb: to D: bar 126^ CPC 

One explanation for the rarity of the enharmonic Mm7 

modulation in these bars is that it is most effective in 

moving to or from a minor key. The reasoning here is that 

the G{5 sonority is a iv§ chord with a raised root; ob

viously it is a chromatically altered chord from the minor 

mode. In the one modulation in Figure 2.16 that does in

volve a minor key, Tchaikovsky uses this modulation type. 

Beyond the structural tonalities of the trio (g:, 

Bb:, and D:), there are two tonal areas of importance: 1) 

The Neapolitan key area in bars 91-106 (remember that g: 

will be regarded as the tonic key in the trio), and 2) the 

sequence of parallel major keys in bars 123-126. 
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First, in the second half of the "a" section (bars 

91-106), the Neapolitan key of Ab major is used. The use 

of sequence results in an embellishment of this central 

key: Bars 91-98 use the keys of Ab: and G:/g:; bars 99-

106 consist of the same material sequenced up a half step, 

x-esulting in the tonalities of A: and Ab:/ab:. In a 

larger sense, then, the keys of G:/g: and A: are embel

lishments of the central Neapolitan key in this section; 

the key of Ab major is surrounded by keys that are a half 

step higher and a half step lower. With this in mind, the 

Neapolitan key functions as a stepwise tonal motion from 

g minor to Bb major. 

Secondly, in the "b" section (bars 107-127^), a se

ries of descending major keys is used to modulate from Bb 

major to D major. The following events take place: 

1) The "b" section presents a short melody, four bars 

in length, in the key of Bb major (in bars lO?^-!!^)-

This tune is repeated in bars 111^-115^^. 

2) The same tune is used again beginning in bar 127, 

sequenced up a major third, this time in the key of D ma

jor. 

3) The intervening section used to get from Bb major 

to D major begins with a sequence whose first part uses 

the tonalities of Bb: and Ab:, and whose second part con

tinues downward with the keys of Ab: and Gb: (bars 119-122 
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are a sequence, down a major second, of bars 115-118). 

Beginning with this tonality of Gb:, a modulating se

quence takes place on the way to the structural key of D 

major: 

Figure 2.17--Modulatinq sequence 

bar 123 124 125 126 127 

J J J J J J J J J 
GbM CMm7 EM BMm7 EM BbMm7 EbM AMm7 DM 

Gb: I 

F: N V7 I 

E: N V7 I 

Eb: N V7 I 

D: N V7 I 

•1 

In this instance, these Neapolitan chords are strong

ly functional, but there is also parallelism between every 

other chord (GbM-FM-EM-EbM-DM, and CMm7-BMm7-BbMm7-AMm7). 

In Figure 2.18 below, the Neapolitan usages in this 

trio are put into a larger perspective: 

Figure 2.18--Neapolitan usage in the trio 

section a section b 

g: Ab:-G:/g:-A:-Ab:/ab: Bb: Ab:—Gb:-F:-E:-Eb:—D: 

Neapolitan key and sequential 
embellishments Neapolitan 

chords 
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There is an unmistakable symmetry here: The Neapol

itan tonality is used as a passing key in ascending to Bb 

major. Later, Neapolitan chords are used in passing keys 

that descend to D major. Given these strong relationships 

along with the fact that the structural tonalities of the 

trio outline a g minor triad, there is no doubt that 

Tchaikovsky intended to structure this section around the 

symmetry of these tonal events. If his purpose in doing 

so was to avoid the full effect of some potentially com

monplace aspects of a scherzo--expected "aba" forms, ex

pected tonal relationships to delineate the form, and ex

pected triple meter--then he succeeded, in this writer's 

opinion. 

The return of "a" in the trio is an exact recurrence, 

except for a four-bar extension whose purpose is to lead 

to the retransition to "A". This retransition begins in 

bar 149, and it is clearly marked by the cessation of the 

preceding tonic pedal point. 

Bars 150-153 present a quite unusual "twist" to the 

direction of the retransition. If one combines the prin

cipal melodic pitches played in turn by the bassoons, 

violas, and first violins, the following melody is clear: 

Figure 2.19--Retransition to A 

bar 150 151 152 153 

G A Bb c# d f# g f# g a bb d1 
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The set of pitches in Figure 2.19 on page 105 is a 

Gypsy scale (sometimes referred to as Hungarian minor),^ 

and its use here is effective in creating an ambiguous re-

transition: The "C#" in bar 151 serves as the leading 

tone to "D", which in turn becomes the leading tone to 

"Eb" when it resolves in bar 154^. This retransition, 

then, turns out to be directed only to the pitch "Eb", 

which is the third of the c minor chord in bar 154. So 

the non-tonic beginning of the movement provides Tchaikov

sky with the opportunity for a unique retransition--one 

with no modulation until the return of the theme. 

Figure 2.20--Retransition to A 

retransition 
153 152 151 

pi> 

a bb d* Jjtptu.PgnMiom 

^Apel, p. 364. 
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The modulation type here is by diatonic pivot chord: 

Figure 2.21--Modulation, bar 154 

bars 150-153 154 155 

gm cm FMm7 BbM 

g: i iv 

Bb: ii V7 I 

The tonal ambiguity of this retransition is made even 

more striking by the fact that the pivot chord has an es

sentially subdominant function in both keys. 

There is a notable comparison between this retransi

tion and the retransition (as well as the initial transi

tion) to "FTa" in the exposition of the first movement. 

In the previous instance, there was a rhythmic ambiguity; 

here in the second movement the ambiguity is tonal in na

ture, not rhythmic. In both cases, though, there is a 

light "jarring" that occurs when the theme begins. In the 

second movement's retransition, Tchaikovsky probably chose 

to use an ambiguity of tonality, rather than one of 

rhythm, because of the fact that the returning theme, in 

itself, is rhythmically confusing. 

The Return of A. 

Except for its first subsection, the return of "A" is 

an exact replica of its first statement: All parts are in 
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their original order, nothing is omitted, and the orches

trations are unchanged. See Figure 2.22 below, paying 

particular attention to the equivalences (for example, 

bars 170-189 are the same as bars 19-38). 

Figure 2.22--Analysis chart of the return of A 

A. 154-233 

a. 154-189 . b. 190-212 

1. 154-189 2. 170-189 1. 190-197 2. 198-205 3. 206-212 

like 3-18 =19"38 =39"46 =47"54 =55"61 

pp 2x >g: >Eb: > g: >g: 
>Bb. Eb: 1882 g: 197 Bb: 208 

g: 160 
Bb: 162 
g: 168 

a. 213-233 
=62-82 

>Bb: 
g: 219 
Bb: 221 

Bars 154-161 contain an eighth note triplet rhythm 

continuing from the trio (refer back to Figure 2.20 on 

page 106, bar 154). This rhythmic blend with the duple 

eighth notes of the theme helps to unify, briefly, "A" 

with "B". Also, this rhythmic overlapping is, perhaps, 

associated with the tonal ambiguity of the non-modulating 

retransition. 

The harmonizations in bars 154-161 are somewhat 
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different than those in the corresponding place, bars 3-

10. See Figure 2.23 below: 

Figure 2.23--Changed harmonizations 

barf/154 4/155 5/156 6-157 

(3) cm FMm7 BbM BtM gm BbM 

(154) am FMm7 BtM gm6 BbMmi e0§ BbM 

8-159 9-160 10-161 

FMm7 BbM "Bb" gm EbWhi7 gm 

FM6 FM BbM gm EbMm7 gm 

What was Tchaikovsky's reasoning in changing these 

harmonizations, especially in light of the fact that 

everything after this (except for the coda) is an exact 

recurrence? Perhaps he felt that if the triplet rhythms 

were the only difference in the return of "A", then that 

would be even more obtrusive than a simple restatement. 

Perhaps he felt that a change in rhythm required a change 

in harmony, for the sake of compositional balance. 

One can only speculate upon such a point. 

Coda 

The coda, in its entirety, is in the tonic key of Bb 

major. It begins in bar 234 with a steady tonic pedal 

point in the cellos and basses. Thematically, the first 

section of the coda comes quite literally from the first 

7-158 

cm 
cmmi 
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two parts of the "b" section of "A", which also at least 

began with a tonic pedal point. This may have been Tchai

kovsky's reason for beginning the coda with this thematic 

material, as the tonic pedal point helps to delineate the 

coda. See Figure 2.24 below for a brief analysis chart. 

Figure 2.24--Analysis chart, coda 

OODA 234-289 

1. 234-249 2. 250-289 

from 39-54 from 3-5 
I ped. I ped., then 

no ped. 

>Bb: 
> Bb: 

The second section of the coda is based upon bars 3-5 

of the movement. A series of descending melodic figures, 

in stretto, can be seen in Figure 2.25 on page 111. 

The flatted submediant pitch (in clarinet in bar 252, 

in flute in bar 254, and in oboe in bar 255) signals an 

important harmonic progression that occurs in bars 262-265 

(and which is repeated in bars 266-269): 

Figure 2.26--Harmonic progression, bars 262-265 

bar 262 263 264 265 

Bb+ gm6 GbM6 BbM 

Bb: NF vi6 bVI6 I 

(g: III+ i6) 
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Figure 2.25--Stretto and harmonic progression in the coda 

90 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 

rom be rs 3-5 Ob.l 

CM 

260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 

pp 

PP 

^Bb+ gm6 GbM6 BbM repeat 

|,J. |.i III |!l S 
pp • — 

PP 

PP 

PP 
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The brief recollection of the g minor tonality in 

bars 262-263 (repeated in bars 266-267) is poignant, as 

this key was an important structural tonality in both the 

"A" and "B" sections of the movement. Equally significant 

is the third relation in bars 264-265, between the GbM and 

BbM chords; this same functional progression (bVI-I) was 

used extensively in the coda of the first movement. 

The final harmonizations of this movement begin in 

bar 270 and then are repeated, beginning in bar 278. See 

Figure 2.27 below. 

Figure 2.27--Final harmonic progression in the coda 

bar 278 279 280-282 283 284 285 

"D" DFr{5 GM cm FMn7 BbM 

Bb: 16 Fr0 —V/ii ii V7 I 

However, the "final" ii-V7-I cadence in bars 283-285 

(with which the movement began) is echoed by an implied 

17 
third-related progression (in bars 286-289). This 

"echo" subtracts from the finality of the preceding per

fect authentic cadence. 

17 
This consists, essentially, of bVI-I. 
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summary 

This movement contains a great deal of repetition and 

literal restatement, as well as a considerable amount of 

sequential repetition. Much of this is due to the nature 

of the scherzo form. 

Several techniques that were used in the first move

ment are used here, too: 1) A non-tonic opening chord 

(later used to create an interesting retransition); 2) the 

use of pedal point in establishing the "b" theme of "A" 

(similar to the use of pedal point in establishing the 

second theme of the first movement); 3) a sustained hemi-

ola effect, this time resulting in a bimetric effect; 4) 

the simultaneous use of similar linear relationships in 

melody and harmony; and 5) the use of third-related chords 

in the coda {specifically, bVI-I). 

Unlike the first movement, this scherzo is highly 

structured in terms of tonality. Most significant is the 

use of Neapolitan chords and keys which are used to create 

stepwise tonal direction, and which provide added symmetry 

in the trio. 

This movement has an aura of seriousness about it 

that one might not expect from a scherzo. This tone is 

set in the first measure with the use of the c minor 

chord, and in bars 9-10 with the cadence in g minor. It 

is reinforced by the descending melodic shape of the 
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principal themes. 

The use of parallel major triads, in a variety of 

contexts, is a significant feature of the harmonic vocab

ulary of this movement. 

Sonorities 

The sonorities used in this movement are tabulated 

below according to their percentage of use: 

Figure 2.28--Duration of sonority types 

sonority type duration (% ) 

M 39.9 

m 24 .6 

Mm7 21.3 

07 3.8 

o 3.0 

o7 3.0 

mm7 2.2 

+ 1.4 

Fr0 0.8 

These percentages are fairly close to those of the 

first movement, but there are no extended sonorities. 

In Figure 2.29 on page 115, the above chart is con

densed to reflect the use of triads as opposed to seventh 

chords. 
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Figure 2.29--Predominance of triads 

type duration (%) 

triads 68.9 

seventh chords 31.1 

extended chords 0.0 

Tonalities 

The use of tonalities is shown in Figure 2.30 below. 

Keys are expressed as functions in relation to the tonic 

key of Bb major: 

Figure 2.30 

tonality duration (%) 

I 48.7 

vi 33.9 

IV 6.4 

bVII (N of vi) 3.7 

V/vi 3.3 

VI 1.4 

VII 1.4 

bVI 0.6 

V 0.3 

#IV 0.3 

Some important points to notice are: 1) Significant 

use of the major subdominant key (which was scarce in the 

first movement); 2) extensive use of the minor submediant 

key; 3) the secondary key relationship (V/vi), one not 

seen in the first movement; 4) the use of the bVII key, 
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which functioned as the Neapolitan key of the submediant; 

and 5) very limited use of the dominant key (far less than 

what was used in the first movement). 

In Figure 2.31 below, a comparison of the use of ma

jor and minor keys is given. 

Figure 2.31--Use of major and minor keys 

mode duration (%) 

major 66.1 

minor 33.9 

There were two instances in this movement in which 

the mode was variable; these were expressed tonally as 

G:/g: and Ab:/ab:. For the sake of statistics, these 

areas have been calculated as major keys. Given this, the 

most significant point in regard to tonalities is the fact 

that only one minor key (vi) is used in the movement. 

However, it is used extensively, and this is certainly a 

factor in lending a serious mood to the movement. 

One of the strongest unifying features of this move

ment is the symmetry of tonality. This is shown in Figure 

2.32 on page 117, which lists the principal keys of the 

movement. 
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Figure 2.32--Tonal summary 

A. Bb: g: 

B. g: Ab: 

A. Bb: g: 

CODA Bb: 

Eb: g: Bb: 

Bb: D: g: 

Eb: g: Bb: 

Modulations 

The use of modulation types is shown in Figure 2.33 

below. 

Figure 2.33--Modulations 

modulation type % of use (of 29 modulations) 

DPC 55.2 

CPC 34.5 

Enh. Mm7 6.9 

3rd relation 3.4 

As in the'first movement, the diatonic pivot chord is 

used most often to modulate. However, the second movement 

reflects a far greater use of chromatic pivot chords. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THIRD MOVEMENT 

Overview 

The third movement is structured as a sonata form, 

18 
one without a development section. The principal to

nalities are d minor and A major (first theme), Bb major 

(second theme), and D major (restated second theme, coda). 

Tonality is used very conservatively, limited to these few 

structural keys and their embellishments. With these lim

ited resources, though, Tchaikovsky creates significant 

relationships of tonality in the return of the themes .as 

well as in the coda. 

In terms of theme and harmony, this movement contains 

a great deal of contrast. For example, the first theme 

area contains three quite different melodic ideas (unified 

by a single motive, however), and the transition to the 

second theme is nothing more than a measure of rest. The 

first theme is punctuated by two-bar phrases and repeti

tive harmonies, while the second theme is far more expan

sive in terms of phrasing, harmony, and melodic range. 

This same type of form is used for the third move
ment of Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony. 

118 
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As to orchestration, the trumpets, trombones, tuba, 

and timpani are not used in this movement (nor were they 

present in the second movement). The bassoon and horn ex

change solo passages at the beginning of the movement as 

well as in the coda, and the upper strings and woodwinds 

are used extensively in the lyrical second theme area. 

Overall, the scoring has a dark effect, but the resulting 

melancholy is lessened by the use of the tonic major key 

(D:) for most of the last one-third of the movement. 

In Figure 3.1 on pages 120-120a, an analysis chart of 

the movement is given. 

Exposition — First Theme Area 

The first section of the first theme area ("FTa^"") 

occurs in bars 1-8. The melody consists of four two-bar 

phrases, three of which feature two distinctive rhythms: 

1) A dotted eighth/sixteenth figure, and 2) an eighth-

note triplet. This brief melody spans the range of a 

major ninth, and the supporting harmonies move from the 

tonic (or a tonic substitute) to the dominant in each 

two-bar phrase. 

See Figure 3.2 on page 121. 



Figure 3.1--THIRP MOVEMENT--sonata form 
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FT 1-34 

a. 1-16 

1. 1-8 

dotted 8th/16th 
triplet 8ths 
i-V 4x 
motive x 

> d: 

2. 9-16 

triplet 8ths 
V-i-iv-i 
motive x 

>d: 

b. 17-23 

dotted 8th/16th 
I ped. 
motive x 

>  A:  

a. 24-34 

=9-16 + e 
triplet £ 
V-i-iv-i 
motive x 

> d: 

cxxietta 68-79j 

I ped. • 

> Bb: 

retrans. 79-84 

triplet 8ths 

>Bb: 
Eb: 81-
A: 84 J 

FT 85-103 

b. 85-89 

dotted 8th/16th 
I ped. 
motive x 

>A:  

a. 90-971 

part 1 on 
dotted 8ti 
triplet 8 
V ped. 
motive x 

> d: 

CODA 148-18: 

b. 1143-1212 b1. 1223-1371 codetta 137-148 lm 148"156i 

> A: > A: I ped. from FTb 

D: 115, D: 123- • " x 

e: 117 e: 125J > D: > D: 
A: 121- flf: 129 

J e: 130_ 
DS 132^ 





ST 35-84 motive y 

a. 24-34 

=9-16 + ext. 
triplet 8ths 
V-i-iv-i 
motive x 

>d: 

a. 35-45. 
i 

>Bb: 
c: 40 
F: 43. 

b. 453-532 

> F: 
Bb: 46, 
c: 48 J 

F: 52., 

b . 533-67 

> F: 
Bb: 54. 
c: 56 " 
d: 60 
c: 61_ 
Bb: 63„ 

ST 104-148, 

a. 90-^ 

part 1 only 
dotted 8th/16th 
triplet 8ths 
V ped. 
notive x 

trans. 97-103 

triplet 8ths 
V-IV-V-IV-V 

>d: 

a. 104-1142 

triplet acc. 

> D: 
e: 109 
A: 112., 

> d: 

CODA 148-182 

i. 148-iseĵ  

from FTb 
motive x 

>D: 

2. 156-170 

sforzando; 
from FTb 
+ FTb counter-
melody 
motive x 

3. 171-182 

from FTa2 

>d: 
>D: 179 

>D: 
>d: 158 
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1 

Figure 3.2--FTa , bars 1-8 

Andante 
Andante elegiaoo 

Flauto I 

FUuto II 

2 Oboi 

2 CUrinelti in B 

Corni in 

piu. 

(72. 

Vioiini n 

Vlolf 

Celli 

> Andante elegiaco 

d: i V V i VI V V i 

Each short phrase is different, melodically, and this 

is reflected in the specific harmonizations: 

Figure 3.3--Harmonic analysis, bars 1-8 

bar 1 2 

J- J  J 
dm AM6 AM 

d: i 1 V6 V 
i 

5 6 

J  J J J 
dm e0§ AM b4 

d: i ii$i V vi0; 

J J J J J J 
BbM drnf gm F+ AM<J 

VI if iv III+ vigif vf 

7 8 

J  J J .  
dm e0§ AM 

i ii0§ V 
i l 
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In the first bar of the movement, the second note of 

the melody, "Bb", is an appoggiatura. This is an impor

tant note for two reasons: 1) it delays the opening tonic 

chord, giving the temporary effect of a non-tonic begin

ning (which has been shown to be a characteristic of the 

first and second movements); and 2) the ascending inter

val, "F-Bb", establishes a motive that is used in each of 

the three melodies of the first theme area, as well as in 

the coda. In "FTa ", this motive occurs once in each of 

the two-bar phrases; this is indicated by the circled 

pitches in Figure 3.2 on page 121. In each of these 

cases, this ascending motive, which will be referred to as 

motive "x", consists of an ascending perfect fourth. 

2 
"FTa " occurs in bars 9-16: 

Figure 3.4--FTa , bars 9-16 

10 11 12 ' 13 14 15 16 

i.solo e 

motive x 
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2 
The melody of "FTa " also uses motive "x". As to 

rhythm, though, only the triplet eighth-note figure from 

"FTa1" is used--the dotted eighth/sixteenth figure is ab

sent. The harmonies in these bars are quite different 

than those of the first eight bars: "FTa1" centered upon 

2 
tonic and dominant chords; "FTa " centers upon tonic and 

subdominant chords. Additionally, nearly all of the 

chords in bars 9-16 are in root position, and there are no 

embellishing chords such as the passing f and i chords 

that were used in bars 1-8 . One further difference is 

2 
that the melodic range of "FTa " is a perfect fifth--half 

that of "FTa1". 

The pizzicato accompaniment in strings (in bars 8-15) 

begins each entrance on the second beat; this is a rhyth

mic feature that was stressed in the first two movements 

of this symphony. In bar 16, however, the accompaniment 

begins on a downbeat, and this rhythmic change helps to 

indicate that a new section is about to begin. Also, the 

oboe melody in bar 16 is transitional, using the pitch "B" 

to lead to the dominant key.. 

"FTb" is shown in Figure 3.5 on page 124. This sec

tion consists of 1) a cadential melody that is an oscilla

tion of the pitches "C#" and "E", 2) the dominant tonality 

of A major, along with four bars of tonic pedal point and 

and seven bars of tonic harmony, 3) a hemiola in the 
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basses and second horn, reinforced by the rhythm and 

articulation of the melody, and-4) a rising countermelody 

in the cellos. 

Figure 3.5--FTb. bars 17-23 

motive x 

•rco 

The rising minor third of this cadential melody is a 

narrowed version of motive "x". The last three bars of 

"FTb" present echoes of this simple melody in the violas 

and first violins, and this serves as an economical re-

transition to "FTa", which returns in bar 24. 

For its first seven bars, the return of "FTa" is an 

exact restatement of bars 9-15. Bars 31-34 serve as a 
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brief codetta, consisting of a tonic chord in the strings 

with the tonic note "d" sustained in the solo horn. 

In .summarizing the first theme area, the following 

points are notable: 1) All harmonies are diatonic; 2) 

triads predominate; only four seventh chords are used, and 

t h e s e  a l l  o c c u r  i n  " F T a ' ' " " ,  i n  b a r s  4 ^ ,  5 ^ ,  6 2 ,  a n d  7 3 )  

nearly all pitches are diatonic; the only exception to 

this is in the bassoon countermelody of "FTb", in bars 

17-20; 4) transitions are brief; 5) the functional har

monies of tonic, dominant, and subdominant are stressed 

(these are used exclusively in bars 9-24); and 6) each of 

1 2 
the three melodies--"FTa ", "FTa ", and "FTb"--makes use 

of motive "x". 

In Figure 3.6 below, a "progression" of sorts can be 

seen taking place, one based upon the parameters of 

rhythm, melodic range, and harmonization: 

Figure 3.6--First theme area, summary 

section 
predominant 
rhythm , 3 

melodic 
range 

M9 

principal 
harmonic 
functions 

JT3 and ST)' 

rh P5 

i, V 

i, iv 

i FTb n m3 

The two rhythms used in "FTa"*"" are pared down first 

to one, and then to the other? the melodic range is 
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systematically narrowed from a major ninth to a minor 

third; and the harmonies become less and less active with 

the entrance of each succeeding section. This composi

tional "contraction" is summed up by the orchestration in 

bars 33-34: Bar 33 contains only the tonic pitch in the 

solo horn, and bar 34 is a measure of rest. 

Exposition — Second Theme Area 

The second theme area contrasts the first theme area 

in a variety of ways. Generally, it is more expansive in 

terms of melodic range, harmonization, tonality, orches

tration, and length--the first theme was thirty-four bars 

in length, and the second theme is fifty-nine bars in 

length. 

This section is a binary form (abb"'') followed by a 

substantial codetta (eleven bars in length) and a brief 

retransition to the first theme. 

The melody begins with a 3-2-1 formula that is first 

repeated and then later sequenced, used as part of the 

bass line, and inverted. In every instance, this motive 

(which will be referred to as motive "y") is accompanied 

by contrary motion in another voice. 

See Figure 3.7 on page 127 for an analysis chart of 

the second theme area. 
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Figure 3.7--ST analysis chart 

ST 35-84 motive y 

a. 35-452 b. 45^-532 b^. 53^-67 codetta 68-79^ 

> Bb: >F: >F: I ped. 
c: 40 Bb: 460 Bb: 54,, 
F: 43. c: 48 3 c: 56 3 >Bb: 

J F: 52 d: 60 
J c: 61 

Bb: 63., 

retrans. 79-84 

triplet 8ths 

> Bb: 
Eb: 81-

>A: 84 J 

In terms of tonality, the second theme area is very 

unstable. Initially, the key of Bb major lasts for only 

five measures (bars 35-39), and the succeeding keys pre

vail for even shorter durations than this. 

Within each passing key, the sonorities are almost 

exclusively diatonic. However, in moving from one key to 

another, Tchaikovsky employs chromatic modulations most of 

the time: 

Figure 3.8--Modulations in the ST area 

location keys modulation type 

bar 40 from Bb: to c: CPC 

433 c: F: DPC 

463 F: Bb: CPC 

(continued) 
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Figure 3.8--continued 

location 

bar 4 8 

523 
543 

56 

60 

612 
63. 

keys 

from Bb: to c: 

c: 

F: 

Bb: 

c: 

d: 

c: 

F: 

Bb: 

c: 

d: 

c: 

Bb: 

modulation type 

3rd relation 

CPC 

CPC 

3rd relation 

linear motion 

DPC 

linear motion 

In Figure 3.9 on pages 129-130, an excerpt of the 

second theme area is given (bar 68 begins the codetta). 

The following points are significant in regard to this 

example: 

1) Motive "y" occurs in its original form (as a 3-2-1 

melodic formula) in bars 35 and 36. It is reharmonized 

(as a "5-4-3" formula) in bars 41 and 42; in bar 43 this 

is expressed again, this time in eighth-note triplets. 

Beginning in bar 45 (and again in bar 53), the rising mel

odic figure is based upon motive "y" (inverted), as it is 

a three-note, stepwise melodic figure that is emphasized 

by repetition. In bars 47, 49, 55, and 57, motive "y" 

occurs in the bass line. 

2) As mentioned earlier, the rhythm of the bass line 

utilizes quarter notes most of the time, and the melody is 

characterized by eighth notes. Also important, though, is 

the dotted quarter note with which the melodies of both 



Figure 3.9--ST area, bars 35-69 

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 

) motto upr. 

44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 

PWff. 

erwc. 

crtte. 

-
ijl 

j"jl'' 
It J 

—1 

p J ij 
cruc 

M.BJflBr. 

F: Bb: c: F: 

(motive "y" is indicated by the circled pitches 
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Figure 3.9--continued 
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"STa" and "STb" begin. 

3) The overall melodic range (in bars 35-68spans 

the interval of a major seventh plus an octave — looking at 

the flute parts, the lowest pitch is "bb", in bar 35, and 

2 
the highest pitch is "a ", in bar 60. This wide range, 

coupled with the instability of tonality, lends an almost 

ironic uneasiness to this theme: Without these character

istics, this theme area could be very serene--the melodies 

are lyrical and based upon descending patterns, and diaton-

icism is stressed in both melody and harmony. 

The codetta in bars 68-79^ utilizes descending melod

ic patterns similar to those of the preceding theme. Ton

ic pedal point is used, and the codetta begins with a per

fect authentic cadence. 

The harmonies of the codetta are much more chromatic 

than those of the preceding theme, and this is shown in 

Figure 3.10 below: 

Figure 3.10--Codetta, harmonic analysis 

bar 68 69 70 71 

J J J J J J J J J J J 
BbM dm EbM^ BbM ccfa Bb+ Bb+ DMm§ EbM^ EbM^ eof 

Bb: I iii ivf I ii?$ NF NF NF ivf ivt viiot/V 

(continued) 
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Figure 3.10--continued 

72 73 74 

BbM f#o7 gm6 

I viio7 / vi vi6 

75 76 77 78 79 

ffl 

Bb: LT/"Eb"20 vi 

J 
gm6 f#o7 gm6 e?S3 ao2 

yi6 viio7/vi vi6 vii0^/V viioi 

Many of these sonorities fit into the key of g minor, 

being in the key of Bb major--which is expected, since 

this is the principal key of the second theme area. The 

harmonic vagueness, however, reflects the previous insta

bility of tonality in the second theme. 

The retransition to the first theme (in bars 79-84) 

utilizes a constant eighth-note triplet rhythm. The har

monies used here are quite different than those of the 

preceding codetta; see Figure 3.11 on page 133. 

^9The pitch "E" in the c#oi chord functions as a 
leading tone to the pitch "F" in the BbM chord. 

20The pitch "D" in the e0§ chord functions as a 
leading tone to the pitch "Eb" in the f#o7 chord. 

but the tonic pedal point defines the entire codetta as 
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Figure 3.ll--Retransition, harmonic analysis 

bar 79 80 81 82 83 

I J J J4 J J. J J 
BbM DbM CM c#mm2 BbMtn7 EbM GM GbM 

Bb: I NF NF NF V7/IV 

Eb: V7 I NF NF 

84 85 

4 J J. 
CMni EMm7 AM 

Eb: NF 

A: V7 I 
1 3 1 

The use of parallel major triads and third relations 

seems unusual; these events did not occur (to any signif

icant extent) previously in this movement, and so they are 

unexpected here. However, these harmonic choices do help 

to highlight the return of the first theme. 

Recapitulation 

The triplet rhythms used in the preceding retransi-

2 
tion might lead one to believe that "FTa " will begin the 

recap, since this theme used the triplet rhythm most ex

tensively. However, the tonality of A major indicates 

that "FTb" will begin the recap, and it does so in bars 

85-89^ with an exact restatement of its first occurrence. 
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In bar 89, the eighth-note triplet rhythm (heard most 

recently in the preceding retransition) resumes, this time 

in the pedal point in the cellos and basses. Again, 

2 1 
though, "FTa " is avoided; instead, "FTa ", which used 

both the eighth-note triplet rhythm and the dotted eighth/ 

sixteenth figure, returns at this point. This restatement 

is much like the original occurrence in bars 1-8, but 

there are two significant differences: 1) The melody is 

now doubled in octaves, in flute and clarinet (originally, 

this melody was presented by the flutes alone), and 2) a 

dominant pedal point is added (in bars 85-89, this "A" 

pedal was tonic-; in bars 90-97^, it is now dominant). 

Following this is a transition to the second theme. 

It is important to notice that there jLs a transition to 

the second theme here in the recap: In the exposition, a 

measure of rest served as the transition. 

In bars 97-103, a continuous eighth-note triplet 

rhythm is used in this transition to the second theme. 

This, too, is significant, since the second theme made 

only a passing use of this rhythm (refer back to Figure 

3.9 on page 129, bar 43). The harmonies that are used 

here center upon subdominant and dominant chords, and are 

shown in Figure 3.12 on page 135. 
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Figure 3.12--Transition to the ST, harmonic analysis 

bar 97 98 99 100 101-103 

J- J J J J J J J J J . J . J .  
AM AM DMm2 GM6 EFr0 AM EMm7 AM GMm3 AM 

d: V V vt/iv IV6 Fr0 V V7/V V IV^ V 

In bars 102-103, the eighth-note triplet rhythm con

tinues, revolving around the pitch "A": 

Figure 3.13--Transition, bars 99-103 

99 100 101 102 103 

2 jii'jsiti 

G Ab AG Ab A G Ab 

The preceding harmonies in bars 97-101 are in the key 

of d minor; this is made clear by the use of the French 

sixth chord in bar 992 and the Mm7 sonority that functions 
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as a ivi chord in bar lOO^- Therefore, it is expected 

that the second theme will return in the key of d minor, 

which is the tonic key of the movement. Instead, however, 

it returns in the key of D major (which is the tonic key, 

of course, though the mode is different). 

There is logic in this choice of mode. In the expo

sition, the second theme began in the key of Bb major and 

then proceeded through a variety of unstable keys. The 

recap of the second theme presents this same arrangement 

of keys, but here the entire theme area (including the 

codetta) is sequenced up a major third. Refer back to 

Figure 3.1 on pages 120-120a for a comparison of these 

tonality relationships. 

The entire second theme area is restated with all 

its parts in their original order. There are some very 

significant changes in regard to orchestration--for ex

ample, a constant eighth-note triplet rhythm is added in 

bars 104-131^, one that was not present in the correspond

ing measures of the exposition--but the structure of the 

second theme is the same as it was in the exposition. The 

triplet rhythm is added to unify the second theme with the 

first theme, adding, perhaps, to the sense of resolution 

(a helpful step, in light of the fact that the mode has 

been changed in the return of the second theme). 

In regard to tonality, the various passing keys in 
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the second theme area should be regarded as being embel

lishments of the principal key of this theme area (which 

is Bb: in the exposition, and D: in the recap). Other

wise, a great deal of music remains unresolved to the 

tonic key of the movement. 

Coda 

The coda begins in bar 148, and it is divided into 

three sections, as shown in Figure 3.14 below: 

Figure 3.14--Coda 

CODA 148-182 

1. 148-1561 2. 156-170-

from FTB sforzando; 
motive x from FTb 

vj n + FTb counter 
'u: melody 

rrotive x 

>D: 
>d: 

There are several important events that take place in 

the coda and these are shown in Figure 3.15 on pages 139-

140. The following points should be observed in examining 

this musical example: 

1) The first section of the coda (bars 148-156^) 

resolves "FTb" to the tonic key; this was not accomplished 

in the recap of "FTb"--there, it was presented in the 

3. 171-182 

from FTa2 

>d: 
>D: 180 
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dominant key, just as it occurred in the exposition. 

2) The tonic minor mode returns, beginning in bar 

158. 

3) Motive "x" is recalled. The coda begins with 

"STb", whose melody consists only of the minor third ver

sion of motive "x". In bars 157-159, the original version 

of motive "x" (the ascending perfect fourth) is recalled 

in the flutes, clarinets, and oboes. Beginning in bar 

160, motive "x" occurs in a new version, progressing 

through the intervals of a perfect fifth (bar 160), a 

major sixth (bar 163), a minor sixth (bar 165), and a per

fect fifth (bar 166). 

2 
4) "FTa ", which was omitted in the recap, returns in 

its entirety in bars 171-178 with only slight changes in 

the original orchestration. 

5) Finally, the solo horn ends this restatement of 

2 
"FTa " on a sounding "F#", and the following D major chord 

ends the movement in the major mode. This "F#" is high

lighted by the orchestration of the final chord in the 

3 
woodwinds in bar 181: The first flutes play an "f# ", 

specifically, which is the highest pitch of the chord. 

This "F#" proves to be an important pitch in the beginning 

of the fourth movement, as will be shown in Chapter Four 

of this thesis. 



Figure 3.15--Coda 

© 
148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 

D: 

s—^ 

-fx-
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Figure 3.15--continued 
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SUMMARY 

Primarily, the third movement is structured around 

specific events of rhythm, tonality, and melodic motive. 

The most noticeable rhythmic and motivic relation

ships exist in the first theme area. Three quite differ

ent melodies share motive "x", and a rhythmic progression 

(which was previously discussed) takes place as these mel

odies proceed. In terms of harmony, too, there is a def

inite movement from the active harmonies of "FTa"*"" to the 

static tonic chord (in the dominant key, however) of 

"FTb". In combination with the systematic narrowing of 

melodic range, these factors lend a sense of development, 

or at least derivation, to a sonata form that does not 

have a development section. 

Though a hint of the two-bar phrasing (with which the 

movement begins) remains in the second theme area, these 

melodic lines flow over longer span-e of time. The phras

ing is governed by changes in tonality more than any other 

factor. Due to the predominance of eighth notes in the 

melody along with the quarter notes of the bass line, a 

sense of continuity is maintained throughout the second 

theme area. Though motive "y" is used in both "STa" and 

"STb", the sense of derivation is less strong than that 

generated by motive "x" in the first theme area. Instead, 

the second theme gains its sense of direction from the 
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changing tonalities that are coupled with a steadily 

rising melodic line that spans nearly two octaves. 

Transitions are brief. In the exposition, one meas

ure of rest is used to bridge the distance between the 

first and second theme areas. In the recap, the transi

tion to the second theme passes through three keys in just 

seven bars. 

In terms of orchestration, there is a wide spectrum 

presented, despite the absence of low brass and percus

sion. It is significant, too, that the piccolo is absent 

as well; Tchaikovsky has subtracted, in this movement, 

from both the top and bottom of the orchestral colors with 

2 
which this symphony begins and ends. In "FTa ", the bas

soon is used with a narrow melodic range and subdominant 

harmonies, thereby creating a folk music effect. This is 

followed by the wistful sound of the solo horn echoing the 

same melody an octave higher. The second theme features 

the strings beginning with rich, low tones, and then con

tinuing with phrases that lead up into the middle regis

ter. In the recap of the second theme, the violins, 

violas, and cellos are driven to the extremities of their 

upper ranges. Because of this type of wide-ranging orches

tration, along with the instability of tonality, the sec

ond theme captures a variety of moods: The opening meas

ures, punctuated by the preceding bar of rest, present 
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soothing, descending melodic lines; this lasts for only a 

short time, though, as the climbing melody gains momentum. 

This is pushed to its limits in the recap of the second 

theme, in which the extreme upper register and an eighth-

note triplet pulsation pull the second theme even further 

from its initial serenity. 

In the tables and accompanying discussions that fel

low, Tchaikovsky's compositional language in this movement 

will be summarized in terms of sonorities, tonalities, and 

modulations. 

Sonorities 

The sonorities used in this movement are tabulated in 

Figure 3.16 below: 

Figure 3.16--Duration of sonority types 

sonority type duration (%) 

M 38 .8 

m 31.1 

Mm 7 15 .4 

07 

o7 4.2 

4.9 

mm7 2 . 6  

o 1.5 

+ 0.9 

Fr0 0 . 6  
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As in the first and second movements, the most-used 

sonority types are the major triad, the minor triad, and 

the major-minor seventh chord. In this movement, however, 

the major-minor seventh chord is used considerably less 

than in the preceding movements. This is due, in part, to 

two factors: 1) Far less use of the GjJ chord (which is, 

of course, a Mm7 sonority), and 2) the exclusively triadic 

2 
harmonizations of "FTa." and "FTb". 

Otherwise, the use of sonority types in this movement 

is very close to that of the first two movements. Partic

ularly significant is the fact that the Fr0 sonority has 

been used in all three movements, and in each case the 

percentage of use is similar, ranging from 0.6% to 0.9%. 

Also, the distinctive sound of this sonority is nearly al

ways reserved for particular events: In the first move

ment, the Fr0 chord is used in the retransition to the 

first theme, and it is used in the codas of both the sec

ond and third movements. 

In Figure 3.17 on page 145, a comparison of the use 

of triads versus seventh chords is given. 
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Figure 3.17--Predominance of triads 

type duration (%) 

triads 72.3 

seventh chords 27.7 

extended chords 0.0 

The first two movements were also predominantly 

triadic, but the third movement uses an even higher per

centage of triads. Specific comparisons will be made in 

the final chapter of this thesis. 

Tonalities 

The use of tonalities in this movement is summarized 

in Figure 3.18 below. Tonalities are expressed in rela

tionship to the tonic key of the movement, d minor. 

Figure 3.18--Duration of tonalities 

tonality duration(%) 

i 35.5 

I 19.8 

VI 14.1 

V 9.9 

vii 8.1 

ii 7.9 

III 2.7 

bll 1.3 

#iii 0.7 

Nearly half of this movement is in the tonic key 
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(i or I). Much of this factor can be attributed to 1) the 

lack of a development section, which would explore non-

tonic keys, 2) the brevity of modulatory transitions 

(there is only one, and it lasts for just seven measures), 

and 3) the substantial length of the coda, which accounts 

for nearly one-fifth of the movement, and which is all in 

the tonic key. 

One of the most important aspects of tonality in this 

movement is the fact that it begins in d minor and ends in 

D major. This is especially significant in the coda: 

Bars 148-157 are in D major; bars 158-178 are in d minor, 

and so the listener has every reason to expect that the 

movement will end in the minor mode — especially since the 

penultimate chord functions as "iv". Instead, the move

ment ends with a D major chord, and as stated earlier, the 

reason for this becomes apparent with the beginning of the 

fourth movement. 

In Figure 3.19 below, a comparison of the use of 

major and minor keys is given: 

Figure 3.19--Use of major and minor keys 

mode duration (%) 

minor 52.2 

major 4 7.8 

This compares very closely with the first movement. 
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which also used nearly equal proportions of major and 

minor keys. 

One more important aspect of tonality in this move

ment is that the subdominant key is not used (its use was 

limited in the first two movements); on the other hand, 

the major dominant key is used nearly as much as it was in 

the first movement. Again, specific comparisons will be 

made in the concluding chapter of this thesis. 

As mentioned in the overview of this chapter, the 

third movement is centered upon a very limited number of 

structural tonalities. This is summarized in Figure 3.20 

below: 

Figure 3.20--Tonal summary 

FT d: A: d: 

ST Bb: 

FT A: d: 

ST D: 

CODA D: d: D: 

Most significant is the fact that the dominant key 

used in "FTb" is not resolved to the tonic until the 

beginning of the coda. 
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Modulations 

The use of modulation types in this movement is sum

marized in Figure 3.21 below: 

Figure 3.21--Modulation types 

modulation type % of use 

DPC 42.4 

CPC 26.9 

3rd relation 23.0 

linear motion 7.7 

As in the first and second movements, the diatonic 

pivot chord modulation is used most frequently in this 

movement. However, there are some notable differences in 

this movement, as compared to the first two movements: 1) 

There is a greater use of third relation modulations, and 

2) there are two linear motion modulations (a method that 

has not been used in this symphony until now). 

Tchaikovsky's preference for the DPC modulation, 

which has been a consistent fact in these first three 

movements, is a significant aspect of his compositional 

technique: It reflects not only his preference for this 

this type of modulation, but it implies a certain prefer

ence for tonality relationships in which the DPC modula

tion can be used. Considering that this symphony was 

written in 1875--relatively late in the nineteenth 



century--this preference for diatonicism is certainly 

significant aspect of Tchaikovsky's musical language. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

FOURTH MOVEMENT 

Overview 

The fourth movement is a scherzo in 2/4 time. The 

tempo is marked "Allegro vivo", and this, coupled with an 

almost constant use of sixteenth notes in the "A" section, 

produces a "ballet music" effect. Generally soft dynam

ics and light orchestrations add to this effect. 

The trio presents a great deal of contrast to the 

"A" section through the extensive use of a dotted eighth/ 

sixteenth figure. Also, the nearly constant use of six

teenth notes in the "A" section is replaced by a constant 

upper pedal point on the note "D", an unchanging factor 

despite the variety of tonalities that are used in the 

trio. 

The tonic key of the movement is b minor. Section 

"A" outlines a tonic triad, tonally; the principal struc

tural keys in this section are b minor, D major, and f# 

minor. The trio, which begins in the key of g minor, 

presents a series of seven keys (g:, b:, E:, a:, d:, Bb:, 

and D:), pairs of which alternate with one another through 

a sequence of diminishing phrase lengths — beginning with 

150 
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eight bars, and then being systematically reduced by one 

half until the phrase is just one bar long. Throughout 

these permutations of tonality and phrase length, a 

single melody is employed, either in whole or in part. 

Equally important is the effect of bitonality that is 

produced by the juxtaposition of alternating keys, which 

will be discussed in detail. 

The fourth movement adds the timpani and solo trom

bone to the smaller orchestra that has been used in both 

the second and third movements (to this point, only the 

first movement has used a full orchestral instrumenta

tion). The trumpets and tuba, along with the rest of the 

trombone section, are not used again until the fifth move

ment, and so these instruments are used only in the first 

and last movements. Here in the fourth movement, though, 

the solo trombone is used only to play a short, folk-like 

"closing theme", and the timpani is used only in three 

cadences, playing no louder than mezzo-forte. 

An analysis chart of the fourth movement is given 

on pages 152-152a. 
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Figure 4.1--FOURTH MOVEMENT--scherzo 
(2/4 time) 

INTBO 1-4 A. 5-136 (16th notes/ballet misic) 

begins with a. 5-36 b. 37-96 

> b: "V" 

1. 5-20 2. 21-28 3. 29-36 a. 37-44 
"f#", last 
note of 3rd 
mvt. phrase 2x phrase 2x trans. melody 

no melody melody seq. phrase 2x 

>b: >D: e: >fff: 
D: 19 fd: 33 

"CT" 109-1241 

phrase 2x 
solo trb. 

•> b: 

codetta 124-132 

i, ivS 
no melody 

>b: 

tr. 133-136 

arp. 
pivot note 

>b: 

TRIO 137-263 ("d" ped.) 
1  

a. 137-170J 

8-bar ph. 
4x 

>r9: 
Lb: 154-

1702-2021 

4-bar ph. 
8x 
"bitonal 

-E: 
a: 174, 
E: 178, 

• a: 182, 
rd: 186, 
Bb: 190. 
d: 194, 
LBb: 198 

A. 264-395 (16th notes/ballet nusic) 

a. 264-295 b. 296-355 =37-96 

1. 264-279 2. 280-287 3. 288-295 a. 296-303 b. 304-319 a1. 

with melody =21-28 =29-36 =37-44 =45-60 

SteS5-20 >b: e: >f#: >f#: ; 
5 fft: 292 D: 308 

>b: g: 312 
D: 278 eb:316 

codetta 383-391 tr. 392-395 

-124-132 =133-136 

»b: >b: 

CODA 396-439 

a. 396-426^ (from B.) 

1. 396-4̂  
4-bar ph. 
"bitonal" 

"b: 
F#: 401. 
b: 405 ' 

LFff: 409. 

2. 4132-4211 

2-bar ph. 
"bitonal" 

b: 
F#: 415, 
b: 417, 
.F#: 419. 

3. 421-4261 

1-bar ph. 

TF#: 
'Lb: 425-
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b. 37-96 a. 97-108 

a. 37-44 b. 45-60 a*. 61-68 b*. 69-89^ retrans. 89-96 1. only 

melody whole tone melody whole tone viio7, "V" no melody 
phrase 2x scale phrase 2x scale, ext. b. >b: 

>f#: >f#: >eb: >eb: 
D: 49 Cb: 73 
g: 53 e: 77 
eb: 57 c: 81 

b: 87 

-263 ("d" ped.) 

70x a1. 1702-2021 

ph. 4-bar ph. 
8x 
"bitonal 

•E: 
a: 174, 
E: 178, 
•a: 182, 
"d: 186; 
Bb: 
d: 194n 
.Bb: : 19fL 

a . 2022-2181 

2-bar ph. 
8x 
"bitonal" 

9 :  
D: 204, 
g: 206; 
ld: 208, 
b: 210, 
E: 212, 
b: 214, 
LE: 216f 

2182_226j 
1-bar ph. 
8x 

g: 220, 
D: 224% 

netrans. 226-263 

1. 226-254, 

I arp. 
buildup 

>D: 

2. 254-263 

"fft" pivot 
note 

p.b: "V" 

37-96 a. 356-367 "CI" 368-383, 
1 1  ~  1  

3 b. 304-319 a . 320-327 b . 328-348^ retrans. 348-355 =97-108 =109-124^ 

=45-60 -61-6B =69-89, =89-96 1- on|yJ 8010 trb* 
1 no melody , 

>fS: ;»eb: >eb: >b: . '* 
D: 308 Cb: 332 
g: 312 e: 336 
eb:316 c: 340 

b: 346 

>b: 

b. 426-439 (from A.) 

3. 421-426^ 16th notes/ballet nusic 

1-bar ph. >b: vi07-i 

tf#: 
>Lb: 4252 
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A. Scherzo 

The third movement ended with a D major tonic triad, 

and in that chord, the pitch "F#" was the highest and 

most prominent note (the first flutes played an "f#3"). 

The fourth movement begins in b minor and, like the 

previous three movements, it has a non-tonic beginning: 

The horns play 3 sounding " F# " (functioning as V) in 

octaves, and this "connects", tonally, the beginning of 

the fourth movement with the end of the third movement. 

This dominant pitch is emphasized for four bars with a 

descending pizzicato rhythmic figure in the strings, one 

that spans the distance of five octaves. This serves as 

an introduction to section "a", which begins in the fifth 

measure. See figure 4.2 below. 

Figure 4.2--Introduction. bars 1-4 

Horn in F 

3es 

5 

4 t p  

, Vln. 
f o -
v 2  <  

q 

Vln. 2 

*.# 2 

J 
1 n 

f-f" 

Vla. 

lis: 

Cello 
j rrr 

Bass 
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The "a" section of the scherzo begins with a slow 

harmonic rhythm; the tonic chord that begins in bar 5 

lasts for six and one half measures, alternating between 

root position and second inversion. In these bars, the 

alternating use of the arpeggiated six-four sonority is 

the only harmonic variety that is used. Although this 

if chord does n<Dt resolve to V, it does have the effect 

of a suspended dominant in these measures. 

Above this harmony, another oscillation takes place: 

The first violins play an ascending sixteenth-note figure 

in bar 5, and the solo clarinet answers this with a des

cending sixteenth-note figure in bar 6. Both of these 

figures end on an eighth note, but they are overlapped in 

such a way that the rhythmic effect is one of continuous 

sixteenth notes: 

Figure 4.3--Rhythmic overlap in "a", bars 5-6 

bar 5 6 
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This use of sixteenth notes becomes a sort of "pedal 

point" in the "A" section of this movement. Except for 

six measures—bars 11-12, 19-20, and 103-104--the six

teenth notes are continuous for the duration of the "A" 

section (bars 5-136). This constant, driving rhythm is 

the strongest unifying feature of this section, and its 

use creates a "ballet music" effect. 

At the outset, the use of these sixteenth notes re

sults in the lack of a definite melody. In every case, 

each sixteenth-note figure arpeggiates a chord. The har

monic rhythm is rarely faster than one chord per bar, and 

so a certain clarity is created by the fact that most of 

the changes in harmony occur on the downbeat of a measure. 

This is very necessary in light of the fast tempo and the 

consistent rhythmic pulse. 

In this first part of the "a" section, then, the 

melody is obscure. Therefore, Tchaikovsky emphasizes 

other factors that prove to be significant as the move

ment proceeds: 

1) As mentioned above, the continuous sixteenth 

notes create a rhythmic pedal point. 

2) The alternating harmonies of bars 5-10 (i-il), 

which are repeated in bars 13-18, are a deliberate avoid

ance of a clear dominant chord. This proves to be an 

important aspect of the harmonic language of this 
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movement. 

3) In bars 11-13^, the following cadence takes 

place: 

Figure 4.4--Cadence, bars 11-131 

bar 11 

J J 
fcm g#a$ 

b: i vi$i 

(ii4/V) 

The g#0§ chord in bar 11^ is the first sonority in this 

movement that is neither tonic or dominant, and this be

comes an important chord in the final cadence of the move

ment. It is highlighted here by its rather unique secon

dary function; if one regards the "F#" as a "secondary 

tonic", then the chord functions in bars 11^-12 are 

"iigsi-V-i", which is, of course, a very characteristic 

progression. Also, the pitch "F#" in bar 122 is signi

ficant: There are many places in this movement in which 

only a dominant note (rather than a complete dominant 

chord) resolves to its tonic chord. In two instances, 

this results in pivot note modulations, and these will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

The cadence in bars 11-13^ is one of the three 

places in the "A" section in which sixteenth notes are 

12 13 

J J J 
cm "F#" bm 

V/V V i 
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not used. Sixteenth notes are also absent in bars 19-20, 

in which a modulating cadence takes place, leading to 

section 2 of "a": 

Figure 4.5--Cadence/modulation, bars 19-22 

bar 19 20 21 22 

J J J J J j 
fcmm§ AM^ EM6 "A" AMri$ DM6 

b: ' i§ 

D: vi§ vl V6/V V vi 16 

(ii§/V) 

As in bar 122» only the dominant note is used in bar 

202* In this case, however, a full chord arrives in bar 

21 (the AMmi chord), which then resolves correctly to the 

DM6 chord in bar 22. The use of the complete dominant 

seventh chord helps to strengthen the arrival of the new 

key. 

Unlike section 1 of "a", section 2 (bars 21-28) con

tains a definite melody. This is played by the cellos, 

and it consists of a four-bar phrase that is repeated 

(bars 25-28 are the same as bars 21-24). This melody is 

accompanied by 1) continuing sixteenth notes in the first 

violins and first oboe, and 2) an upper dominant pedal 

point in the horns. A condensed score of the first phrase 

of this section is shown in Figure 4.6 on page 158. 
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Figure 4.6--Section a2, bars 21-24 

Ob.l 

m Vln. 1 

Horns in F 
Cello 

bass line (Via. 8va) 

Bass 

D: vt LT/"E" v3 16 I 

This brief thematic area is unified by three factors: 

1) Continuous sixteenth notes, 2) continuous dominant 

pedal point, and 3) the use of continuous quarter notes in 

the melody. The harmonic functions in this example are 

notable: The AMm3 chord in bar 232 is a passing 4/3 chord 

that is used to create a stepwise bass line from the "F#" 

in bar 22 to the "D" in bar 24; the d#o7 chord in bar 23^ 

is a neighboring embellishment of this passing chord. 

In Figure 4.6 above, the harmonic function of the 
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d#o7 chord was labelled as "LT/'E1", indicating that it 

functions as the leading tone chord of the pitch "E" in 

the AMm^ chord. 

Section 3 of "a" occurs in bars 29-36, and this 

music serves as a transition to the "b" section. It 

consists of a four-bar phrase that is first stated in the 

key of e minor, and which is then sequenced up a major 

second, in the key of f# minor. No clear melody is pre-

snet--as was the case in section l--and dynamics are used 

to provide direction to this transition: Bars 29-32 are 

marked "piano", and bars 33-36 are marked "piu forte". 

A harmonic analysis of this section is given in Figure 

4.7 below. This example begins in bar 28 to show the 

modulation from D major to e minor: 

Figure 4.7--Harmonic analysis, transition to "b" 

bar 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

J 

EM BMmi em6 BMn7 

J 

em6 

J 

C#Mnt f#m6 

J  

C#Mm7 

J  

f#m 

I 

e: vi i6 V7 i6 
t 3 I A 

f#: V2 i6 V7 i 

The "b" section contains no interruptions of the 

sixteenth-note rhythm (this rhythm was interrupted twice 

in the "a" section, and it is interrupted once more during 
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the return of "a"). Also, "b" contains much more melodic 

material. 

Before proceeding with a discussion of the "b" sec

tion, it will be helpful to refer to an analysis chart: 

Figure 4.8--Analysis chart of "b", bars 37-96 

b. 37-96 

a. 37-44 b. 45-60 a1. 61-68 b1. 69-891 RT 89-96 

melody whole- melody whole- viio7, 
phrase 2x tone phrase 2x tone V 
j:u scale _ , scale, ^ , 

?f#: ->eb: > b: 
? f # :  e x z '  

D: 49 > eb: 
g: 53 Cb: 73 
eb: 57 e: 77 

c: 81 
b: 87 

The first subsection ("a", in bars 37-44) consists 

of a four-bar phrase that is repeated. The solo horn has 

a simple melody that consists, rhythmically, of quarter 

notes and quarter rests. This rhythm is significant, 

because the only other definite melody to this point--in 

"a^"--also used only quarter note values. 

This melody in bars 37-40 (which is repeated in bars 

41-44) is shown in Figure 4.9 on page 161, with an accom

panying harmonic analysis. Note the appoggiaturas in 

bars 38^ and 40^; also, notice that the melody in bars 

39-40 is an inversion of that in bars 37-38. 
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Figure 4.9--First phrase of "a", bars 37-40 

a. 

p  

All of the root movements in this "a" section are by 

a perfect fifth (both up and down). As will be shown be

low, all of the root movements of the "b" section that 

follows are by a third (all down), either literally or 

enharmonically. 

The "ballet music" effect continues to prevail in 

these subsections of "b". The sixteenth notes are con

tinuous, as before, and there is not a strong sense of 

melody; the melody of "a" (in Figure 4.9, above) is de-

emphasized by the narrow range (that of a perfect fifth) 

and the exclusive use of quarter note rhythmic values. 

The "b" section (in bars 45-60) is based upon 
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a descending bass line that stands out as a sort of 

melody. This is shown in Figure 4.10 below. 

Figure 4.10--Whole tone scale in "b" , bars 47-57 

bar 47 « « M 5 1 5 2 5 3 5 4 5 5 5 6 5 7 5 8 5 9 6 0 6 1  

f#1 e1 d1 ^ d1 c1 bb ^ bb ab f# ^ f# e eb 

Vln.2 Via. Cello Cello 

' whole tone scale 1 

This whole tone scale descends one full octave, and• 

then in bars 59-61 it descends yet further in order to 

arrive at the tonic chord in the key of eb minor. This 

arrival is clearly marked by the fact that the final 

descent of the bass line, in bars 60-61, is by a half 

step. The use of this symmetrical scale is highlighted 

by two other symmetries: 1) The root movements, all of 

which are by thirds (previously mentioned), and 2) the 

use of augmented triads, which are symmetrical in the 

sense that they contain two major thirds (and which can 

therefore be spelled with any of the three chord tones 

as roots). 

See Figure 4.11 on page 163. 
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Figure 4.ll--Harmonic analysis, bars 47-61 

bars 47-48 49-52 53-56 57-60 61 

f#m 

f#: i 

D: I 

V III+ IIl4 

III+ 

VI 

Bb+ = F#+ ebrn 

9 

eb 

Due to the previously-mentioned symmetry of the-

augmented triads, the III+ chords could also be regarded 

as V+ chords, but their diatonic functions are more ob

vious. Keys have been assigned throughout this whole-

tone scale section, but the sense of tonality is very 

unclear. However, as the four-bar phrases progress, 

there is a sense of modulation. For example, the D major 

chord begins as a VI chord in f# minor; in bar 51, at the 

beginning of the next phrase, it sounds more like a tonic 

chord in D major. Additionally, it does function as a 

pivot chord that leads to the key of g minor. The F#+ 

chord in bar 57-60 (which is enharmonic with the previous 

Bb+ chord) functions as a mediant chord in both g minor 

and eb minor, but the key of eb minor is not convincing 

until the tonic chord arrives in bar 61. 

This harmonic analysis is a compromise, at best. Suf

fice it to say that tonal instability is created by the 

whole tone scale and the augmented triads. 
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Bars 61-68 are like bars 37-44, but this new section 

is in the key of eb minor (bars 37-44 were in they key of 

f# minor), and so this section is labelled "a1". There 

are some slight changes in the orchestration in this 

restatement of "a", but the melodic structure and har

monic functions are the same as those in the original "a" 

section. 

The return of the "b" section is much as it was in 

bars 45-60, but the entire section is transposed down a 

minor third. For this reason, bars 68-89^ are referred to 

as "b^". The first sixteen bars of "b^" (bars 69-84) are 

an exact recurrence of "b" (bars 45-60), except for the 

difference in tonality that was noted above. The last 

four bars of "b^" are an extension whose function is to 

lead to the retransition, which begins in bar 89. The 

following modulation takes place: 

Figure 4.12--Modulation, bars 85-97 

bars 85-86 87-88 89 90-92 93-96 97 

cm c#$f F#Mm§ a#o7 a#o7 "F#" bm 

c: i 

b: ii$i V§ viio7 viio7 V i 

dominant complex 

The linear motion modulation that takes place in bars 

86-87 is followed by a dominant complex in bars 89-96. 
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The flutes maintain the continuing sixteenth-note rhythm 

with the following line, accompanied by pizzicato chord 

tones in the second violins and violas: 

Figure 4.13--Retransition to "a" 

89 90 91 92 93 94 112 

M f #  ci. 

sort*" 

Tlrap. 

iVIolU 

96 97 98 99 100 

bm 

return of a 

i f  

pill. 
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The flutes' principal notes (indicated in the pre

ceding example) are "G-E-C#-A#", which outline an a#o7 

chord. These descending minor thirds are paralleled by 

the second violins and violas, and so this is a good 

example of Tchaikovsky's occasional use of parallel voice 

leading. 

In bars 93-96, the flutes center upon the dominant 

note, "F#". The melodic pattern in these bars is the 

same as that of the preceding three and a half bars--a 

principal note embellished by both an upper and a lower 

neighboring tone. The timbre produced by the flutes in 

their low register here is a very striking effect. 

The return of "a" (in which only section 1 is re

called) is far more emphatic than its original statement. 

The differences are shown in Figure 4.14 below: 

Figure 4.14--Differences in 

a (bars 5-20) 

1. "piano" dynamics 

2. 16ths alternating in 
Vln.1/Clar. 

3. chord tones in 
Vln./Via. 

4. root position tonic 
chord (i) alternating 
with i4 

the return of "a" 

a (bars 97-108) 

"forte" dynamics 

16ths alternating in 
Vln.-Via./Clar.-F1. 

chord tones in 
horns, a4 

tonic chord in root 
position throughout 

Other than the absence of the if chords, the chord 
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choices are the same in both occurrences of this section. 

Also, the sixteenth note rhythm ceases momentarily for 

the cadence in bars 103-104, just as it did for the 

cadence in bars 11-12. 

In bars 109-12^, a new melody is introduced by the 

solo trombone. It is unexpected to find a new tune at 

this point in the scherzo form, and so it is apt that 

Tchaikovsky presents this melody in a timbre that has not 

yet been heard in this movement. See Figure 4.15 below. 

Figure 4.15--Closing theme's use of solo trombone 

107 108 109 110 111 112 

TrbBe.l 

B. ViiKoaoRiiB. M o*M«oaa« m. sits r. 

(continued) 
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Figure 4 .15--continued 

113 114 115 116 117 118 

|l J - J :  ̂ t——-
repeat 

tr r F-r-—F F 1—~ r -f 

ss b: vi07 ii$i 

This thematic area functions as a closing theme to 

the A section, and it consists of an eight-bar phrase 

that is repeated (bars 117-123 are the same as bars 109-

116). The harmonizations are significant in the follow

ing ways: 1) All chords are diatonic; 2) a stepwise bass 

line predominates; 3) two different diatonic submediant 

chords are used in succession; and 4) bars 113-116 consist 

of a falling fifth progression. 

The melody has a folksong effect, but to this writ

er's knowledge, the tune is not derived. Rhythmically, 

this melody uses quarter notes and half notes; and though 
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this constitutes a very plain, unaffected rhythm, it does 

present more variety than the two preceding melodies (the 

melody in section 2 of "a" used only quarter notes--see 

Figure 4.6 on page 158; the melody in section "a" of "b" 

used only quarter notes and quarter rests — see Figure 4.9 

on page 161). 

The closing theme ends with a perfect authentic 

cadence in bar 124^, and this elided cadence begins the 

codetta. The codetta (in bars 124-132) maintains the 

sixteenth note rhythm, beneath which the following har

monic oscillation takes place: 

Figure 4.16--Harmonic oscillation in the codetta 

bar 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 

bm emi bm emf bm emt bm em$ bm 

b: i ivf i ivf i ivf i ivf i 

Along with the perfect authentic cadence in bar 124^, 

these harmonies clearly delineate the codetta. Following 

this codetta, the transition to the trio (or "B" section) 

is just four bars in length, and consists of sixteenth 

notes in the cellos. See Figure 4.17 on page 170. 
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Figure 4.17--Transition to the trio 

B D F# B D 

The principal notes in bars 133-134 outline a b minor 

triad. Bars 135-136 emphasize the note "D", and this 

pitch is used in a pivot note modulation to arrive at 

g minor, the initial key of the trio: 

Figure 4.18--Pivot note modulation, bars 132-139 

bars 132-134 135-136 137-138 139 

bm "D" "D" gmt 

(in cello) (in horn) 

b" 1 < pivot note > , 
g: i4 

The nature of this transition to the trio creates a 

symmetry with an earlier event: In bars 89-96, the re-

transition to "a" consisted of a descending passage of 

sixteenth notes in the flutes, ending with two bars that 

centered upon the pitch "F#". In bars 133-136, an ascend

ing passage of a similar nature is used, one whose last 

two bars also center upon a single structural pitch. 
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B. Trio 

The most significant aspects of the "A" section were 

1) a nearly continuous use of sixteenth notes, 2) a de-

emphasis of melody through either obscurity or rhythmic 

simplicity, and 3) active harmonizations in general, 

making considerable use of seventh chords (most often, 

07, o7, and Mm7, not necessarily in that order of fre

quency) as well as augmented triads. 

The trio contrasts these characteristics in the fol

lowing ways: 1) The continuous sixteenth notes of "A" are 

no longer present; instead, a new dotted eighth/sixteenth 

rhythm predominates; 2) a single, definite melody (which 

is based rhythmically upon the dotted eighth/sixteenth 

figure) is nearly always present, either in whole or in 

part; and 3) for its first seventy-three measures (bars 

137-219), the harmonizations are exclusively triadic (and 

most of those are diatonic); seventh chords are used only 

briefly in bars 220-225, and then the retransition to "A" 

resumes the triadic harmonies. 

One might suspect, then, that the trio will be organ

ized around these characteristics that so strongly con

trast those of the "A" section, but this is not the case. 

Instead, Tchaikovsky structures the trio around events of 

phrase length, tonality, and timbre. 

Before proceeding, it will be helpful to refer to an 
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analysis chart of the trio. See Figure 4.19 below. 

Figure 4.19--Analysis chart of the trio 

B. TRIO ("D" pedal) 

a. 137-170, a1. 

8-bar ph. 
4x 

>[£ 154. 

1702-2021 

4-bar ph. 
8x 
"bitonal" 

T E: 
a: 174, 
E: 178, 

La: 182, 
d: 186, 
Bb: 190, 
d: 194, 

LBb: 1982 

2022-2181 

2-bar ph. 
8x 
"bitonal" 

r s: 
D: 204 
g: 206; 
D: 208, 

Tb: 210, 
E: 212, 
b: 214, 

le: 2162 

. 2182"226̂  

1-bar ph. 
8x 

> a: 
g: 220, 
D: 2242 

retrans. 2262~263 

1. 226^254^^ 2. 254-263 

I arp. "f#" pivot 
buildup note 

> D: >b: V 

Each thematic section of the trio--"a", "a^"", "a^", 

3 
and "a "--is based upon the same melody, whose.first oc

currence is in bars 1382~1452. In section "a", this en

tire melodic phrase is maintained with each repetition. 

12 3 
In sections "a ", "a ", and "a ", various fragments of 

this melody are used, and these are shown in Figure 4.20 

on page 173. 
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Figure 4.20--Trio melody--a, a , a , and a 
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The use of these phrase lengths/fragments is con

sistent within each section of the trio. For example, in 

"a''"", the melody is exactly the same length (and uses the 

same fragment) in each of its eight occurrences. 

One can view this melodic use in the trio in two 

opposing ways: 1) The continuous presence of a melody 

contrasts the de-emphasis/sparsity of melody in the "A" 

section, and 2) the use of only a single melody in the 

trio is congruent with the de-emphasis of melody in the 

"A" section. This irony will be discussed more fully in 

the summary of this chapter. 

As mentioned earlier, the continuous sixteenths of 

the "A" section are not used in the trio. Instead, this 

rhythmic "pedal" is replaced by an actual pedal point in 

the first and second horns, on the sounding pitch 

These instruments alternate four-bar segments, overlapping 

their notes by one half count so that the effect is one of 
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a single instrument maintaining a continuous pitch for 

most of the duration of the trio. The pitch "D" begins 

as a dominant pedal in bar 137, but it takes on a variety 

of functions throughout the trio as the tonalities change. 

This pedal continues uninterrupted in the horns for 

eighty-nine measures, and its relationship to the six

teenth note rhythm of "A" is unmistakable. Though this 

pedal is occasionally the lowest sounding pitch in the 

texture, it should be regarded as an upper pedal point 

throughout the trio, since it has this function most of 

the time. 

In Figure 4.21 on pages 175-176, one can see the 

initial phrase structure of the trio. Bars 137-138^ 

serve as a brief introduction, and then the first phrase 

occurs in bars 1382~145^, in the key of g minor. The 

upper woodwinds present this initial melody. Notice the 

descending pizzicato "D's" in the strings in bars 1452~ 

!462. 

The strings repeat the initial woodwind phrase in 

bars 1462~153^, and they follow this with an ascending 

set of pizzicato "D's" in bars 1532-154. 

The woodwinds repeat the melody in bars 1542~161^, 

this time with heavier scoring that adds the second 

flutes, second clarinet, and oboes. This third phrase is 

in the key of b minor, and a pivot note modulation is used 



Figure 4.21--Initial phrase structure in the trio 
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Figure 4 .2l--continued 
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to move to this "new" key (which has been heard a great 

deal in this movement): 

Figure 4.22--Pivot note modulation, bars 152-155 

bar 152 153-154 155 

J J J J J 
cm AM6 "D" » bm 

g: iv V6/V V 

b: i6 

This does not fit the strictest definition of a pivot 

note modulation, since the "D" does not come out of the 

preceding chord. Also, the pitch "F#" is played in the 

melody in bar 1542, and it acts as a dominant to the bm 

chord that follows it in bar 155. However, the "D" is 

very pervasive because 1) it continues to be sustained in 

the horns, and 2) it is further emphasized by the rising 

pizzicato "D's" in the strings in bars 153-154. Because 

of these factors, the "D" is the strongest pivotal factor 

in these measures, and so the pivot note modulation is a 

good explanation of what takes place here. 

Referring back to Figure 4.21 on pages 175-176, 

there is another set of descending pizzicato "D's" at the 

end of the third phrase in bars 161-162. This is followed 

by the final repetition of the eight-bar phrase, presented 

by the strings (as in the second phrase). This, in turn, 
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is followed by one more set of ascending pizzicato "D's", 

which completes section "a" of the trio. 

These pizzicato figures do not recur in the later 

sections of the trio. Their function in section "a" is 

to bridge the distance between each thematic repetition; 

in the subsequent sections of the trio, the phrases are 

more closely juxtaposed, and so there is no need (nor 

space) for this "bridging" material. It is important to 

notice that these pizzicato figures originated in the 

introduction (bars 1-3) of this movement. 

Though the modulation from g minor to b minor in 

bars 154-155 (shown in Figure 4.22 on page 177) does 

make use of a pivot note, the true effect is simply one 

of two distinct keys: Two phrases are presented in g 

minor, and then the same two phrases are presented in b 

minor. Although the two keys are linked by a pivot note 

modulation, the sense of two juxtaposed keys is more 

striking than any modulatory effect. This becomes an im

portant aspect as the phrases of the trio become shorter--

which results in rapidly alternating keys. This will be 

discussed further on the pages that follow. 

It is significant to note Tchaikovsky's use of horn 

21 
fifths in harmonizing the melody of the trio. This can 

21 
Apel, p. 641. 
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best be seen at the beginning of "a*", at which point the 

bassoons and second and third horns play the melody and 

countermelody: 

Figure 4.23--Horn fifths in the trio, bars 1702~174 

j-ir] a - a  i  
-rv # # p f  -£j f  *  

«... ., f  % f-—r 
-

E: V 16 V I V 16 
'— Hn. 5 th — 

The remaining sections of the trio are an almost 

mechanical "working-out" of section "a". No new ideas 

are presented in terms of theme or rhythm, and so the 

ensuing sections are a manipulation of the previous 

material of the trio that was established in "a". It is 

in section "a"''", however, in which the juxtaposition of 

keys takes on an important new meaning. 

Bars 1702~174^ are in the key of E major (shown in 

Figure 4.23 above), and bars 1742~178^ repeat this phrase 

in the key of a minor. These two phrases are immediately 

repeated in bars 1782-186^, and the tonal effect is one 

of "linear bitonality"two keys alternating with one 

another in close succession. 
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Section "a^"" continues with the four-bar phrase 

lengths in bars 1862~202^, but here the alternating keys 

shift to d:/Bb:/d:/Bb:. 

2 
In section "a the sense of bitonality becomes 

stronger as the keys are placed more closely together. 

This is the result of a shorter phrase length, which is 

now two bars. As in section "a"*"", there are two sets of 

bitonal keys that are used. In bars 2022~210^, the keys 

of g minor and D major alternate to produce the bitonal 

effect. This continues in bars 2102-218 l f  in which the 

keys of b:/E:/b:/E: are used. 

3 
Finally, "a " begins in bar 2182 in the key of a 

minor. The melodic phrase is reduced to one measure at 

this point, and it is here that the only seventh chords 

of the trio are used: 

221 

J.. S> 

gm DMm7 

i  V7 

Figure 4.24--Seventh chords in the trie 

bar 218,, 219 220 

J j.. j» n j 

EMmt am g#ot am WcS. DMm7 

a: vi i  viiof i  

g: i i v2 V7 

(continued) 
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Figure 4 .24--continued 

222 223 224 225 

gm bnm5 c#o DM6 bmm5 c#o 

i  

iv vi§ viio 16 vi§ viio 

j jn.. J zn 

d: 

226 

J 
EM 

D: I 

In this section, a lower pedal point (on the pitch 

"D") is added in the cellos and basses on the second 

count of each measure (in bars 2I82-2262). The tonal 

effect is no longer bitonal, because the keys no longer 

alternate in pairs; however, the timbres used in the 

eight repetitions of what is now a one-bar phrase do 

continue to oscillate, as before. 

All of these factors--the lower pedal point, a 

stronger sense of tonal stability, the use of seventh 

chords, and the short phrase lengths — indicate that the 

trio is coming to a close. It is no surprise, then, that 

the retransition to "A" begins shortly thereafter, in bar 

The retransition (in bars 226-263) consists of l ittle 

more than a D major triad that is sustained throughout 

2 2 6  
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these bars. However, several important events take place 

over this unchanging harmony: 

1) In bars 226-228, 230-232, and 234-236, an oscil

lation of octave "D's" in the strings recalls the piz

zicato "D's" in section "a" of the trio. Also, the pedal 

point that has been sustained by the horn for eighty-nine 

bars is now transferred to the first violins (in the same 

register, on the pitch "d^""). 

2) This pedal continues to sound in bars 226-228, 

230-232, and 234-236 above the previously mentioned octave 

"D's" in the same measures. The first violins interrupt 

this pedal in bars 229 and 233 with the following arpeg-

giation: 

Figure 4.25--Arpegqiation in the retransition 

This bears a close resemblance to the arpeggiations that 

were used throughout the "A" section, and the sixteenth-

note rhythm is an even more obvious reference to "A". 

3) In bar 237, the sixteenth-note rhythm in the first 
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violins becomes continuous, as shown in Figure 4.26 on 

page 184. Bars 237-253 arpeggiate a D major triad, and 

beginning in bar 2402* duple and triplet rhythms are used 

simultaneously to create a "shimmering" rhythmic effect. 

4) The horns enter in bar 250^ with octave "F#'s". 

In bar 254, the D major chord ceases, and only the "F#'s" 

remain. The following pivot note modulation takes place: 

Figure 4.2 7--Pivot note modulation 

bars 226-253 254-263 264 

dm < "f#" > bm 

D: I 

b: i  

The "F#" is held over from the D major chord, by itself, 

for ten measures, and it then becomes a chord tone in the 

b minor chord in bar 264. However, this trio has made 

extensive use of single dominant pitches that represent 

dominant chords, and the "F#" does function strongly as 

the dominant of "B". Again, though, the pivot note func

tion is strongly heard. 

5) Both the "A" and "B" sections of this scherzo 

make extensive use of the woodwinds. In this retransi-

tion the woodwinds are notably absent, and this helps to 

provide some contrast before the return of "A" (which 

highlights the woodwinds in a remarkable way). 
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Figure 4.26--Duple/triplet arp., pivot note in the RT 
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The Return of A. 

The return of "A" is an almost exact restatement of 

its initial occurrence except for one very noticeable 

difference: A melody has been added to the "a^"" section. 

See Figure 4.28 on page 186. 

Originally, this section had no definite melody. 

This new tune in bars 264-271 (which is repeated in bars 

272-279) is much more active, rhythmically, than the other 

well-defined melodies in the "A" section (which were based 

on quarter note rhythmic values). 

In bars 270-271, an almost comical effect is produced 

by the sudden use of sixteenth notes in this new melody. 

Perhaps Tchaikovsky intended a pun here: These incon

gruous sixteenth notes, inserted at the end of a melodic 

phrase that does not otherwise use this rhythm, is, per

haps, an admission that there is not "supposed" to be a 

new melody here. 

However, quite another effect is produced by this 

rhythm: In this return of "a" (bars 264-295), every 

measure is now filled with sixteenth notes. Originally, 

the cadences in bars 11-12 and 19-20 did not use six

teenth notes. The corresponding measures of 270-271 and 

278-279 are now filled with sixteenths, and it is clear 

that Tchaikovsky intended for this to be very noticeable: 

The first six measures of this new melody (bars 264-269) 
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Figure 4.28--New melody in "a" 
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do not use sixteenth notes, and this fact makes the 

rhythm in bars 270-271 even more striking. 

Aside from the addition of this new melody, the 

return of "a" is an exact recurrence of its original 

statement in bars 5-36; the melody is superimposed upon 

the original scoring. The return of "b" in bars 296-355 

is also an exact return. 

Section "a" returns in bars 356-367 to complete the 

"aba" form of "A". It is significant that this statement 

of "a" does not contain the melody that was added earlier. 

Consequently, the cadence in bars 362-363 does not contain 

sixteenth notes (this corresponds to the cadence in bars 

103-104, which also did not contain sixteenths). In light 

of this fact, the most important function of the added 

melody in bars 264-279 was to highlight the return of "A" 

(if the purpose was to create continuous sixteenth notes 

throughout "A", this would have been maintained in bars 

103-104). 

The closing theme (whose melody is again played by 

the solo trombone), codetta, and transition are the same 

as they were in the original statement of "A". The tran

sition originally led to the trio, and so it is no sur

prise that the coda begins with material from the trio. 
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Coda 

The structure of the coda is shown in Figure 4.29 

below: 

Figure 4.29--Analysis chart, CODA 

CODA 396-439 

396-4261 (fronj B.) 

1. 396-4131 

4-bar ph. 
"bitonal" 

b: 
f#: 401, 
b: 405^ 
. f#: 409_ 

2. 4132-4211 

2-bar ph. 
"bitonal" 

b: 
F#: 415„ 
b: 417J-

. F#: 419„ 

3. 421-4261 

1-bar ph. 

?ff#: 
7 Lb: 425,. 

b. 426-439 (from A.) 

16th notes 
ballet music 

^•b: vi07-i 

In comparison to the codas of the first three move

ments, this coda is relatively short, especially in con

sidering the rapid tempo (this apparently "lengthy" 

scherzo takes just six minutes to perform). 

Section "a" of the coda consists of trio material 

that is organized in the same manner as the trio itself: 

1) Phrase lengths are reduced by one half as the section 

proceeds, and 2) there is a juxtaposition of keys that 

produces a bitonal effect. One could regard the entire 

trio as being in the tonic key of b minor, with the dom

inant keys (shown in Figure 4.29 above) functioning as 

dominant chords and their embellishments. However, 

the strong sense of juxtaposition and bitonality 
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that was stressed in the trio warrants this interpreta

tion—one of oscillating keys in the coda. 

Section "b" of the coda, however, does stay in the 

tonic minor key. The harmonizations that are used here 

are similar to those of the original "a" section of "A". 

Most significant is the final cadence of the movement in 

bars 4362~439, which consists of vi07-i. This g#07 chord 

was first heard very early in the movement — in the first 

cadence, which was in bars 11-13^ (refer back to Figure 

4.4 on page 156 j. 

This final cadence is very significant. None of 

these first four movements has ended with a perfect 

authentic cadence: The first and second movements ended 

with third-related progressions (bVI-I), and the third 

movement ended with a plagal cadence (iv-I). As will be 

shown in Chapter Five of this thesis, the final cadence 

of this symphony is a' result of those of the preceding 

movements. 

The timpani makes its third and final unobtrusive 

entrance in bars 4382~439 on the tonic pitch, "B", at 

"pp" dynamics (the timpani's earlier two entrances were 

on a dominant "F#", at "mf" dynamics, in bars 89^ and 

348^; both of these entrances signalled retransitions). 
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SUMMARY 

The fourth movement presents a wide spectrum of 

compositional techniques and materials: 1) A non-tonic 

beginning, corresponding to those of the three previous 

movements; 2) extensive phrases that do not have definite 

melodies; 3) a "ballet music" effect produced by the use 

of continuous sixteenth notes in "A"; 4) a section of 

music that is organized around a whole-tone scale; 5) a 

"D" pedal point in the trio that remains constant despite 

the changes in tonality; 6) a linear bitonality in the 

trio that is sustained through seven juxtaposed keys; 7) 

the "reservation of two timbres (trombone and timpani) for 

selected events; 8) the use of a closing theme in the "A" 

section; 9) a superimposed melody that is used to high

light the return of "A"; and 10) an unusual final cadence 

of vi07-i. 

One could easily form a negative opinion of this 

movement (and some have, as was shown in the introduction 

of this thesis): Many of its musical events are mechan

ically contrived. For example, the entire trio consists 

of a methodical "working out" of its initial eight-bar 

phrase. The retransition to "A" is little more than a D 

major chord. The unrelentless arpeggiations in "A" are 

little more than "effect" music. The continuous "D" pedal 

in the trio (with the dynamic marking of "sempre p") is 
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quite often barely audible, and it seems to be of limited 

structural importance within the trio (although it does 

unify "A" with "B", as previously explained), especially 

once the music begins to modulate. 

And yet, there is one aspect that helps to minimize 

the mechanical nature of Tchaikovsky's compositional 

technique in this movement: Ironically, the fast, mechan

ical tempo. Though this movement is 439 bars in length, 

it has the effect of being only moderately lengthy. This 

is due to the tempo ("allegro vivo") as well as to the 

2/4 time signature. As a result, the apparently protrac

ted use of continuous rhythms or pedal point is far less 

significant in terms of actual time. Also, considering 

the wide array of compositional elements that are used in 

this movement, perhaps the static effects of rhythm and 

pedal point help to achieve necessary musical unity. 

Additionally, one must consider this movement in 

relation to the rest of the symphony. Each of the first 

three movements had a generally "serious" mood, and this 

was created, in part, by 1) the extensive use of minor 

keys and minor chords, and 2) the nature of their themes. 

Although the fourth movement makes an even greater use of 

minor keys and minor chords (as will be shown later in 

this summary), all of the melodies (when true melodies are,' 

indeed, present) are very simple, particularly in regard 
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to rhythm, and this lends a feeling of "light-heartedness" 

to the movement. Also, the "ballet music" effect has a 

peaceful, soothing effect on the listener (and this, too, 

is ironic, perhaps, considering the technical difficulty 

of the sixteenth-note arpeggiations that create this 

peaceful, "rippling" effect). 

There is a great deal of ironic humor contained in 

this movement, and this aspect of humor is sometimes 

22 characteristic of the scherzo form. The following 

elements could be regarded as being either humorous or 

ironic: 1) In spite of the de-emphasis of melody in the 

"A" section, there i£ a closing theme melody, and a new 

tune does appear in the return of "A"; 2) at the expense 

of the trombonist and the timpanist, a great deal of rest-

counting is involved in this movement, and for small ef

fect—the absence of the timpani in the three cadences 

would be barely noticeable, and the timbre of the trombone 

could have been substituted for by a horn or a bassoon, 

perhaps; 3) a single melody pervades the trio, and it is 

difficult to decide whether this emphasizes, or continues 

to de-emphasize, the melodic aspect of this movement; 4) 

the nearly continuous sixteenth notes in "A" are not a 

humorous matter for the performers who must play them, and 

22Apel, p. 755. 
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they do create an important "ballet music" effect; but 

they also set a precedent, as a rhythmic "pedal point", 

for the actual pedal point in the trio, which can certain

ly be regarded as a mildly humorous event; 5) as mentioned 

earlier, the hurried sixteenth notes in the added melody 

that highlights the return of "A" have a humorous impact, 

implying that the new melody does not "belong" there; 6) 

the bitonalities of the trio, unprecedented elsewhere in 

the movement or in the symphony, could be looked upon as 

a contributing factor to the "light-hearted" nature of 

this movement; and 7) despite a predominance of minor 

sonorities and minor tonalities (which will be shown later 

in this summary), an almost "impish" mood prevails. 

Before proceeding, it is important to mention that 

the third movement of Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony bears 

many similarities to this movement. It, too, is charac

terized by: 1) A similar scherzo form that is also in 

fast 2/4 time; 2) continuous rhythm in the "A" section 

(eighth notes, in this case); 3) a lack of definite 

melodies in the "A" section; 4) a pivot note modulation 

that leads to the first key of the trio; 5) a trio that 

is much more melodic than the "A" section; and 5) "effect" 

music (in this case, produced by the continuous use of 

pizzicato strings in the "A" section, combined with the 

continuous eighth-note rhythm). In light of the fact 
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that Tchaikovsky used these characteristics in the scherzo 

of his Fourth Symphony, one could reasonably conclude that 

he thought highly of this scherzo in his Third Symphony. 

In the following tables and discussions, Tchaikov

sky's compositional language in this movement will be sum

marized, focusing on the parameters of 1) sonorities, 2) 

tonalities, and 3) modulations. 

Sonorities 

Tchaikovsky's use of sonorities in this movement is 

shown in Figure 4.30 below: 

Figure 4.30--Duration of sonority types 

sonority type duration ( %) 

• m 41.8 

m 34 .2 

Mm7 7.1 

+ 5.7 

07 

o7 

5.2 

2 . 0  

o 1.6 

+m7 1.4 

mm 7 1 . 0  

As in the first three movements of this symphony, 

the most-used sonority types are the major and minor 

triads and the Mm7 chord. However, the Mm7 chord is used 
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far less than in the preceding movements. Much of this 

is due to the almost exclusively triadic harmonizations 

of the trio. 

There is a substantial use of augmented triads in 

this movement, and most of these occur in the sections 

that were based on the whole-tone scale. Undoubtedly, 

these symmetrical augmented triads are generated by the 

symmetrical whole-tone scale. 

In Figure 4.31 below, the use of triads versus 

seventh chords is shown: 

Figure 4.31--Predominance of triads 

type duration (%) 

triads 83.3 

seventh chords 16.7 

extended chords 0.0 

Of the first four movements, the fourth is by far 

the most triadic. Again, much of this is due to the 

avoidance of seventh chords in the trio. 

Tonalities 

Tchaikovsky's use of tonalities in this movement is 

shown in Figure 4.32 on page 196. Keys are expressed, 

functionally, in terms of the tonic key of the movement, 

b minor. 
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Figure 4.32--Duration of tonalities 

tonality duration (%) 

i  43.4 

III 13.1 

vi 8.9 

v 8.0 

biv 7.3 

bii 3.6 

V 3.5 

iv 2.7 

IV 2.7 

vii 2.4 

i i i 1.8 

bl 1.7 

I 0.9 

The extensive use of the tonic minor tonality is 

very significant. In the second movement, for example, 

the tonic key is used a great deal, too, but much of this 

is due to a lengthy coda. The coda of the fourth move

ment, however, is relatively short (44 bars), and about 

one fourth of it is in the dominant key (due to the effect 

of linear bitonality). Consequently, the predominance of 

the tonic key is due, mainly, to its extensive use in 

thematic areas. Given this fact, the high percentage of 

its use is even more significant. 

Other notable features of tonality in this movement 

are: 1) Fairly extensive use of the major mediant key (D 
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major), 2) the minor submediant key (g minor), and 3) the 

minor dominant key (f# minor). There is a noticeable 

scarcity of the subdominant key (major or minor), but the 

major subdominant key is used to begin the "a^"" section of 

the trio, at which point the bitonal effect of juxtaposed 

keys becomes very strong with the use of alternating four-

bar phrases. 

The minor dominant key (f# minor) is used extensively 

in the "b" section of "A", but the major dominant key is 

not used until the coda (and there it is dependent upon 

its juxtaposition with the tonic key of b minor). 

Considering the limited use of both the subdominant 

key (major or minor) and the major dominant key, it is 

not surprising to see the emphasis upon the keys of D 

major (III) and g minor (vi), both of which are closely 

related to the tonic key. 

The use of minor keys versus major keys is shown in 

Figure 4.33 below: 

Figure 4.33--Use of major and minor keys 

mode duration (%) 

minor 78.1 

major 21.9 

This use of minor keys is far more extensive than 

that seen in the previous movements. This is especially 
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ironic (as noted earlier), in light of the fact that the 

fourth movement is far less "serious" in nature than the 

preceding movements. 

The tonal direction of this movement is shown in 

Figure 4.34 below, which outlines the structural keys of 

the movement. Bitonal areas are shown with a slash (for 

example, E:/a:): 

Figure 4.34--Tonal summary 

A. b D: f#: eb: b: 

B. g b: E: /a: d:/Bb: g:/D: b:/E: D: b: 

A. b D: f#: eb: b; 

CODA b /F#: b: 

The structural key that is furthest removed from the 

tonic key is eb minor. This was the "goal" of the first 

whole tone scale passage in "A", and it is not surprising 

to discover that the whole tone scale was used to arrive 

at a distant key. Yet more significant is the fact that 

the ensuing sequence of the whole tone passage led back 

to the tonic key. 

In terms of large-scale tonality relationships, there 

are some notable patterns. The keys of the "A" section 

outline both a tonic minor and a tonic major triad (if eb: 

is respelled enharmonically as d#:), and the "B" section 

outlines a subdominant seventh chord, as shown in Figure 
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4.35 below: 

Figure 4.35--Tonal organization of "A" and "B" 

section "A" 

b: D: f#: eb: (d#:) b: 

J I I I 
=b-d-f# =b-d#-f# 

section "B" 

g: b: E:/a: d:/Bb: g:/D: b:/E: D:/b: 
1 i i i ii ii ii 

=e-g-b-d 

In the "B" section, the keys of a minor and Bb major 

do not fit into this scheme, and so perhaps there is 

little significance in the tertian pattern of tonality. 

However, the subdominant key of E major is used at a 

point where the linear bitonality becomes strong, and so 

perhaps there is some significance in the fact that the 

tonalities of "B" outline a subdominant seventh chord 

(also, the fact that the tonalities of "A" outline a 

tonic chord lends more credence to the idea of a tertian 

pattern in "B"). It is likely that a Schenkerian analysis 

would yield more information on this point. 

Taking these speculations one step further, perhaps 

there is some hidden irony in the fact that the triadic 

harmonizations of "B" occur within keys whose tonics 
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outline a seventh chord. This certainly contrasts the 

events in "A", in which the reverse is true: There, 

seventh chords are used freely in tonalities whose tonics 

outline triadic sonorities. 

Modulations 

The use of modulations in this movement is shown in 

Figure 4.36 below: 

Figure 4.36--Modulation types 

modulation type % of use (of 43 modulations) 

DPC 58.2 

Linear motion 14.0 

CPC 11.6 

Pivot note 7.0 

3rd relation 4.6 

Enh. Mm7 4.6 

The predominant use of the DPC modulation is consist

ent with that of the first three movements. 

Of the three pivot note modulations, two use the 

pitch "D" as the pivot note. One of these occurs in the 

transition to the trio (shown in Figure 4.18 on page 170). 

The other occurs in the "a" section of the trio, leading 

from the key of g minor to that of b minor (shown in 

Figure 4.22 on page 177). The use of pivot note modula

tions in these places is due to the musical material that 
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surrounds them: The sustained "D" pedal point in the 

horns provides a convenient means of modulation. 

The third pivot note modulation occurs in the retran-

sition to "A", and this was shown in Figure 4.27 on page 

183. In this case, the continuous "D" pedal was no longer 

present. Instead, a sustained D major triad was present, 

and this provided the pitch "F#", which was used in this 

pivot note modulation. 

This movement made greater use of the linear motion 

modulation type. In every case that this was used, the 

keys that were involved were both minor, and they were 

distantly-related, as well. 

In this movement (as well as in the other movements 

of this symphony), it is clear that Tchaikovsky did not 

arbitrarily choose to make use of various modulation 

types. Instead, his methods of modulating are governed 

by the nature of the music: If an obvious pivot note is 

available, he uses it; if the music is moving from one 

minor key to another that is a half step higher, he uses 

the Enh. Mm 7 modulation most often in that situation; 

when diatonic relationships are the strongest tonal fac

tor (which is so often the case), the DPC modulation is 

usually employed; when linear motion is the most expedient 

means of modulating, this method is often used. Almost 

without exception, this symphony contains a smooth flow of 
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tonalities, one that is unimpeded by jagged "seams" or 

contrived modulations. This aspect of Tchaikovsky's 

compositional language in this symphony gives an even 

stronger emphasis to the lyricism of his melodies. 

Above all else, the fourth movement presents a 

variety of extensive contrasts. For instance, each of 

the first three movements emphasized hemiolas or other 

types of metric displacement, and there are no such 

rhythmic events in the fourth movement. The use of bito-

nality, whole tone scales, "effect" music, and extensive 

pedal point all emphasize the fact that the fourth move

ment is "different". One could easily regard it as being 

the "extra" movement that doesn't belong in the typical 

four-movement scheme of a symphony. More reasonably, one 

could regard it as a necessary contrast: Perhaps it is 

the aloofness of the fourth movement that makes the 

martial rhythms and tutti orchestrations of the final 

movement as satisfying as they are. Perhaps the absence 

of hemiola in the fourth movement makes for a welcome 

return of this device in the fifth movement. 

These speculations are best left unresolved until 

the fifth movement has been examined in detail. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

FIFTH MOVEMENT 

Overview 

The fifth movement is a seven-part rondo (ABACABA). 

whose tonic key is D major, the same as that of the first 

movement. The tempo is marked "Allegro con fuoco (tempo 

di Polacca)". The movement is written in 3/4 time, and 

the "A" section is characterized by martial rhythms that 

are reminiscent of (but different than) those of the 

opening movement's first theme. The "B" and "C" sections 

are contrastingly lyrical. 

Tonalities in this movement are limited to the keys 

of D:, e:, E:, f#:, G:, A:, b:, and c#: (not in that order 

of occurrence), whose tonics outline a D major scale. 

The "A" and "C" sections of this rondo are charac

terized by miniature development sections that follow 

their initial thematic statements. Though "B" does not 

contain such a development section, it is highlighted by 

its return, just before the coda, in a "grandioso" style. 

The sense of development reaches a climax in the 

third statement of "A", in which a densely contrapuntal 

fugue takes place. The second and final episode of this 

fugue makes a distinctive use of strident melodic sevenths, 

203 
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faintly recalling the development section of the first 

movement, which also used this wide melodic interval 

(though in the case of the first movement, this interval 

was always the specific size of a minor seventh). 

Following a long absence in the previous three move

ments, the full brass ensemble returns in this finale. 

Except for the horns (which may often be thought of as 

being part of the woodwind ensemble), the brasses are used 

in a largely subsidiary manner in this movement: Their 

parts are rarely soloistic, and their lines present no 

serious challenges in terms of technique or range. From 

the brass players' point of view (including the horns, 

much of the time), this movement (as well as the previous 

movements) would be far more satisfying to listen to than 

to play. But it is this fact that adds effectiveness to 

Tchaikovsky's brass orchestrations in this symphony: The 

rarity of tutti brass orchestrations causes even the 

simplest of tutti brass passages to exude a great deal of 

interest and importance. 

The coda makes extensive use of hemiolas and third 

relations, and this latter point is a yet stronger recol

lection of the first movement. A striking convergence of 

both rhythmic and tonal events (which will be discussed in 

detail) creates a very unusual ending for this rondo that 

is in 3/4 meter. 
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In general, the fifth movement is highly contrapun

tal, and this results in fast harmonic rhythms most of 

the time. This factor is balanced by the prominent use 

of perfect authentic cadences, which are used to delineate 

the most important structural divisions of this movement. 

An analysis chart of the fifth movement is given on 

pages 206-206a. 

Section A. 

The opening seven-bar phrase of the movement, which 

comprises the "a" section of an "aba" structure, contains 

a great deal of musical content from which much of the 

ensuing music is drawn. In Figure 5.2 on page 207, a 

score reduction (consisting of the melody, the bass line, 

and a harmonic analysis) is provided to aid the discussion 

of this opening phrase. In this example, the melody is 

taken from the first violin part, and the bass line is 

taken from the string bass part (and so it sounds down an 

octave). These are the outermost voices in the tutti 

texture of this opening phrase. 

See Figure 5.2 on page 207. 
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Figure 5.2--Outer voices/harmonic analysis, bars 1-7 
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The following points are notable in regard to Figure 

5.2 on page 207: 

1) Unlike the first four movements, this movement 

begins with a tonic chord. However, this lasts only for 

one-half count: The passing "C" in the bass line creates 

a vi/iv chord, and so the idea of a non-tonic beginning is 

at least referred to by moving away from the initial tonic 

chord immediately. 

2) This chromatic pitch, "C", signals a descending 

chromatic bass line which moves from I to V in bars 1-7. 

This harmonic motion is achieved in a varied way: First, 

a subdominant complex in bars 1-2 passes through the dom

inant pitch in the bass line (in bar 2^), but this is not 

a structural dominant pitch, since the passing if chord 

at that point is just a part of the larger subdominant 

complex. In bar 3, the harmonies center upon the dominant, 

and in bar 4 the harmonies are again centered upon the 

subdominant; in bar 4^, the bass line arrives at the dom

inant pitch in the bass line again, but again this pitch 

is harmonized by a passing if chord. The chromatic bass 

line continues downward, and then is turned upward in bars 

5^-6^ by the strong harmonic leap (up a fourth) in the 

bass line. In bars 6-7, the bass line moves upward to the 

structural dominant pitch in bar 7; but even this struc

tural goal is embellished by a if chord (which is, in this 
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case, a neighboring embellishment of V). The strength of 

the half cadence is amplified by a tutti rest in bar 7^, 

which draws another connection with the first movement's 

first theme: Three tutti rests were used in the first 

section of that theme (this point is illustrated in Figure 

1.9 on page 24 ) . 

3) This opening phrase is characterized by a sense 

of "widening": The bass line moves downward against the 

rising melody, and brass instruments are added gradually 

to create a widening texture, as well — the bass trombone 

enters in bar 3^r the trumpets enter in bar 4^, the first 

and second trombones enter in bar 5^, and finally the tuba 

is added in bar 6^ (th.e horns play throughout this phrase).. 

This aspect of "widening" adds greatly to the strong sense 

of harmonic direction in bars 1-7. 

4) In reference to the tempo marking, "tempo di 

Polacca", one can see a definite use of Polish dance 

rhythms in the first two bars. If the rhythms of the 

melody and bass line are added together, the following 

composite rhythm is clear: 

Figure 5.3--Composite rhythm, bars 1-2 
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The rhythm in Figure 5.3 is closely related to the often-

23 
used rhythmic motive of the classical polonaise: 

Figure 5.4--Polonaise rhythm 

m n n 
One must remember that this symphony was nicknamed "the 

Polish"--perhaps not so much because of this rhythm, but 

more likely because Tchaikovsky made reference to it in 

the score. 

5) In bars 3-6, Tchaikovsky puts this matter of 

rhythm into a different perspective: The entire orches

tration in these bars has the effect of duple meter. The 

Polish rhythms are gone, and the sense of duple meter pre

vails until the half cadence in bar 7 (these rhythmic 

groupings are shown by the brackets in Figure 5.2 on page 

207). This use of a hemiola effect makes an immediate 

contrast with the fourth movement (which did not use he

miola), at the same time referring to the rhythmic displace

ments of the first three movements. 

6) There are two important melodic motives that are 

used in this opening phrase, and these are shown in Figure 

23 
Apel, p. 685. 
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5.5 below: 

Figure 5.5--Motives "x" and "y" 

Motive "x"--bar 1 Motive "y"--bar 5^ 

PnFi 
f * 9 J —i 

4 J — 

—9 mh f 9 

These continue to be used during the statement of 

the "A" section, and they are also used elsewhere in the 

movement, as will be shown. 

The "b" section (of the "aba" form of "A"), for ex

ample, continues to use these motives, but now with an 

antiphonal effect of motive "x", between the melody and 

the bass line, as shown in Figure 5.6 below: 

Figure 5.6--Antiphonal effect in "b", bars 8-9 
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This "b" section (bars 8-19) makes use of a series of 

transitory keys, as shown in Figure 5.7 below. 

Figure 5.7--Harmonic analysis of "b", bars 8-19 

bar 8 9 10 11 

J J J. J1 J J J j. j> j 
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I 1 1 I I I 
12 13 U 
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The underlying harmonic idea that is presented in 
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each key is a falling fifth "ii-V-I (or i)" harmonic pro

gression. However, this basic harmonic model is embel

lished by a variety of passing chords and neighboring 

chords. Also, note 1) the consistent use of the half-

diminished seventh chord (ii0^) in both major and minor 

keys, 2) the third relation in bar 12, 3) the use of both 

major and minor dominants (in bars 14, 15, 16, and 18), 

4) the Neapolitan chord in bar 19^, and 5) the French 

sixth chord in bar 19^ that signals the retransition which 

begins in bar 20. All of these events create harmonic 

tension in the "b" section. The use of sequence (after 

the initial repetition in bars 10-11) adds to this effect. 

Along with the previously mentioned motives, the under

lying ii-V-I progressions help to unify this thematic 

area. 

The retransition to "a" consists of an alternation 

of motive "x" between the upper woodwinds and the lower 

strings. The texture is tutti in bars 20-26, with the 

remaining instruments (lower woodwinds, brasses, timpani, 

and upper strings) playing eighth-note chord tones. See 

Figure 5.8 on pages 214-215. 

There are four significant events that take place in 

this retransition: 

1) In bars 20-23, the music is clearly in 3/4 time; 

in bars 24-27, all voices are in 2/4 time, essentially, 



Figure 5.8--Retransition to "a" 
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Figure 5.8--continued 
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due to a diminution of the phrase--certainly this recalls 

the earlier hemiola in this movement (in "a", beginning in 

bar 7), as well as the displacement of meter in the first 

movement that preceded the entrance of the first theme 

(refer back to Figure 1.8 on pages 21-22). 

2) The previously-mentioned alternation between the 

melody and the bass line looks back to the "b" section, 

which began with this same type of antiphonal oscillation. 

Also, this melodic oscillation is reflected in the oscil

lating harmonies beneath (lf-iv6). 

3) The use of the borrowed iv6 chord in bars 21, 23, 

24^-25^, and 26 is significant: It functions as a neigh

boring chord, embellishing the it chord (which is, itself, 

an embellishing chord, on a larger scale) with which it 

alternates. In looking just at the bass line ("A-Bb"), 

one might expect to see a German sixth chord here (which 

is very closely related to this iv6 chord, since a Gf> is 

is a iv7 chord, usually in ^ position, with a raised root). 

However, the iv6 chord implies a less-strong movement to the 

I% chord (than would a G0), and so a more "static" effect 

is produced. 

4) Beginning in bar 252• non-tutti unison scales are 

used to lead back to "a"; this device has been seen re

peatedly in many transitional/retransitional passages of 

this symphony. In this instance, the sense of duple meter 
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is maintained until the downbeat of bar 28, and this 

metric shift is effective in highlighting the return of 

tl _ 11 a • 

The return of "a" in bars 28-34^ is an exact restate

ment of bars which is then followed by a perfect 

authentic cadence in bar 342- This cadence serves the 

important structural functions of 1) concluding the "aba" 

form, and 2) signalling the beginning of a small "develop

ment" section. 

This new section is divided into two two subsections, 

according to motivic use: Bars 35-49 are based upon 

motive "x", and bars 50-57 are based upon motive "y". A 

harmonic analysis of this section is shown in Figure 5.9 

below. 

Figure 5.9--Harmonic analysis of "DEV", bars 35-57 

e: 

bar 35 36 37 38 

J J 1 
0 J J J J j J J J J 

emmi c#o CM BM£ GM BM em EMMT C#MM7 d#of emf BMMI 

ii vio VI vf VI V i NF NF 
1 3 ' 

viioi if vi 

39 40 41 42 

J J J J- J j J J J 
c#0^ BMMI em em f#rrm^ d#o DM C#MI C#M 

e: vi A i i \A 

f #: ii vio VI VF V 

(continued) 
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Figure 5.9--continued 
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This section makes extensive use of both literal and 

sequential repetition: Bars 41-45 are a sequence of bars 

35-40; bars 48-49 are the same as bars 46-47; bars 52-53 

are the same as bars 50-51; and bars 56-57 are the same as 

bars 50-51. 
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In bars 37 and 43, the Mm7 chords are traditionally 

non-functional, but stylistically third-related. Also, in 

bars 47^ and 49^, the c#o chord serves a leading tone 

function to two notes in the C#M (V) chord that follows 

it. Both of these types of harmonic events have been seen 

earlier in this symphony. In this instance, they can best 

be regarded as the outcome of counterpoint which is in

fluenced by the use of specific melodic motives ("x" and 

"y"). The end result, of course, is that tension is 

created in this development section. 

In bars 54-57, another harmonic device that has been 

used earlier in this symphony is recalled: A G7-i cadence 

takes place (in bars 55 and 57). In this instance, how

ever, the cadence is embellished by an intervening III 

chord. 

There is a pattern to the keys that are used in this 

development section, and this is shown in Figure 5.10 

below: 

Figure 5.1Q--Pattern of keys in "DEV" 

Section 1 
motive "x" 

[ c i = > M 2  

Section 2 
motive "y" 

Each motivic section uses two keys that are a whole 
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step apart; also, the two pairs of keys are a perfect 

fifth distant. Most significant is that the last key of 

this development section, c# minor, is the furthest re

moved from the tonic key of the movement, D major. 

The transition to the "B" section (bars 58-65) makes 

extensive use of motive "y", and can be seen in Figure 

5.11 on page 221. In terms of timbre, the most striking 

event here is that the flutes and clarinets shift down

ward through three full octaves, resulting in a very "rich 

timbre. A similar use of the low flute timbre was seen in 

the fourth movement (refer back to Figure 4.13 on page 

165 ) . 

This transition to "B" is completed in bars 64^-65 

with the use of unison scales, a trademark of many of 

Tchaikovsky's transitional passages in this symphony (as 

has been shown). This is preceded by a modulation to the 

dominant key, with which "B" begins. See Figure 5.12 

below. 

Figure 5.12--Modulation to the dominant, bars 62-66 

bar 62 63 64-65 66 

j j J ; J J j. J. J 
tm F#M6 bnt torn D#M6 EM "E" AM 
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A: V6 V I 



Figure 5.11--Motive "y" in the trans, to "B" 
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The use of the parallel first inversion major triads 

in bar 632_2 highlights this DPC modulation. It is not 

surprising to see that Tchaikovsky reserves this parallel

ism for a special event — the somewhat limited use (in this 

symphony) of the major dominant key in a structurally 

important location. 

Section B. 

Except for the retransition that follows it (which 

is in the tonic key of D major), the entire "B" section 

is in the dominant key of A major. The use of this key 

here is made very noticeable by the fact that it pre

vails, uninterrupted, for thirty-five measures. 

The theme of the "B" section is very lyrical, and so 

it sounds very much like a second theme. Indeed, to this 

point in the form, one could regard the fifth movement as 

a sonata form (though the nature of the "A" theme, as well 

as its "aba" structure, does suggest a rondo). 

The "B" section (bars 66-101^) is a binary form that 

is repeated (abab1). This contrasts the "aba" structure 

of "A", but there are many similarities between "A" and 

"B". See Figure 5.13 on pages 223-224. 
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Figure 5.13--Outer voices/analysis of "B", bars 66-82^ 
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Figure 5.13--continued 
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There is one important rhythmic feature that is not 

shown in the above score reduction: The entirety of "B" 

is accompanied by staccato eighth-note triplets in the 

violins and violas. This rhythm clearly delineates "B" 

("A" does not use this rhythm), and it becomes an even 

more important structural force later in the movement, as 
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will be shown. 

The most obvious similarity between "A" and "B" is in 

the use of chromatic descending bass lines. As in "A", 

the bass line of "B" arrives at the dominant note three 

times in the "a" phrase--in bars 67^# 71^, and 73. In the 

first two instances, these dominant notes are harmonized 

by embellishing if chords; in the third instance, the 

structural dominant note is harmonized by a V chord. Un

like the corresponding half cadence in bar 7 of "A" (see 

Figure 5.2 on page 207), this dominant chord is not embel

lished by a if chord. 

In bar 74, the bass line shifts to an eighth-note 

rhythm, contrasting with the previously-mentioned triplet 

accompaniment (which continues here) and giving a sense of 

"acceleration" to the phrase (though the harmonic rhythm 

remains the same, generally one chord per beat). This 

contrasts "a" with "b ; ' f  and so Tchaikovsky again uses 

rhythm to differentiate thematic sections. 

The restatement of "a" in bars 82-89 is made more 

emphatic by the following factors: 1) A tonic pedal point 

is added for the first four bars of the phrase in the tim

pani, cellos, basses, and bassoons (while this pedal is 

sounding, the bass trombone plays the bass line, which was 

originally assigned to the cellos, basses, and bassoons; 

in bar 86, the bass line is restored to its original 
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orchestration, and the bass trombone stops playing); and 

2) the melody is stated more strongly with louder dynamics 

(now "f", as opposed to the original "mf") and melodic 

accents in the horns; in both statements of "a", though, 

the melody is played by the same instruments--flutes, 

oboes, clarinets, and first and second horns. 

The descending chromatic bass line of "B" generates 

some significant harmonies. For example, the Fr0/I chord 

in bar 692 is distinctive. Also, in bar ^, the use of 

both "mm7" and "07" chord qualities for the supertonic 

seventh chord is significant. Yet more significant, how

ever, is the lack of a change in harmony across the bar 

line in bars 73-74 (though the inversion does change, 

giving some sense of motion). 

Section "b^" is problematic in terms of labelling: 

Melodically and harmonically, it uses "b" material; at the 

same time, however, it uses a descending chromatic bass 

line that is related to that of "a" (it uses the quarter-

note rhythms of the "a" bass line rather than the eighth 

notes of the "b" bass line). Also, "b"'"" is characterized 

by a sequence and a later modulation back to the tonic 

key, and in this sense it is transitional. The best ex

planation, perhaps, is to say that "b^"" serves as both a 

thematic restatement and a transition (one that leads to 

the retransition to "A"). See Figure 5.14 on page 227. 
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This "b^"" section utilizes the same type of orches

tration that was used in the preceding "a" section. In 

bar 100, the embellishing if chord, along with the dotted 

rhythm in the melody, highlights the arrival of the re-

transition in bar 101. In the corresponding cadence of 

"b" in bar 81 (see Figure 5.13 on page 224), this dotted 

rhythm was used to highlight the return of "a", but the 

if embellishment was not used. 

The retransition to "A" (in bars 101-110) recalls the 

earlier internal retransition to section "a" (of "A") in 

bars 20-27. It consists of an oscillation of motive "x" 

between the upper woodwinds and the lower strings, and it 

consists of a similar harmonic oscillation. See Figure 

5.15 below. 

Figure 5.15--Harmonic oscillation in the RT to "A" 

bar 101 102 103 104 105 106 
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The mode (major or minor) is "confused" by the use of 
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the ii0§ chord and the tonic minor triad; these borrowed 

chords add some harmonic interest to this retransition. 

More important, though, is the comparison of the V-ii$i 

oscillation with an earlier harmonic oscillation, one that 

was also in a transitional passage: 

Figure 5.16--Comparison of bars 101-104/20-23 

bars 20-23 

D: lf/iv6 oscillation 

bars 101-104 

D: V/ii0§ oscillation 

The comparison of these dominant/subdominant har

monies is an obvious one. Most significant is that Tchai

kovsky chose to use these subdominant-functioning borrowed 

chords instead of the more chromatic German sixth chord 

(in D:, the iv6, ii^i, and G0 in § position all share the 

same bass note, "Bb"). These borrowed chords have a 

unique effect, largely because of the weak root movement 

between them and the chords that precede them. 

One might suspect (and with good reason!) to find the 

use of unison scales or unison arpeggios near the end of 

this retransition, since these have been shown to be a 

trademark of Tchaikovsky's transitions/retransitions in 

this symphony. But he does not oblige the listener with 

either of these: He chooses, instead, to alternate a 
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sixteenth-note figure in the first and second violins. 

There are two explanations for the use of this figure: 

1) Perhaps Tchaikovsky sensed that the use of unison 

scales would be too predictable, and so he substituted a 

"surprising" new figure/texture; and 2) the oscillation of 

the first and second violins recalls the earlier oscil

lation of motive "x" in this retransition (in bars 101-

108) as well as in earlier thematic areas. See Figure 

5.17 below. 

Figure 5.17--Oscillation in the RT, bars 109-110 

109 no 

Vln. 1 
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Additionally, there is a sense of rhythmic displace

ment: The pairing of these oscillations results, in ef

fect, in three measures of 2/4 time. This rhythmic aspect 

further highlights the return of "A". 
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The Return of Section A. 

The return of "A" in bars 111-1172 is an exact re

statement of bars 28-342~-only the "a" section is recalled. 

The directness of this literal restatement in the tonic 

key of D major is important, because it serves to estab

lish the rondo form of this movement. 

Section C. 

The "C" section (bars 1173~157) begins in the sub-

mediant key of b minor. Like the initial "A" section, it 

consists of a thematic statement that is followed by a 

developmental section. See Figure 5.18 below. 

Figure 5.18--Analysis chart of "C" 

C. 1173-157 

a. 1173-1292 a1. (DEV) 1293~153 RT 154-157 

theme 2x imitation scales 
V/I pedal >G; v >D. 

> b: b: 135.. V ped. 
D: 137^ V ped. 
b: 140 LT ped. 

143 V/I ped. 
150 I ped. 

D: 153 bVI 

The use of pedal point in this section is a strong 

unifying factor, along with the fact that only a single 

theme is used throughout the "C" section. It is signifi

cant to note that the trio of the fourth movement, too, 



was unified by the use of a single melody and continuous 

pedal point (in that instance, however, the pedal point 

was unchanging). 

In bars 117^-157 and 143-149, the pedal point con

sists of alternating pitches, as shown in Figure 5.19 

below: 

Figure 5.19--V/I pedal point used in "C" 

This type of pedal point is not used elsewhere in 

this symphony. Also notable is the leading-tone pedal 

point in bars 140--142. 

The "A" section had a march-like character, and this 

was created by its use of dotted rhythms, tutti orches

trations, loud dynamics, and "driving" sixteenth notes; 

the "B" section was contrastingly lyrical, and its mel

odies were accompanied by staccato eighth-note triplets 

in the upper strings. Also, "B" was generally positive 

in character, due to the major tonality (A:) and rising 

melodic lines. 

b 
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The "C" section contrasts both "A" and "B" with a 

serious, perhaps introspective, mood. To this writer, the 

"C" section is a somber recollection of the fourth move

ment (which was, ironically, almost cheerful in nature, 

as was shown in Chapter Four): The lightness of orches

tration, dynamics, and articulation create a ballet-like 

style. However, the static nature of the initial pedal 

point, in open fifths, emphasizes the minor tonality, 

and this creates a sense of melancholy. 

Considering that "C" contrasts both "A" and "B", it 

is ironic that its melody is derived, rhythmically, from 

"A" and "B": 

Figure 5.20--"A" and "B" rhythms in the "C" melody 
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The dotted-eighth/sixteenth rhythm is from the first 
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beat of the movement (it begins motive "x" in "A"), and 

the eighth-note triplets are from the accompaniment in 

"B". However, "C" is not wholly derived, rhythmically: 

As shown in Figure 5.19 on page 232, there is a new rhythm 

used with the pedal point (and this rhythm continues with 

the various types of pedals that are used throughout "C"), 

one that did not occur in "A" or "B". The three thematic 

sections of this movement, then, are unified in the "C" 

section, at least in terms of rhythm: Each section has 

its own distinctive rhythm, and all three of these are com

bined to produce the "C" section. 

In the "a" section, the melodic phrase (shown in 

Figure 5.20 on page 233) is played twice (in bars 117^-

1232 and 123^-1292), first by the strings and then by the 

woodwinds. 

The trumpets, trombones, second and third horns, 

tuba, and timpani are not used in the "C" section. The 

first and second horns play the following figure in 

bars 123, 129, and 148: 

Figure 5.21--Dotted rhythm in the horns 

Horns in F 
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This sounding "F#" (in Figure 5.21) marks the begin

ning of a new phrase with each of its occurrences. It is 

possible that Tchaikovsky was making a humorous reference 

to the trio of the fourth movement with this figure: In 

that location, the first and second horns played only a 

a sounding "D" pedal point, which at least began as a dom

inant pedal; here in this "C" section, the first and sec

ond horns play only a sounding "F#", which is also a dom

inant note, in this case. The humor of this comparison 

has to do with the great disparity in duration of these 

two dominant pitches. 

More importantly, the dotted rhythm of this horn 

figure suggests that "A" (which begins with this rhythm) 

will soon return. 

Section "a1" occurs in bars 129^-153, and here the 

mood brightens considerably with the use of the subdom-

inant key, G major. This small "development" section 

consists of an imitative overlapping of the theme, prin

cipally. This begins in the single key of G major, but 

in its second occurrence it results in a brief recollec

tion of the bitonality of the fourth movement: In bar 

135^» the phrase begins in the key of b minor; when this 

phrase is overlapped in bar 137.j» the key changes to D 

major. See Figure 5.22 on page 236. 

Unlike the juxtaposed keys of the fourth movement's 
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Figure 5.22--Overlappinq of theme/juxtaposition of keys 
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trio, pairs of keys do not alternate in this section. In

stead, the tonalities outline a subdominant triad (G:, b:, 

D:, b:, D:, as shown in figure 5.18 on page 231), and this 

adds more emphasis to the subdominant key with which this 

"a"*"" section begins. 

The final modulation in this section that signals the 

retransition ot "A" is shown in Figure 5.23 below: 

Figure 5.23--Modulation, bars 152-157 

bar 152 153 154-156 157 

GM BbM DM^ "A" 

b: VI 

D: bVI it V 
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The use of these third relations highlights the 

retransition, which begins in bar 154. In bar 154^, the 

cellos and basses play an "A", which implies a if chord 

that is completed linearly in the upper strings. In bars 

156^-157^, the second violins and violas center upon the 

pitch "A", implying a V chord in bar 157 (one would ex

pect this function to begin on a downbeat in this in

stance). The last sixteenth note in bar 157, "C#", con

firms this implied function. 

In this transition, Tchaikovsky again makes use of 

unison lines, but the entrances are staggered, as shown in 

Figure 5.24 on page 238. 
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Figure 5.24--Staggered unison lines in the RT to "A" 
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The rich timbre produced by the violins and violins 

on their lowest strings is reminiscent of the low flute/ 

clarinet timbre that was. used in an earlier transition 

(refer back to Figure 5.11 on page 221). In that earlier 
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location, motive "y" was used; here in bars 154-157, the 

inversion of motive "y" is used. 

The Return of Section A. 

The return of "A" in bars 158-254 is a lengthy one, 

and it consists of two principal parts: 1) A thematic 

statement of "a" and "b" in bars 158-1772, which is an 

exact restatement of bars 1-19 with the addition of a 

perfect authentic cadence in bar 177^ 2 (originally, "b" 

cadenced on a if chord that began the retransition to 

"a"); and 2) a development section consisting of a four-

voiced fugue, in bars 177^-218. 

The fugue subject is based upon motive "x", which 

first occurred in the first bar of the movement. How

ever, in nearly all of its entrances, the subject begins 

on count three (unlike the original motive "x", which 

began on the downbeat): 

Figure 5.25--Fuque subject, bars 177^-182^^ 
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This initial subject entry is scored in the first 

clarinet and second violins. The "G#" in bar 180 signals 

a modulation to the dominant key of A major, and the sub

ject begins its second entry (or answer) in bar 181^, in 

the flutes and first violins. For its first four bars, 

this is an exact restatement (but in the dominant key) of 

the subject's first entry. After those four bars, the 

subject is extended before the third entry, vh ich is also 

a very straightforward statement of the subject (this is 

also in the key of A major, and is now presented by the 

second clarinet and violas). This is followed by a brief 

extension, and then the fourth entry of the subject begins 

in bar 192^. scored in the cellos and basses, in the key 

of D major. This last entry is an exact replica of the 

subject's first entry, except for the lower register and 

timbre. 

The subject is not accompanied by a consistent coun-

tersubject in each of its entrances. Instead, the counter

point is based upon "a" and "b" of the "A" section. How

ever, the density of the counterpoint obscures any signi

ficant thematic relationships beyond the subject itself, 

and so this fugue is primarily a development of motive 

"x". 

The texture is gradually thickened as the fugue pro

gresses, but the brasses and timpani are not used until 
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the last two bars of the transition (bars 221-222) that 

lead to a retransition beginning in bar 223. 

An analysis chart of this fugue is provided in Figure 

5.26 below. 

Figure 5.26--Analysis chart of the fugue 

FUGUE 1773~218 

EG1. 1773-1971 

> D: SI 177, (D:) 
>A: 181 S2 18H (A:) 
>D: 192., S3 187^ (A:) 
>A: 196J S4 192^ (D:) 

EG2. 2023-2112 

> b: SI 202 (b:) 
> E: 205., S2 205, (E:) 
> A: 208 S3 208 (A:) 
> f#: 209 S4 209 (f#:) 

EG3. 2153-218 

shortened subject 

> D: SI 215 (D:) 
> b: 217 S2 216: (D:) 
> f#: 218 S3 217^ (b:) 

S4 218J (f#:) 

In the second episode in bars 2113-2152, melodic 

sevenths are used in a very strident, rhythmically com

pressed manner. These intervals recall, briefly, the 

numerous melodic sevenths that occurred in the development 

section of the first movement (though in that case, all of 

the sevenths were consistently minor in quality). See 

EPIS. 197-2022 

?A: 
b: 199 
c#: 201 

> b: 202 

EPIS. 2113-2152 

> f#: 
b: 212-

> D: 215 
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Figure 5.27 below: 

Figure 5.27--Melodic sevenths in the second episode 

212 * > 213 
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Via. 
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214 
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F • 

Vln.2 

Via. 

EG3. 
Cello 

Bass 

D: 
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The use of these melodic sevenths, combined with the 

use of stretto, creates a very dissonant effect. 

Following this episode is a very brief third entry 

group, one in which only the first bar of the subject is 

used. The first and second subject entries are in stretto 

(recalling the earlier episode), but the third and fourth 

subject entries are not. 

Though the subjects of the first two entry groups in 

this fugue are slightly overlapped, this does not consti

tute the use of stretto; so except for the variety of keys 

used and the one instance of stretto in the third entry 

group, the subject does not undergo any significant "devel

opment". Tchaikovsky's reasoning may have been this: The 

fugue subject is, itself, a development of the "a" theme 

at the beginning of the movement, principally based upon 

motive "x"j further development of this fugue subject 

might cause this already-distinct fugue to become too far 

removed from the rondo in which it is embedded. 

In bars 219-222, a brief transition is used to mod

ulate and arrive at a it chord in the tonic key of D 

major. Bars 219-220 are sequential, and the musical ma

terial here still sounds like part of the fugue in terms 

of style, theme, and rhythm. Bars 221-222 are more clear

ly transitional, and it is here that the brasses and tim

pani are added to the texture. 
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In Figure 5.28 below, the outer voices of bars 219-

222 are given, along with a harmonic analysis, to illus

trate the following points: 1) The contrary motion 

recalls the expansive nature of bars 1-7, so one might 

suspect that "A" is returning, thus making this movement 

a five-part rondo (ABACA); and 2) a pattern of duple meter 

is evident in bars 219-220, further implying that "A" 

(which made extensive use of this rhythmic effect) is re

turning : 

Figure 5.28--Duple meter/contrary motion in bars 219-222 
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Bars 223-254 consist of a retransition, shown in 

Figure 5.29 below: 

Figure 5.29--Retransition, bars 223-254 

RT 223-254 

1. 223-244 2. 245-254 

motive x 8th triplets 
16ths V ped. 
V ped. parallel scales 

> D: >D: 

The first section (bars 223-244) maintains a contin

uous dominant pedal in the basses (joined by the timpani 

in bar 234, and by the tuba in bar 236), and the melodic 

material is based upon motive "x", as well as unison des

cending sixteenth notes (in four-note patterns) beginning 

in bar 241. All of these events point to the "fact" that 

"A" is returning. 

In bar 245, however, the sixteenth notes of bars 241-

244 are transformed into eighth-note triplets, and this 

indicates that "B", not "A", is returning: These eighth-

note triplets were used in the accompaniment to the "B" 

melody. 

Aside from the new direction of this retransition 

(acquired with the entrance of the eighth-note triplets), 

this second section (bars 245-254) presents some striking 

effects that are maintained throughout the section. See 



Figure 5.30 below: 

Figure 5.30—Retransition, bars 243-246 

P. 
169 

ffffffrffff 

, triplet s indicate 
&  _ 

16ths indie 

Tfba«.UIeTiro» 

parallelism 

D: viio7/V (w/"A" ped.) major scale (V) 
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In bar 245, the dominant pedal point is shifted to 

the timpani, which plays a dotted-eighth/sixteenth rhythm; 

the timpani is joined by the horns in bar 1^7 2' and by the 

trumpets in bar 249^- This strong pedal point helps to 

unify the unusual event that takes place in the clarinets, 

bassoons, and strings: In bars 245-246, these parallel 

voicings result in seventh chords (in first inversion), 

vertically (these are non-functional, of course); begin

ning in bar 247, the continuing parallelism results in 

first-inversion triads, which has a clearer, more conven

tional sound (more conventional, but certainly not con

ventional). This parallelism is most remarkable because 

of the fact that it is maintained for ten full measures. 

In bars 245-254, all pitches are diatonic. The har

monic effect of this passage is that of diatonic scales 

superimposed upon a dominant pedal point. A "ritenuto 

molto" in bar 254 completes this retransition to "B", and 

this tempo change helps to prepare for the grandioso style 

of the return of "B". 

The Return of B. 

The extensive parallelism in bars 245-254, as well as 

the tempo change in bar 254 (which is the first tempo 

change in the movement), indicates that a special musical 

event is about to take place. See Figure 5.31 on page 248. 



Figure 5.31--The return of "B", bar 255 

B. 
252 253 254 255 
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Bar 255 is the climactic point of the fifth movement, 

as well as of the entire symphony. This is created very 

carefully by the following aspects: 1) As previously men

tioned, the unusual retransition that precedes "B" (ten 

measures of parallelism in the eight-note triplets leaves 

no doubt that "B" will return!); 2) the clarity of root 

position triads (I-V-I) in bars 255-256^; 3) the tutti 

orchestration, coupled with "fff" dynamics; 4) the dis

sonance of the 4-3 suspension (in bar 255^> which then 

resolves in bar 255^) in the first trombone, third horn, 

and first oboe; and 5) the "brilliant" orchestral effect 

produced by the sextuplet sixteenth notes played by the 

piccolo and strings. 

In placing the climax of this symphony in bar 255, 

Tchaikovsky was faced with the task of ensuring that the 

remainder of the movement (another ninety-six bars) was 

not merely an expected series of concluding events. In 

this writer's opinion, he succeeded with this task, as 

will be shown. 

Beginning in bar 2 5 5 the violins, violas, and 

cellos play tremolos (applied to each note of the eighth-

note triplets) which last for the duration of "B" (bars 

255-273). The first violins and piccolo remain in their 

extreme high registers, and this adds to the continued 

"brilliance" of the orchestration. Also, the brasses 
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play without rest throughout "B" (along with every other 

instrument in the orchestra, except for the piccolo, which 

has a brief rest in bar 255). Though these brass lines 

are doubled in the woodwinds, it is the brass timbre that 

gives such massive power to the "fff" dynamics that are 

maintained for the entire restatement of "B". 

In bars 255-265, the "a" section of "B" is presented, 

and this corresponds closely with the original "a" section 

in bars 66-73 (as well as to its return in bars 82-89) in 

terms of melodic phrase and harmonization. The "b" sec

tion (in bars 263-273) corresponds very closely with the 

1 
"b " section in bars 90-100: Melodically and harmonically, 

bars 263-269 are the same as bars 90-96. In bars 270-273, 

a new conclusion to the "b1" phrase is given, and its har

monizations are shown in Figure 5.32 below: 

Figure 5.32--New ending for "b^"", bars 270-273 

270 271 272 273 
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The outer voices are given in the preceding figure 

to illustrate the following points: 1) The consonance of 

the interval pattern in bars 270-271^ contrasts sharply 

with the dissonance of the MM^ chord in bar 270^; and 2) 

in bar 273, the "F#" in the melody holds over into the 

Mm7 chord on the second count; this is not a true suspen

sion (since the "F#" is not dissonant above the "A"), but 

it serves to recall the suspension that took place in bar 

2552. 

Often, the most poignant musical effects are brief, 

leaving the listener with the feeling that he would like 

to have heard more. The MM§ chord in bar 27C>2 has its 

seventh scored in the piccolo, flutes, and trumpets; this 

scoring helps to highlight the dissonance, but the chord 

lasts only for one count. The sextuplet sixteenth notes 

in bar 255^ are an important part of the single greatest 

exclamation in this symphony; again, however, the event 

lasts only for one count. Had these events lasted longer, 

it is likely that they would be far less memorable. 

Coda 

The coda begins with an elided perfect authentic 

cadence, and it is also clearly marked with a tempo change 

("Tempo I", in bar 274). See Figure 5.33 on page 252 for 

an analysis chart of the coda. 
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Figure 5.33--CODA analysis chart 

CODA 274-350 

1. 274-301 (= "A") 

motive x 
phrase 2x 
hemiola 
Tempo I 

> D: 

PAC 274 
PAC 286, . 

2. 302-350 (new music) 

hemiola 
ends in duple/triple? 
3rd rel., then all diatonic 
Presto tempo 

;>D: 

PAC 302. 
PAC 324!" 
PAC 3267 

Section "A" does not return in its entirety to com

plete the seven-part rondo form, but the first section of 

the coda serves as a restatement of "A", due to its exten

sive use of motive "x". 

In section 1 of the coda, there is an alternating use 

of hemiola, as shown in Figure 5.34 below: 

Figure 5.34--Alternating hemiola in the coda 

bars 274-277 hemiola 

bars 278-2812 no hemiola 

bars 28I3-284 hemiola 

bar 285 no hemiola 

Bars 286-297 are an exact repeat of bars 274-285, and 

this alternating use of hemiola is maintained for eleven 

more measures. These metric shifts recall the numerous 

uses of hemiola throughout this symphony (with the 
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exception of the fourth movement), and they also create a 

sort of bimetric effect (linearly) by means of the juxta

posed metric phrases (not unlike the bitonality of the 

fourth movement that was created through juxtaposition of 

keys). 

The final measures of section 1 are different than 

the previous repeated phrases, and the following harmonies 

are used here (bar 302 is included to show the PAC that 

begins the second section of the coda): 

Figure 5.35--Harmonic analysis, bars 298-301 

bar 298 299 300 301 302^^ 

Note the continued use of the borrowed subdominant 

chord in bar 298 (which was first heard in the first 

measure of the movement). Bars 298-299 constitute a 

"pre-dominant" complex, and this highlights the cadence 

in bar 302 that begins the second section of the coda. 

Also note the stylistic use of the German sixth chord in 

this prominent location. 

The final section of the coda is marked "Presto", and 

this gives even more emphasis to the events that take place 

in this section. It is significant, too, that both of 

J 
J BbMm7 dm! gm6 

D: iv6 
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these sections of the coda sustain "fff" dynamics that 

were initiated in the return of "B". These factors, com

bined with the continuous use of tutti orchestrations, 

have the potential for creating a very dull, tiring sound, 

especially in the final bars; but Tchaikovsky avoids this 

outcome by presenting the following events:in this final 

section of the coda. 

First, motive "x" is no longer present. The new 

"melody"--which is more a result of its supporting har

monies, since every pitch is a chord tone in bars 302-

3101--is not derived from previous material. See Figure 

5.36 below. 

Figure 5.36--New melody in the coda, bars 302-3101 
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Figure 5.36--continued 
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At the new "presto" tempo, the 3/4 meter is now "in 

one". All instruments play unison rhythms in these bars, 

and so a strong syncopation results in bars 3022» 3042, 

306^. and 3082* 

This reduced score shows that the borrowed ii07 chord 

is made very obvious by placing the chromatic "Bb" in the 

melody. Bars 306-309 are a nearly exact repeat of bars 

302-305, and so this "Bb" is emphasized twice. This be

comes a very important pitch a few measures later, as will 

be shown. 

In bars 3102~312 and 3142~316, all voices are phrased 

in 2/4 time, while bars 313 and 317 are in 3/4 time. This 

rhythmic shift has been used a great deal in this move

ment, and it takes on an even greater emphasis in the 

final twenty-five bars of the movement. In this instance, 

however, it is used to highlight the harmonies that are 
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shown in Figure 5.37 below. 

Figure 5.37--Harmonic analysis,•bars 310-313 

bar 310 311 312 313 

D: (viio7/V) G0/"F#" 
(IV7) 

i 
g#o7 GMm7 

J 

bass 
line: G# G F# F F E A A 

These harmonies are emphasized through repetition, 

as bars 314-317 are an exact repeat of bars 310-313. The 

g#o7 chord in bar 310 is spelled as a strongly functional 

chromatic chord, but instead of resolving to V, the bass 

note is lowered one half step to create the G0/"F#" chord 

in bar 3102« In bar 311^, this Mm7 chord (now in third 

inversion) is used as a passing chord to bridge the dis

tance between the bmf and EMm7 chords; it also functions 

as a borrowed subdominant seventh chord. 

The third relation in bar 312 is a result of this 

distinctive progression, one that is based upon a chromat

ic descending bass line not unlike that of the opening 

bars of this movement. As one discovers in bar 318, how

ever, the purpose of bars 310-317 is to emphasize a third 

relation, thereby "setting up" the harmonic events that 

follow. See Figure 5.38 on page 257. 
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Figure 5.38--Harmonic analysis, bars 318-321 

bar 318 319 320 • 321 

J J J J J _ J  J  J  

D 

DM BbM DM BbM 

I bVX 
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The rhythmic structure of this phrase is much like 

those that occurred earlier in the coda. See Figure 5.39 

below: 

Figure 5.39--Hemiola in the coda, bars 318-325 

One could say that this entire passage is one uninter

rupted hemiola, but this writer hears a shift in metric 

accents, as noted in Figure 5.35 above. The use of tutti 

unison rhythm adds to this effect. 

As shown in Figure 5.38 above, these metric accents 

emphasize the third relations in bars 318-320 (which are 

then repeated in bars 322-324, as bars 322-325 are an 

exact repeat of bars 318-321). This repeated third rela

tion is certainly related to the one that occurred in the 

coda of the first movement (which also used a bVI-I chord 

bars 3182-320 

bar 321-322^ 

bars 3222~324 

bar 325 

hemiola 

no hemiola 

hemiola 

no hemiola 
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progression). At this point, one might wonder if the 

fifth movement, too, will avoid a final perfect'authentic 

cadence, as the first four movements have done. 

The use of the Bb+f chord in bars 321 and 325 pro

vides necessary variety: As mentioned above, the listener 

has heard this bVI-I oscillation before in this symphony, 

and to merely repeat it here would constitute a trite 

reference to an earlier event. Also, this augmented triad 

alerts the listener to the fact that Tchaikovsky has not 

yet shared his last musical idea in this work. 

Another harmonic oscillation takes place in bars 326-

334^, and this is shown in Figure 5.40 below: 

Figure 5.40--Harmonic oscillation, bars 326-334^!^ 

bar 326 327 328 329 330 

J J J J J J J J J J J J j J J 
DM AM DM AM EM AM DM AM DM AM DM AM DM AM EM 

D :  I  V  I  V I V  I V I  V  I  V  I  V  I  

331 332 333 334 

J J J J J J J J J J 
AM CM AM DM AM DM AMDMAM DM 

D :  V  I  V  I V I  V I V  I  

The final cadence that resolves in bar 334^ is, in

deed, a perfect authentic cadence, and it is strongly em

phasized by the tonic/dominant harmonies that precede it. 
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Equally significant is the sense of duple meter that 

is strongly established in these oscillating harmonies. 

One might wonder if the movement will end in this meter. 

There are five perfect authentic cadences in the 

coda--in bars 274, 286, 302, 324, and 326. Perhaps Tchai

kovsky intended that these cadences would "make up" for 

the absence of perfect authentic cadences in the conclu

sions of the first four movements, with one remaining for 

the fifth movement; the arithmetic of this, at least, is 

convincing! 

The tutti unison rhythms of the previous phrases 

(continuous from bar 317 through bar 333) cease in bar 334, 

along with the duple meter effect. As shown in Figure 5.41 

on pages 260-261, the timpani, as well as the tutti unison 

chords on downbeat of each measure, re-establishes a def

inite sense of triple meter. However, even these final 

measures contain an implication, in a larger sense, of an 

underlying duple (or perhaps quadruple) meter; this is in

dicated in Figure 5.41. 



Figure 5.41--Final metric shift in the coda 
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Figure 5.41--continued 
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SUMMARY 

The final bars of a symphony must serve a two-fold 

purpose: 1) They must conclude the finale, and 2) they 

must conclude the symphony, as a whole. Tchaikovsky ac

complishes these purposes in unique ways in this rondo. 

First, his unusual choice of 3/4 meter for the finale 

provides the opportunity for the duple meter/hemiola that 

is used at various times throughout the movement. He em

phasizes this rhythmic aspect by avoiding any thematic 

references in the last section of the coda (thereby 

focusing on the metric events, which are used most fully 

in the coda), and by avoiding any distracting chromaticism 

in the last twenty-five bars. While avoiding thematic 

references in the final section of the coda, Tchaikovsky 

does make an obvious harmonic reference to the third rela

tion of the first movement's coda. 

The strongest unifying feature of the fifth movement 

is the rondo form. The "A" theme is never far away, and 

with this form, Tchaikovsky creates a sense of anticipa

tion: It is not until the return of "A" in the tonic key 

(in bar 111) that the listener can be certain that this is, 

indeed, a rondo form. Further, the first part of the last 

retransition (bars 223-244) implies (with the use of motive 

"x") that "A", not "B", will return; not until the second 

section of this retransition (bars 245-254) is the listener 
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assured, by the use of triplet eighth notes, that "B" will 

return, thereby creating a seven-part (as opposed to a 

five-part) rondo. 

The sequential/imitative development sections of "A" 

and "C" add a great deal of depth to this movement, and 

this developmental aspect comes to a climax in the "A" 

fugue in bars 177^-218^. Most significant is the fact 

that the fugue subject is strictly adhered to, making no 

use of inversion and minimal use of stretto: The fugue 

is, in itself, a development of motive "x", and Tchaikov

sky's conservatism in the treatment of this fugue subject 

asserts, correctly, that the fugue is a subsidiary, 

stylized event that takes place within the larger rondo 

form. 

As in the previous four chapters, Tchaikovsky's 

compositional language will be presented in the following 

tables and accompanying discussions, summarizing the use 

of sonorities, tonalities, and modulations in this move

ment . 

Sonorities 

Tchaikovsky's use of sonorities in this movement is 

shown in Figure 5.4 2 on page 264. 
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Figure 5.42--Duration of sonority types 

' sonority type 
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This movement presents the greatest disparity, in 

comparison with the previous movements, in the use of 

major and minor triads, as well as the highest percentage 

of major triads (and the lowest percentage of minor 

triads). This lends a positive mood to the fifth move

ment . 

The French sixth chord, which was absent in the 

fourth movement, returns here, but not to the extent that 

was seen in the first three movements. 

The MM7 chord is the least-used sonority type in 

this movement, and yet its use at the end of the return of 

"B", as previously discussed, causes it to be one of the 

most striking sonority types in this movement. 

As has been a consistent fact in the preceding four 

movements, the most prominent sonority types are the major 
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and minor triads and the Mm7 chord (though not always in 

that specific order of usage). 

In Figure 5.43 below, Tchaikovsky's use of triads 

versus seventh chords is shown. 

Figure 5.43--Triads versus seventh chords 

type duration (%) 

triads 74.7 

seventh chords 25.3 

extended chords 0.0 

Though the fourth movement showed an even greater 

disparity between the use of triads and seventh chords, 

the triadic nature of the fifth movement is an extremely 

important aspect of its harmonic language. 

Tonalities 

Tchaikovsky's use of tonalities in this movement is 

shown in Figure 5.44 below. Keys are expressed in terms 

of the tonic key of the movement, D major. 

Figure 5.44--Duration of tonalities 

tonality duration (%) 
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Figure 5.44--continued 

tonality 

ii 

IV 

vii 

duration (%) 

1.7 

1.7 

1.4 

1.3 II 

As stated in the overview of this chapter, the tonics 

of these keys outline a D major scale. All but two of 

these keys (c#: and E:) are closely related to the tonic 

key of D major, and these key relationships are far more 

conservative than those seen in the previous four move

ments . 

One of the most striking aspects of this movement 

is its extensive use of the major dominant key (A:), which 

was not used to this extent in any of the previous move

ments. Its emphasis adds greatly to the sense of tonal 

cohesiveness in this finale. 

The extensive use of the tonic major key is notable, 

and the absence of the tonic minor key is equally signifi

cant in creating a "positive" mood in this movement. 

Although the major subdominant key {G:) is used 

minimally in terms of percentage, it is used in a very 

important structural location (at the beginning of the 

development section in "C"). 

The use of major keys versus minor keys is shown in 
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Figure 5.45 below: 

Figure 5.45--The use of major and minor keys 

mode duration (%) 

major 7 7.9 

minor 22.1 

These percentages ars.nearly the inverse of those of 

the fourth movement, causing the mood of this symphony to 

be the brightest in this last movement. This will be 

discussed more fully in the concluding chapter of this 

thesis. 

The tonal directions of this rondo are shown in 

Figure 5.46 below, which outlines the structural keys of 

the movement. 

Figure 5.46--Tonal summary 

A. D: e: b: 

B. A: 

A. D: 

C. b: G: D: 

A. D: A: b: f#: D: 

B. D: 

CODA D: 

It is important to note that only the closely-

related keys are used in structurally important locations 
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(some of these are used in less important, "passing" 

roles, as well). The two remote keys, c#: and E:, are not 

used in structurally important locations. The resulting 

clarity of tonality is a pervasive characteristic of this 

finale. 

Modulations 

The use of modulations in this movement is shown in 

Figure 5.4 7 below. 

Figure 5.47--Modulation types 

modulation type % of use (of 42 modulations) 

DPC 61.9 

CPC 23.8 

linear motion 9.5 

3rd relation 4.8 

Of all five movements, the fifth makes the most use 

of the diatonic pivot chord modulation (though only mar

ginally so, as will be shown in Chapter Six). As has 

been stated in earlier chapters, the prevalence of this 

modulation type reflects the nature of the tonality 

relationships that surround these modulations. 

The fifth movement is a convergence of forces, one 

that draws the symphony to an effective close: The "A" 

section consists of an unbridled, joyous exclamation; the 
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"B" and "C" sections present contrastingly lyrical mel

odies, and the "C" section is touched by melancholy that 

was occasionally present in the earlier movements. Though 

considerable tension is generated by the dense counter

point of the fugue, the fugue subject never strays far 

from its original form, and so the exuberance of "A" 

exists, to some extent, even in this fugue. The develop

ment section in the first "A" section also creates some 
* •' 

tension, as well as that of "C", but these are necessary 

contrasts to the joyous spirit that permeates the other 

sections of this movement. 



CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

SUMMARY 

As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, the 

Third Symphony is atypical, if not unique, in relation to 

Tchaikovsky's other symphonies: Its tonic key is major, 

it contains five movements, and it is not programmatic. 

Each movement contains at least one special event 

that distinguishes it from the other movements: The 

opening movement begins with seventy-nine bars of dom

inant pedal point in the parallel minor key; the second 

movement makes extensive use of hemiola that results in a 

4/4 melody superimposed upon a 3/4 accompaniment; the 

third movement is in the key of d minor, but after some 

indecision in the coda, it ends in D major; the fourth 

movement contains "ballet" effect music, as well as a 

lengthy pedal point and linear bitonality; the finale 

makes the most extensive use of hemiola, recalls the third 

relations in the coda of the first movement, and contains 

an extensive fugue, as well. 

In terms of rhythm, the first, second, third, and 

fifth movements share a common trait: Each of them makes 

significant use of either hemiola or some other type of 
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metric shift (such as the "canonic meter" in "FTb" of the 

first movement). This comes to a climax in the finale, in 

which the metric accents of the coda create a shifting pat

tern of 3/4 and 2/4 time, finally resulting in a conclusion 

that could be thought of as being in a new "4/4" meter (at 

the same time, however, the underlying timpani part asserts 

the "correct" 3/4 meter). The fourth movement does not 

contain these metric shifts; instead, its trio is based 

upon a pattern of linear bitonality that is emphasized by 

the use of systematically reduced phrase lengths. 

Cadences are very important elements in this symphony, 

particularly in regard to the endings of the movements. 

Only the finale ends with a perfect authentic cadence, and 

even this is preceded by a series of third relations which 

suggest that the finale will end as the first movement 

ended—with a third-related progression. 

The final cadence of each movement is shown in Figure 

6.1 below. 

Figure 6.1--Final cadences 

movement tonic key final cadence 

1 D: bVI-I 

2 Bb: V7-I, then "bVI"-lf-I6-I 

3 d: iv-I 

4 b: vi07-i 

5 D: V-I 
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It is obvious that Tchaikovsky systematically avoided 

a conclusive PAC until the final movement. The musical 

result of this is one of extreme satisfaction in hearing 

the fifth movement end with such a cadence. If one were 

to ask the question, "How can one cause a perfect authentic 

cadence to be a significant event, late in the nineteenth 

century?", then surely the Third Symphony provides one 

possible answer. 

The beginning of each movement is equally systematic 

in avoiding an initial tonic chord. This point is illus

trated in Figure 6.2 below. 

Figure 6.2--Initial chords 

movement tonic key initial chord 

1 D: V13/9/7 

2 Bb: i i 

3d i (but with "Bb" app.) 

4 b: "V" 

5 D: I (but immediately 
changing to V2/IV) 

Although the third movement begins with a tonic 

chord, it sounds like a VI6 chord until the appoggiatura 

moves down to a chord tone on the third count of the first 

measure. 

As in the final cadences shown in Figure 6.1, it is 

the fifth movement that breaks the pattern. However, its 
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initial tonic chord lasts for only one half count, and so 

the non-tonic beginnings of movements 1-4 are referred to, 

at least, by the second chord of the fifth movement. 

In regard to beginnings and endings, then, the fifth 

movement contains the "expected" tonal events of a tonic 

beginning and a clear V-I ending. The other four perfect 

authentic cadences in the coda of this finale serve as an 

enumeration of the "unusual" final cadences of the prior 

four movements. 

The use of five movements in this symphony is one of 

the factors that makes it unique in relation to Tchaikov

sky's other symphonies. See Figure 6.3 below. 

Figure 6.3--Summary of form/key/meter/tempo 

mvt. form tonic key meter tempo (s) 

1 sonata form D: 4/4 Moderato assai (tempo di 
marcia funebre); Allegro 
brilliante 

2 ABA (alia 
Tedesca) 

3 sonata form 
(no DEV) 

d: 

Bb: 

3/4 Andante elegiaco 

3/4 Allegro moderato et 
semplice 

4 ABA (scherzo) 

5 rondo (ABACABA) 

b 

D: 

2/4 Allegro vivo 

3/4 Allegro con fuoco (tempo 
di Polacca); Meno mosso; 
Tempo I; Presto 

Note the similarity of forms in movements 1/3 and 

2/4. Also significant is the use of duple meter only in 

the first and fourth movements (however, the use of hemiola 
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creates some duple meter, in effect, within the second, 

third, and fifth movements). The choices of tonalities 

are significant, too: The tonic key or its parallel minor 

is used in three movements, and the other two are in sub-

mediant keys. The absence of a dominant or subdominant 

key (as the tonic key of a movement) is very much in line 

with two smaller-scale tonal aspects: 1) Avoidance of 

perfect authentic cadences to end the first four movements, 

and 2) limited use of subdominant and dominant keys within 

each movement (in relation to their individual tonic keys). 

As will be shown, however, the outer movements do make the 

most use of their dominant keys, and this adds a great 

deal of tonal cohesiveness to the symphony, as a whole. 

At this point, a statistical summary of Tchaikovsky's 

compositional language in this symphony--in terms of 

sonorities, tonalities, and modulations—will be presented. 

Unless otherwise noted in the tables that follow, numbers 

indicate the percentage of use, within each movement, of 

the given parameters. The highest percentages of use (in 

comparing the movements with one another) are underlined 

to facilitate the accompanying discussions. 

Sonorities 

Tchaikovsky's use of sonorities in this symphony are 

shown in Figure 6.4 on page 275. 
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Figure 6.4--Duration of sonority types 

sonority type Mvfc.l Mvt.2 Mvt.3 Mvt.4 Mvt.5 

M 33.8 39.9 38.8 34.2 48.2 

Mn7 24.2 21.3 15.4 7.1 15.8 

m 24.1 24.6 31.1 41.8 22.1 

o7 5.6 3.0 4.2 2.0 2.7 

07 4.3 3.8 4.9 5.2 3.4 

irm7 2.5 2.2 2.6 1.0 2.9 

o 2.0 3.0 1.5 1.6 2.5 

Fr0 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.3 

+m7 0.3 1.4 

+ 0.2 1.4 0.9 5.7 1.9 

+M7 0.2 

MM7 0.1 0.2 

Mmm9/7 0.7 

MnM9/7 0.7 

Mnm-ml3/9/7 0.4 

Since this symphony is written in a major key, the 

predominance of major triads, especially in the finale, is 

expected. 

The Mm7 chord is used most extensively in the first 

movement; due to a wide range of keys used (which will be 

shown) in this movement, a greater use of the key-defining 

dominant seventh chord was necessary. 

The fourth movement shows a significant use of aug

mented triads, and much of this is due to the whole-tone 

scale passage in that movement. Notably absent in the 

fourth movement is the Fr0 chord. 
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It is significant that the use of ninth and thirteenth 

chords was limited to the first movement, and most of 

these occurred within the first seventeen bars of the in

troduction (later, a MmM9/7 chord was used to highlight 

the entrance of "FTb" in the exposition). 

The MM7 chord is the least-used sonority type in this 

symphony, and yet it is used in the final bars of the re

turn of "B" (in the fifth movement), a section which began 

with the climactic point of the entire symphony. It is as 

if Tchaikovsky "saved" this particularly dissonant sonority 

for the concluding bars of this important section. 

In Figure 6.5 below, the use of triads, seventh 

chords, and extended chords is shown. 

Figure 6.5--Triads, seventh chords, and extended chords 

Mvt.1 Mvt.2 Mvt.3 Mvt.4 Mvt.5 

triads 60.1 68.9 72.3 83.3 74.7 

seventh chords 38.1 31.1 27.7 16.7 25.3 

extended chords 1.8 

Triads predominate in every movement. The greater 

use of seventh chords in the first movement reflects, 

again, its greater need for key-defining V7 chords (be

cause of the large number of keys that are used). 

The symphony's first two chords are AMmm-ml3/9/7 and 

AMmm9/7. These recur in the three consecutive repetitions 
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that follow the initial eight-bar phrase, and then they 

are not used again in the symphony. The last extended 

chord that is used in this symphony is an AMmM9/7 that is 

used to highlight the arrival of "FTb". One might wonder 

why Tchaikovsky did not continue to exploit extended 

chords. One possible answer is this: Just as the coda 

of the finale concludes the entire symphony (not just the 

last movement), the introduction of, the first movement 

serves as an introduction to the entire symphony (not just 

the first movement): Therefore, this introduction is 

highlighted by sonorities that do not occur elsewhere in 

the symphony. 

The greatest use of triads occurs in the fourth move-

A 
ment. As explained in Chapter Four, much of this factor 

is due to the exclusively triadic harmonizations for most 

of its trio. 

Tonalities 

The number of keys used in each movement is shown in 

Figure 6.6 below. The purpose of this table is to com

pare, in a simple way, the tonal variety of the movements. 

Figure 6.6--Number of keys 

Mvt.1 Mvt.2 Mvt.3 Mvt.4 Mvt.5 

17 10 9 13 8 
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As mentioned in regard to Figures 6.4 and 6.5, the 

greater variety of tonalities in the first movement neces

sitates a greater use of V7 chords. 

The smaller number of keys used in the second and 

third movements provides a satisfying contrast to the 

tonal excursions of the first movement. Also, this re

flects the simpler forms used in these movements (shown in 

Figure 6.3 on page 273). 

The fourth movement contrasts movements two and three 

with a somewhat greater variety of keys. Much of this is 

due to the linear bitonality of the trio, which proceeds 

through seven keys. 

The fifth movement uses the fewest number of keys, 

six of which are closely-related to the tonic key (D:). 

As mentioned earlier, this results in appropriate har

monic clarity in the finale, and it also provides a stable 

harmonic foundation above which a repeated, extensive use 

of hemiola takes place. 

In Figure 6.7 on page 279, the most-used keys of each 

movement are shown (many of the distant, lesser-used keys 

are left off this table in order to clarify comparisons 

among the movements). Roman numerals refer to diatonic 

scale steps in relation to the tonic key of each movement; 

in the case of the movements that are in minor keys (move

ments two and three), the so-called natural minor scale 
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steps apply to these Roman numerals. This issue is clar

ified by listing the specific tonalities in each movement, 

as well. 

Figure 6•7—Duration of the most significant tonalities 

movements 

key KM) 2(M) 3(m) 4(m; ) 5(M) 

I D: 34.5 Bb: 48.7 D: 19.8 b: 0.9 D: 59.1 

i d: 14.1 d: 35.5 b: 43.4 

i± e: 4.5 e: 7.9 e: 1.7 

III F: 2.7 D: 13.1 

iii f#: 4.5 d: 1.8 f#: ^0 

IV G: 1.7 Eb: 6.4 E: 2.7 G: 1.7 

iv g: 3.4 e: 2.7 

biv eb: 7.3 

V A: 11.7 F: 0.3 A: 9.9 F#: 3.5 A: 15.8 

V a: 6.7 f#: 8.0 

VI G: 1.4 Bb: 14.1 

vi b: 10.4 33.9 g; 8.9 b: 14.0 

vii c#: 1.1 c: 8.1 a: 2.4 c#; 1.4 

The following points are most significant in regard 

to these tonalities: 

1) Tonic major and minor (I and i). The first move

ment is the only movement, of the three that are in major, 

that makes use of its parallel minor key. Both of the 

movements in minor (2 and 3) do use the parallel major 

key, but only the third movement does so to a significant 

extent. Of all five movements, the first spends the least 
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proportion of time in its tonic key, and the fifth move

ment spends the largest proportion of time in its tonic 

key. 

2) Supertonic minor (ii). Only the movements in D: 

or d: (1, 3, and 5) use this key function. Most signifi

cant is its use in the first movement, in the recap of the 

second theme in this "wrong" key. 

3) Mediant major and minor (III and iii). The outer 

movements make limited use of the minor mediant key. The 

fourth movement makes extensive use of the major mediant 

key in presenting the first definite melody of the move

ment . 

4) Subdominant major and minor (IV and iv). These 

are used minimally. However, in the second and fifth move

ments, the major subdominant key is used in structurally 

important locations (in the second movement, this key be

gins the "b" section of the "aba" form in "A"; in the fifth 

movement, this key begins the development of "C"). 

5) Flat subdominant minor (biv). In the fourth move

ment this key, functioning enharmonically as a modally re

lated iii key, is used to begin the sequence of a definite 

melody as well as the whole-tone scale section that fol

lows it. 

6) Dominant major and minor (V and v). The first 

movement makes significant use of both the major and minor 
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dominant keys in structurally important locations. The 

second movement uses the major dominant key only in a pas

sing N-V-I modulating sequence. The third movement uses 

the major dominant key to begin the second theme, but this 

key lasts for only four bars here; this dominant key is' 

then resolved to the tonic key in the recap. The fourth 

movement uses the minor dominant key to begin its initial 

whole-tone scale passage, as well as the definite melody 

that precedes it; the fourth movement uses the major dom

inant key in its linearly bitonal coda (which reflects the 

harmonic events of the trio). It is the fifth movement 

that makes the strongest, most sustained use of the major 

dominant key, in the presentation of "B", which is then 

resolved to the tonic major key of the symphony in the 

return of "B". This important resolution of the major 

dominant key to the tonic is one reason why the climax of 

the symphony occurs at the beginning of the restatement 

of "B". 

7) Submediant major and minor (VI and vi). The major 

submediant key is used most significantly in the second 

theme of the third movement, which then proceeds through 

a variety of transitory keys. The minor submediant key is 

one of Tchaikovsky's favored tonalities in this symphony. 

It is used to a great extent in the second movement, whose 

first eight bars present an uncertainty of tonality with 
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first a I-vi-I cadence in Bb:, and then a i-G0-i cadence 

in g minor. This key is also an important part of a 

large-scale tonal symmetry in this movement. 

8) Leading tone minor/subtonic minor (vii). This key 

is used most significantly in the third movement's second 

theme area. Though its use is sequential in nature, it 

signals the "wavering" tonal character of this second 

theme area. 

The use of major versus minor keys is shown in Figure 

6.8 below. 

Figure 6.8--Major and minor keys 

1(M) 2(M) 3(m) 4(m) 5(M) 

major keys 50.4 66.1 47.8 21.9 77.9 

minor keys 49.6 33.9 52.2 78.1 22.1 

Note the near-equal proportions of modes in both the 

first and third movements. This is contrasted by the sub

stantial disparity in the second movement, but this dis

parity is greatest in the last two movements. It is sig

nificant to see that Tchaikovsky reserved the greatest use 

of minor and major keys for the fourth and fifth movements, 

respectively; also, the near-equal disparity of mode usage 

is notable. The emphasis placed upon the minor mode in the 

fourth movement adds to the satisfaction of the major 

tonalities in the fifth movement. These are important 
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facts to notice in Tchaikovsky's only symphony whose tonic 

key is major. 

Modulations 

Tchaikovsky's use of modulation types is shown in 

Figure 6.9 below: 

Figure .6.9--Modulation types 

1 2 3 4 5 

type 

DPC 57.7 55.2 42.2 58.2 61.9 

CPC 13.4 34.5 26.9 11.6 23.8 

Pivot note 7 .0 

3rd relation 13.4 3.4 23.0 4.6 4.8 

Enh. Mm7 9.7 6.9 4.6 

Enh. o7 3.9 

o7-Mm7 1.9 

Linear motion 7.7 14.0 9.5 

The predominant use of the DPC modulation in all 

movements is one of the most consistent aspects of Tchai

kovsky's compositional language. As stated in previous 

chapters, this reflects his preference for a particular 

set of tonality relationships, as well. 

It is significant to note that both CPC and third 

relation modulations are also used in all movements 

(though the CPC modulation is used more extensively than 
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the third relation modulation). 

The third relation modulation is used in the third 

movement to the most extent; in most of these instances, 

it is used to move to keys that are a whole step higher. 

The linear motion modulation is reserved for the last 

three movements. The Enh. Mm7 modulation is used far less 

than one might expect in a Romantic symphony, and this 

reflects Tchaikovsky's choices of tonality relationships: 

Keys that are a half step apart (for which this modulation 

type works well) are rare in this symphony, but they occur 

most in the first movement (this fact is reflected in 

Figure 6.10 on page 283). It is important to remember, 

however, that Tchaikovsky also used this modulation type 

with keys whose tonics were a minor third distant; this 

was discussed in the summary of Chapter One. 

The Enh. o7 modulation was used only incidentally in 

dense stretto/interval pattern events of the first move

ment's development section. The Mm7-o7 modulation was 

used only once in the symphony, to highlight the arrival 

of the first movement's second theme. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The final comments presented below are this writer's 

opinions in regard to the quality and importance of Tchai

kovsky's Third Symphony. These opinions are based upon 
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It is a widely-held notion that the importance of a 

composer and his works is best judged with the passing of 

time. If this is the case, then Tchaikovsky's Third Sym

phony receives a low rating, indeed; it is rarely per

formed. This writer recently spoke with a symphony con

ductor who frankly admitted chat he had never performed it. 

In Tchaikovsky's own time, the work was met by many 

with acid criticism (despite the fact that its premiere 

was generally well-received). Judging from the past and 

present, then, the Third Symphony is largely a failure. 

The Sixth Symphony is prominent in the concert reper

toire, year after year, across the United States; the dark 

forebodings of that work are popular with American 

audiences. The Fourth and Fifth Symphonies (as well as 

the Manfred Symphony) are nearly as popular as the Sixth, 

and they do enjoy significant status in both the perform

ance and recorded repertoire. Tchaikovsky's first three 

symphonies do not, and it seems that the Third Symphony 

receives the lowest acclaim of these three. 

Why? Perhaps it is because of the unique lack of 

specific (or general) programmatic connotations; even its 

unfortunate subtitle, "the Polish", results in confusion, 

not clarity. Perhaps it is because of its major tonality 

that does not adequately relfect the general perception of 
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Tchaikovsky's soul as a dark, serious, arid troubled one. 

However, if one is genuinely interested in the despair 

of the Sixth Symphony, certainly an examination of an 

earlier, more cheerful work is in order. 

Many of the compositional techniques of the Third 

Symphony were carried into Tchaikovsky's latter three 

symphonies, as was discussed in the preceding chapters of 

this thesis. One would think that this, too, might gener

ate interest, at least among scholarly musicians, in the 

Third Symphony. 

This symphony contains humor, melancholy, and joyous 

exuberance. Its themes are memorable, and good craftsman

ship is evident in its formal structures and harmonic 

designs. Four of its five movements do contain a variety 

of metric shifts that require alertness on the parts of 

performers and listeners alike, but these shifts also add 

satisfaction to the solid rhythms that surround them. 

Melody, harmony, and rhythm are carefully intertwined, 

superimposed upon a set of tonality relationships that 

stress diatonicism much of the time. Although Tchaikovsky 

did not assign a specific "story" to this symphony, its 

story is still worth telling. 

It is this writer's hope that this thesis will, in 

some small way, encourage interest in this neglected work. 
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